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Part I.
Background

1. Introduction
1.1. Problem Statement
The proliferation of mobile computing and communication devices is producing a revolutionary
change in our information society. Laptops, smart-phones and PDAs, equipped with wireless tech-
nologies, support users in accomplishing their tasks, accessing information, or communicating
with other users anytime, anywhere. Projections show that in few years the number of mobile
connections and the number of shipments of mobile terminals will grow yet by another 20-50
percent [55]. With this trend, we can expect the total number of mobile Internet users soon to
exceed that of the fixed-line Internet users.
Currently, most of the connections among mobile devices and the Internet occur over fixed in-
frastructure-based networks, which are extended with a wireless last hop. For example, cellular
networks (GSM, GPRS or UMTS) provide a wireless link between mobile phones and a base sta-
tion, while laptops connect to the Internet via Wi-Fi Access Points (i.e., inside Wi-Fi hotspots). In
particular, installations of Wi-Fi hotspots are nowadays more and more frequent, for example in
company and education buildings, coffee shops, airports, and so on. Figure 1.1 gives a pictorial
representation of this scenario. Specifically, a network operator covers a limited-size area (i.e. a
“hotspot”) with Access Points connected to the legacy fixed Internet. Users equipped with mobile
devices (such as laptops or PDAs) can connect to Internet services (e.g., visit a Web site) wire-
lessly. Seamless wireless connectivity in such environments is of great value for Internet users.
Moreover, the low cost of devices (i.e., Access Points and wireless cards), and the Wi-Fi hotspot
ease of installation and setup is boosting their diffusion. Wi-Fi is really a Plug&Play technology,
that can greatly improve the Internet-user experience.
Despite their increasing popularity, many technical problems have to be fixed for Wi-Fi hotspot to
guarantee sufficient Quality of Service to Internet users. Among them, one of the most critical is

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Figure 1.1.: The reference environment: a Wi-Fi hotspot.
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power management at mobile devices. To allow users mobility, devices must be battery-supplied.
It is common experience that current mobile devices (laptops, PDAs, etc.) can operate just for few
hours before the battery gets exhausted. Even worse, the difference between power requirements
of electronic components and battery capacities is expected to increase in the near future [51].
In a nutshell, power management for mobile devices is a must for the development of mobile
computing scenarios, and each (hardware or software) component of a mobile device should be
designed to be energy efficient. The networking subsystem is one of the critical components from
the power management standpoint, as it accounts for a significant fraction of the total power
consumption (around 10% for laptops, and up to 50% for small hand-held devices, such as PDAs
[7, 39]).
This work aims at exploring possible solutions for this key issue. We focus on best-effort appli-
cations, i.e. applications without real-time requirements. Example of such applications are Web,
e-mail and file transfer that represent the lion’s share of the today-Internet traffic [15]. These
applications generate a bursty traffic, as shown in Figure 1.2. Specifically, data are exchanged
between a mobile and a fixed host as a sequence of bursts spaced by idle times (referred to as
User Think Times). Within bursts, packets are separated by idle times (referred to as interarrival
times). While User Think Times are generated by the human behavior (e.g., in the Web case a
burst represents a Web page, and a User Think Time the time spent by the user reading the page),
interarrival times stems from computer interactions due to network protocols, and hence they are
much shorter. It is well-known that the main source of energy wastage in such a traffic is the fact
that the wirless interface of the mobile host remains powered on during idle times. Therefore, the
main power-saving technique consists in turning it into a low-power mode (possibly, switching it
off) during these time intervals. Exploiting this technique is not trivial. Indeed, the length in time
of idle times is usually unknown in advance. Furthermore, re-activating the wireless interface
from any low-power mode has an energetic cost. For short idle times, letting the wireless inter-
face on instead of turning it in a low-power mode could be even more energy efficient. Finally, if
several low-poewr modes are available, the most appropriate one should be chosed each time the
wireless interface becomes idle.

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Figure 1.2.: The reference network traffic.
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1.2. Our approach to Power Management
In this work we design several power-saving solutions implemented in network protocols. The
core of these solutions is detecting idle times, estimating their length, and managing the wireless
interface accordingly.
We firstly propose two middleware approaches, named PS-Web and PS-WiFi, respectively. These
approaches are based on detecting idle times and estimating their length in time. The wireless
interface is switched off for the (predicted) duration of the idle time. The difference between
PS-Web and PS-WiFi is that PS-Web is application-dependent, i.e., it exploits a-priori knowledge
about the application behavior to detect and estimate the lenght of idle times. On the other
hand, PS-WiFi is application-independent, and dynamically intercepts the applications behavior
by monitoring their traffic. We design these systems, and provide the related network protocols.
Then, we evaluate them extensively. Specifically, we use real-Internet prototypes and analytical
models to achieve a clear understanding of their behavior.
Then, we compare these middleware solutions and the de-facto standard MAC-level policy for
Wi-Fi hotspots, i.e. the Power-Saving Mode (PSM) of the IEEE 802.11 standard. The advantage of
middleware-layer policies is that they can exploit a clar knowledge about the application behavior,
which is not available at the MAC level. Furthermore, since they do not rely on any particular
wireless technology, PS-Web and PS-WiFi are highly portable. On the other hand, 802.11 PSM can
exploit specific low-power modes of the wirless interface that are defined by the standard. On the
other hand, for the sake of portability, PS-Web and PS-WiFi can just switch the wireless interface
off.
To compare the MAC- and the middleware-layer approaches, we extensively evaluate the power-
saving performance of PSM. Overall, the power-saving achieved by the two approaches is compa-
rable. A very interesting outcome is that these approaches are somewhat complementary, since
PSM performs better during bursts (i.e., during interarrival times), while PS-Web and PS-WiFi per-
form better during User Think Times. Therefore, we define a Cross-layer Power Manager (CPM)
that integrates the 802.11 and middleware-level mechanisms included in PS-Web and PS-WiFi. We
evaluate CPM in depth, and show that it significantly improves the performances of “single-layer”
policies in terms of power saving. This results highlight how a cross-layer design is powerful in
this environment. Furthermore, CPM does not require hardware modifications, and can be entirely
implemented at the mobile host. Hence, it represents a very interesting power-saving solution that
is suited to be implemented in current 802.11 hotspots.
c© Andrea Passarella, February 2005

2. Thesis Contribution
The main contribution of this work is to provide an effective framework for addressing the power-
saving problem in wireless hotspots. We focus on reducing the power consumption of the network-
ing subsystem, since this is the most energy-hungry part of current mobile-computing devices (e.g.,
PDAs). We design power-saving solutions that are transparent both to the application level, and to
the wireless technology adopted in the hotspot. As such, they do not require modifications either
in the application code, or in the wirless hardware. Clearly, this is a key advantage to quickly
deploy real systems based on our solutions.
In this work we provide a comprehensive view of the energy-conservation problem in wirless
hotspots. We show that a single policy does not fit any possible application scenario. Hence, we
study different policies, that are best suited for each scenario taken into consideration. We deeply
evaluate each solution, providing evidence of their strengths and weaknesses.
We envisage two orthogonal classifications. On one hand our power-saving policies can be classi-
fied as application-dependent and application-independent policies. Application-dependent poli-
cies, exploit a-priori information about the application behavior, and are the best option when
the set of application running in the wireless environment can be known at design time. We pro-
pose application-independent policies as well that are just slightly less effective than application-
dependent ones, and are suitable to support any kind of best-effort application (e.g. Web, e-mail,
file transfer, . . . ). Therefore such policies can be used in general-purpose environments.
On the other hand, our policies can be classified as pure-middleware and cross-layer policies.
Pure-middleware policies are not aware of the particular wireless technology they will support,
and hence they do not exploit any technology-dependent power-saving feature. As such, these
policies are highly portable. Furthermore, we show that more effective policies can be designed
when the wireless technology operating in the wireless hotspot is known in advance. Specifically,
we focus on the leader wireless technology, i.e., IEEE 802.11, and we leverage a cross-layer ap-
proach to power management. We show that cross-layer policies, operating both at the MAC-
and middleware-layer, significantly outperform policies that operate just at a single level in the
protocol stack. To achieve a complete comparison, in this work we develop a detailed analytical
and simulation model of the 802.11 Power-Saving Mode, and we provide a deep characterization
of the PSM behavior. This is another major contribution of our work, since, to the best of our
knowledge, this is the first effort in the literature to provide a such a detailed characterization of
802.11 PSM.
To summarize, in this work we address the power-saving problem for wireless hotspots in several
common environments. For each environment, we design and investigate effective policies that
18 Part I: Background
significantly reduce the power consumption of mobile devices. Therefore, this work provides
comprehensive guidelines for deploying power-saving systems in real wireless environments.
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3. Thesis Layout
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. First of all, we survey works related to ours
(Section 4). Then, the pure middleware-layer solutions are presented and extesively evaluated
in part II. Specifically, in Chapter 5 we design and evaluate an application-dependent solution
(PS-Web) tailored to Web applications. Firstly, we provide the PS-Web design (Section 5.3) in
the reference environment (Section 5.2). PS-Web is compared against different power-saving
strategies (Section 5.4), and then it is extensively evaluated (Sections 5.5 ÷ 5.7). Chapter 6 is
devoted to present and evaluate an application-independent solution (PS-WiFi). PS-WiFi is pre-
sented in Section 6.2, and evaluated through experiments run in several application environments
(Section 6.3). Then, an analytical model of PS-WiFi is derived (Section 6.4), and used to better
understand the PSWi-Fi behavior (Sections 6.5 and 6.6).
Part III is devoted to presenting and evaluating our Cross-Layer approach to power-management.
Specifically, Section 7.3 provides an overview of the 802.11 Power-Saving Mode (PSM). A PSM
analytical model is presented in Section 7.4. This model, along with simulation results, is used
to extensively evaluate the PSM performance in terms of power-saving (Section 7.5). Then, our
Cross-Layer Power Manager is presented and evaluated in Section 7.6.
Finally Chapter 8 draws our conclusions about Power Management for Mobile Computing, and
provides some future research directions.

4. Related works
Uderstanding and enhancing the performance of wireless LANs, mainly in terms of power saving,
has deserved increased attention in the last few years. Some works highlight limitations of 802.11
and propose enhancements. Other works propose power-saving policies that are not specifically
tailored to 802.11, but that can be applied also to this technology. For ease of reading, in the
following of this section we follow this broad classification to present these works.
4.1. 802.11 characterizations
Krashinsky and Balakrishnan [38] carry out a simulation analysis of 802.11 PSM in presence of
Web browsing traffic. In particular, they consider a single mobile user (i.e., no congestion) inside
the hotspot. They show that PSM can save around 90% of the energy spent by the wireless card
at the cost of increased delay in the Web-page downloads. To cope with this problem, the authors
propose the Bounded Slowdown Protocol (BSD). In BSD, the mobile host listens the Access Point
Beacons with decreasing frequency during idle times, to be mostly sleeping during User Think
Times. It should be pointed out that the problem of increased Web delays arises for very short
Round Trip Times between the mobile and the fixed host, (i.e., below 80 ms), and is far less
marked for increasing Round Trip Times. In this work, we focus on a broader range of Round
Trip Times, for which such additional delays are more tolerable. Furthemore, with respect to
CPM, BSD just uses the sleep state of the mobile host to save energy, while PS-Web, PS-WiFi
and CPM switch the mobile host off during User Think Times. As discussed in the third part of
this work, this choice allows greater energy saving. On the other hand, during burst-download
phases, BSD improves PSM since it reduces the additional delay of Web-page donwloads. From
a power-saving standpoint, during burst download phases BSD performs similarly to PSM, and
hence it outperforms both PS-Web and PS-WiFi. However, it should be noted that BSD requires
non-trivial hardware modifications, and operates only in 802.11-based networks. As far as CPM, it
should be noted that, thanks to its flexible design, CPM is able to exploit any power-saving policy
during burst-download phases. Therefore, BSD could be used in the Cross-layer Power Manager
in that cases where it outperforms PSM. Finally, in this work we analyze PSM with respect to
several parameters (such as a broader range of RTT values, the average bursts size, the packet loss
probability and the WLAN congestion), which are not taken into consideration in [38].
Similar remarks apply also to [44]. Specifically, [44] proposes the Dynamic Beacon Period algo-
rithm (DBP), aimed at reducing the additional delay introduced by PSM to Web-page download
times. Basically, each mobile host selects its own Beacon Interval, and the Access Point is re-
sponsible for generating Beacon frames for each mobile host. Several scalability issues are not
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addressed in [44] that are key points to fairly evaluate DBP. However, since DBP operates during
burst-download phases, it can be integrated into CPM.
Anand et al., [2] carry out an experimental evaluation of 802.11 PSM on HP IPAQs. They pri-
marily focus on the traffic generated by applications using network file systems such as NFS and
Coda. Their results confirm [38], with respect to the additional delay added by the 802.11 PSM.
A very interesting outcome is that, for high-end devices such as laptops, this may lead to an in-
crease in the total energy consumption of the mobile device. The additional delays make the
other laptop components being active for longer time, thus overwhelming the energy saved in the
networking subsystem. To overcome this problem, they propose Self-Tuning Power Management
(STPM). STPM operates at the Operating System level, and exploits hints provided by the network
applications. Essentially, hints describe the near future requirements of applications in terms of
networking activities. STPM exploits these hints, and the knowledge about the power consump-
tion of the whole device, to manage the wireless interface appropriately. In [2] the choice is just
between activating the PSM or not, but the STPM system is flexible enough to implement more
sophisticated policies. The energy saving achieved by STPM is 21% with respect to the standard
PSM, and the additional delay is reduced by 80%. Our work shares some similarity with [2]. As
STPM does, our Cross-layer Power Manager sits on top of different power management policies,
and dynamically chooses the most appropriate one. Furthermore, both STPM and our Cross-layer
Power Manager can be implemented in the Operating System of the mobile host, and can be de-
ployed in current Wi-Fi hotspots. The main difference between [2] and our work is that all our
policies are simpler, and do not require explicit collaboration from the applications, i.e., no modi-
fications to the application code is required. We believe that this feature is very important, at least
in a medium-term perspective. Other differences between our work and [2] are that [2] assumes
very short RTTs between the mobile and the fixed host, and focuses on a specialized scenario.
Specifically, authors focus on distributed interactive software deployment supported by network
filesystems. Network filesystems are implemented by means of RPCs, that involve many short re-
quest/response interactions among the clients and the server. The impact of PSM additional delay
on such traffic pattern is severe. In our work we focus on Web-like traffic patterns, which are more
representative of the typical hotspot use. Web requires less interactions between the clients and
the server, and the effect of additional delays is not heavy.
Finally, [14, 49] propose power-saving policies for 802.11 WLAN that are orthogonal to the work
presented in this paper. Specifically, [14] puts the mobile host in the sleep mode during MAC-
level contention periods. On the other hand, [49] reduces the energy spent during transmissions
by dynamically adapting the fragmentation threshold, the transmission power, and the retry limit.
Both of these works are extensions to the standard PSM that work during burst-download phases,
and hence they can be easily included into our Cross-layer Power Manager.
4.2. Power-saving policies for generic wirless LANs
Other works face the power-management problem in WLAN environments, but do not focus on a
specific wireless technology. [39, 52, 54, 41] propose power managers implemented in network
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protocols. Specifically, [39, 52, 54] use inactivity timeouts to decide when to switch off the wire-
less interface. Timeout values are fixed, and depend on the particular application. [39] relies
on an Indirect-TCP architecture in order to buffer at the Access Point possible packets arriving
while the mobile host is disconnected. Instead, [52] avoids any support from the Access Point,
and exploits knowledge about the application behavior to avoid missing packets. Also [54] uses
a pure client-centric approach, i.e., no support from the Access Point is exploited. Specifically, an
approach similar to our is used, in the sense that interarrival-time lengths are estimated on-line.
Furthermore, inactivity timeouts are used to detect User Think Times. With respect to our work,
no support from the Access Point is exploited, and hence packets that may arrive while the mobile
host is disconnected are lost. Inactivity timeouts are also used by our Cross-layer Power Manager.
However, in our system they are dynamically adjusted based on the status of the network path.
[41] assumes a PSM like algorithm, in the sense that the Access Point periodically signals frames
buffered for mobile hosts. However, in their system the Access Point signals only the frames that
will be transmitted in the next period. Hence, other stations may sleep, whether they have packets
buffered at the Access Point or not. Authors analyze several scheduling algorithm to choose which
frames to announce, so as to minimize the overall energy consumption. Modifying the way the
Access Point manages the download traffic has also been proposed in [21] as a mean to reduce
congestion in a WLAN, and optimize the hotspot performance in terms of throughput. Actually,
this is a very promising way also from a power-saving point of view. It should be noted that such
policies can be implemented in our Cross-layer Power Manager, since they are focused on the burst
download phases.
[42, 23, 50] advocate power management at the Operating System level. [42] exploits on-line
application-level hints to decide when to shut the network interface down. Hence, this system
requires modification of the applications’ code. The authors of [23, 50] formulate the power-
management problem as a linear program, where the objective is minimizing the power con-
sumption of a particular component, and the maximum tolerable performance degradation (for
example in terms of additional delays) is the constraint. Then, they derive optimal power manage-
ment policies to drive the component in the different operating modes. The main drawback of this
approach is that it requires a-priori statistical models of the component usage. This information is
not required by our power-saving systems.
Finally, other approaches to power management include transmission power control techniques
[28], or complete novel application-level architectures [47, 37, 30, 31]. Specifically, [47] propose
“Web&”, a multi-tier architecture for disconnected Web transactions. User of a mobile host de-
scribes the service she requires to an agent running at the Access Point. For example, she declares
the destination, date and time needed for a flight. The agent becomes responsible of exploring the
Web and finding flights that could fit for her requirments. While this process is ongoing, the mo-
bile host can disconnect. Eventually, once the mobile host connects again, the agent at the Access
Point provide the search results to the user, who can choose the most appropriate solution. Though
interesting, this solution is customize to non interactive applications, and requires significant mod-
ifications to the application architecture. [37] propose transcoding as a mean for reducing power
consumption in mobile-Web applications. Specifically, Web page components (e.g., images) are
encoded at lower quality when downloaded by mobile hosts. That way the size of Web pages is
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reduced, and this results in energy conservation. However, it should be noted that the main source
of energy consumption is during idle times, while the burden related to transferring data is usually
not that much. Nevertheless, such solutions can be seen as complementary to systems aimed at
reducing the effect of idle times. A trade off between power consumption and QoS is the goal of
[30, 31]. The system they propose leverage collaboration among applications and the operating
system to save energy. User of a mobile host declares the expected amount of time the battery
should last. Based on this information, the system, for each operation, suggests to applications
the quality that should be used in order to meet that goal. For example, a video stream could be
dowloaded and played at a lower quality if the battery is required to last for several hours. Such
is very interesting, and could be included in future generations of applications and operating sys-
tems. The solution we provide here is somewhat “quick and dirty”: it can be deployed in current
Wi-Fi installations without requiring significant modifications, and is still able to conserve most of
the energy currently spent in networking activities.
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Figure 4.1.: The Indirect-TCP and the Power-Saving model (evidence on added and modified com-
ponents)
Within the framework described in the previous part, we have envisaged two possible approaches,
operating at the middleware layer: the application-dependent approach and the application-inde-
pendent approach.
Both approaches share some basic architectural design aspects. They both rely upon a network
architecture based on the Indirect-TCP model 4.1(a). The mobile computer connects to a fixed
host (e.g., a Web server) through a third entity (the Access Point) located at the border between
the wireless and wired networks. With respect to the traditional TCP/IP architecture, the transport
connection between the mobile host and the fixed host (e.g., a Web server) is split into two parts.
The first one connects the mobile host with the Access Point, while the second connects the Access
Point and the fixed host. At the Access Point a software agent (the Indirect-TCP Daemon) relays
data between the two connections. The original Indirect-TCP model [16] uses the TCP protocol
also on the wireless part of the connection. On the contrary, we use the Simplified Transport
Protocol (STP), which provides a connectionless, reliable type of service. It has been shown [17]
that such a protocol is much more suited to the single-hop wireless environment.
Power-saving functionalities are included in such an architecture by defining power-saving pro-
tocols between the Access Point and the mobile host, as shown in Figure 4.1(b). As highlighted
above, our solutions operate at the middleware layer, and hence the protocols we design work
on top of the transport protocol (see the following sections for more details). The design of our
power-saving solutions is based on the following remarks. To save energy the mobile host peri-
odically switches the network interface off. While disconnected, data coming from the Internet
and destined to the mobile host are temporarily stored by the Indirect-TCP Daemon. To decide
when and how long the network interface should be off, both the application-independent and the
application-dependent approaches dynamically estimate the traffic behavior (packet inter-arrival
times, idle periods, etc.). As highlighted in the following of the work, in some cases the original
Indirect-TCP Daemon is slightly modified to support the power-saving functionalities. Switching
off the network interface actually reduces the energy consumption but can heavily increase the
user response time (e.g., in the case of the Web application, the elapsed time between the genera-
tion of a request from the browser for the retrieval of a Web page, and the rendering of that page
at that browser’s site), thus negatively affecting the QoS perceived by the user. Thus, a trade off
between these two orthogonal performance figures must be reached.
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The basic difference among the two approaches resides in the algorithms used to decide when,
and how long, to keep the network interface off. In the application dependent approach the
semantic of the application(s) is exploited. For example, in the case of the Web application, the
power-saving policy is aware of the traffic pattern related to the download of a Web-page. Based
on this knowledge, and by spoofing the application-level traffic, this policy predicts the near-
future network activity of the mobile host, and manages the wirless interface accordingly. On
the other hand, the application independent approach is based on algorithms that do not rely
upon any a priori application semantic but try to dynamically intercept the behavior of the active
application(s). By “learning” on-line how the application(s) behave, this policy predicts the future
traffic pattern, and manages the wireless interface accordingly.
The application dependent approach is tuned to the specific application, and hence it performs the
best from a power-saving point of view. However, it requires a different power-saving module for
each application, and – in the case of concurrent applications – a further module to coordinate the
application-specific ones. The application-independent approach is much more flexible. Specifi-
cally, it supports any type of (non real-time) application, and works also in the case of concurrent
applications. It is therefore interesting to compare its performance with those of the application
dependent approach that constitute a target reference.
As a rule of thumb, it can be said that application-dependent approaches are best suited to run in
dedicated environments, where the set of applications that will run in the system can be defined
at design time. In such a scenario, using the application-dependent approach guarantees the best
peformance both in terms of power saving, and in terms of QoS. On the other hand, in open
environments, where users may run arbitrary applications, the application-independent approach
is the best candidate. It still achieves very good performances both in terms of power saving and
in terms of QoS, but supports any application without interventions by the network operator.
In the following, we deeply analyze the performance of both approaches. As far as the application-
dependent approach, we analyze a system (PS-Web), designed to support Web applications. As far
as the application-independent approach, we analyze a system (PS-WiFi) that supports any type
of best-effort traffic. We test this systems with respect to Web applications, to e-mail applications,
and also in the case of concurrent applications, i.e., Web and e-mail.
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5.1. Overview
In this section we define a new architecture, throughout referred to as PS-Web (Power-Saving
Web), which allows mobile users to exploit Internet Web services with a QoS similar to the one
provided by the legacy network architecture based on the TCP/IP protocol stack, but with a signif-
icant reduction in the energy consumption. The PS-Web architecture is based on the Indirect-TCP
model [16], i.e., the TCP connection between the browser and the Web server is split into two
connections: one between the browser (on the mobile computer) and an Access Point (at the
border between the wireless and wired networks), and the other one between the Access Point
and the Web server. Unlike the solution proposed in [39], however, a simplified transport proto-
col is used between the mobile host and the Access Point. Furthermore, inactivity timeouts and
sleeping times used to switch off and on the network interface are not fixed – as in [52] and
[39] – but are adjusted dynamically based both on information about the past history collected
on-line and on statistical models of Web traffic pattern available in the literature. The Access Point
works as a Power Saving Proxy Web, i.e., a Proxy Web with power saving support for mobile users.
Specifically, it implements a pre-fetching mechanism.
In order to evaluate the PS-Web effectiveness, we compare the performance of four different
power-saving strategies aimed at reducing the energy consumed during a Web-page download.
The first strategy is a pure Indirect-TCP (I-TCP) architecture. With respect to the legacy TCP
architecture, this solution improves the throughput achieved by the mobile host, thus reduc-
ing the transfer-time. Hence, it indirectly contributes to power saving even though no energy-
management mechanism is explicitly introduced in the system. Explicit energy management is
included in the other policies we consider, all obtained by enhancing the I-TCP architecture. The
local strategy switches the wireless interface off when the user is reading the Web page, i.e., it
exploits information that are locally available at the client browser. On the other hand, PS-Web,
referred to as the global strategy, in addition to local information, exploits statistical information
about Web traffic. Finally, an ideal (unfeasible) strategy that guarantees the minimum power
consumption is also considered. Throughout this part of the work, the ideal and I-TCP strategies
provide the lower and upper bound for energy consumption, respectively.
We implemented the feasible power-saving strategies and tested them extensively in a real Internet
scenario. Our performance study is based on two main performance figures: Ips and Ipd. Ips is
used as a power saving index. It measures the energy consumption of a specific strategy expressed
as a percentage of the energy consumption related to I-TCP strategy. Ipd measures the impact of
the power saving strategy on the User Response Time (URT), i.e., the time interval elapsed from a
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Figure 5.1.: The Web-page download as an Active and an Inactive Phase.
user request for a Web page to its rendering on the mobile device.
The experimental results show that the global strategy exhibits the best achievable performance. It
saves, on average, 88% of the energy consumed by the I-TCP approach and has a negligible impact
on the URT (the URT increase is of 0.2 sec on average, and is below 1.8 sec with probability 0.9).
5.2. System Model
The power-saving strategies evaluated in our system are application-dependent, i.e., they exploit
the application semantic to optimize the energy consumption. Hence, as a preliminary step, it is
necessary to characterize the traffic profile generated by Web browsing.
Many papers in literature provide mathematical Web traffic characterizations [26, 13, 12, 25, 19,
18], and show that, with an appropriate analysis of the Web servers logs, it is possible to model
the Web user behavior [25, 19].
5.2.1. Single user's traﬃc model
The activity of an individual user can be represented as a series of successive requests for Web
pages. As shown in 5.1, each request causes a two-phase process. During the first phase, the
Web page is downloaded from the server to the client while, in the second phase, the user reads
the contents. The first phase is typically named Active Phase because during this time interval
data flow on the network. The second phase is referred to as Inactive Phase because there is no
network activity.
The Inactive Phase is composed by a unique time interval (tUTT in Figure 5.1). This time interval
is known as the Inactive Off Time or User Think Time (UTT), and is typically longer than 30 seconds
(i.e., it is practically much longer than the Active Phase length). User Think Times are distributed
according to a Pareto law [25, 19]:
p (tUTT ) = αkαt
−(α−1)
UTT , tUTT ≥ k, α = 1.5, k = 30 , (5.1)
where k is the scale parameter and α is the shape parameter.
Figure 5.2 provides a graphical representation of a typical Active Phase. A Web page usually
consists of a set of files: an HTML main file and a number of embedded files. Specifically, the main
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Figure 5.2.: The Active Phase as a sequence of ON and OFF Times.
file contains the page textual information, the names of the embedded files and a description of
the page layout. The browser transfers the whole set of files and arranges them in the page.
The Active Phase can be seen as a sequence of N ON Times (ti in Figure 5.2) and N Active OFF
Times (ki in Figure 5.2), where N is a random variable. The main file is transferred during the
first ON Time. Then, the transfer of each embedded file occurs in subsequent ON times. ON times
are usually separated by OFF times. Among the others, an OFF Time includes the time required
by the client to prepare HTTP request(s). These OFF Times are typically referred to as Active OFF
Times, to distinguish them from the User Think Times.
The length of a single ON Time can be described as follows:
ti =
Bi
γi
+ δi =
Di + hi
γi
+ δi , (5.2)
where:
G Bi is the size (in bytes) of an overall HTTP transaction needed to fetch a file. Specifically,
it includes the file size (Di), and the headers of all packets containing the HTTP request(s)
and HTTP response (hi).
G γi is the throughput experienced during this transaction.
G δi depends on the specific HTTP version, and may include the sum of the network Round
Trip Time (RTT), and the time needed by the Web server to process an HTTP request.
It must be pointed out that γi and δi depend on the network traffic conditions, while hi can be
closely approximated with a constant value. Di depends on the distribution of the Web file sizes. In
the literature, the file size is modeled according to a hybrid distribution: the tail and the body are
modeled according to Pareto (see Equation 5.1) and lognormal distributions (see Equation 5.3),
respectively.
p (x) =
1
αx
√
2pi
e−
(ln x−µ)2
2σ2 . (5.3)
The parameters of lognormal (i.e., µ and σ) and Pareto (i.e., α and k) distributions, as well as the
cutoff value between the two distributions, depend on the set of files available at the Web server.
Active OFF Times (ki in Figure 5.2), are typically modeled according to a Weibull distribution:
p (t) =
btb−1
ab
e−(
t
a )
b
. (5.4)
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The Weibull parameters do not depend on the particular Web site. Typical values are a=1.46,
b=0.382 [19].
Finally, N denotes the number of Active OFF and ON Times (see Figure 5.2). Obviously, N = 1+e,
where e is the number of embedded files, and 1 corresponds to the main file. The number of em-
bedded files, e, is typically modeled according to a Pareto distribution, where α and k parameters
depend on the specific Web server [19].
As a final remark, it has been shown in [25] that the Web-page download statistical models are
strictly related to the self-similarity property of Web traffic. Since this is a structural property of
the Web traffic, the characterization provided in this section do not depend either on the Web
contents or on the user access patterns.
5.2.2. General energy consumption model
In this section we introduce a model for the energy consumption in a mobile Web access scenario.
As explained in the Introduction, the energy consumption is approximately proportional to the
time during which the wireless interface remains in the ON state. Therefore, hereafter we will
measure the energy consumption as the wireless interface ON time. Equation 5.5 provides the
energy, C, consumed for downloading a Web page:
C =
N∑
i=1
(
Di + βi
γi
+ τi
)
+A+ U +m · tso . (5.5)
where:
G βi measures the overhead in bytes introduced in the i-th file download. In addition to the
size of the HTTP request and response headers (in Equation 5.2), βi also includes specific
overheads associated with the implemented power-saving strategy (if any).
G γi is the throughput experienced in the file transfer (see Equation 5.2).
G τi is the overhead in time related to the download of the i-th file. Specifically, in addition to δi
(see Equation 5.2), it also includes specific time overheads associated with the implemented
power-saving strategy (if any).
G A is the contribution to the energy consumption due to the Active OFF Times. This con-
tribution is the sum of the Active OFF Times (A =
∑N
i=1 ki) if no power-saving strategy is
implemented. Power-saving strategies typically reduce this quantity.
G U is the contribution to the energy consumption due to a User Think Time. This exactly
corresponds to the User Think Time if no power-saving strategy is implemented. The aim of
power-saving strategies is to reduce it.
G m ·tso is the total contribution to the energy consumption due to the transients caused by the
off-on switching of the wireless interface. When the wireless interface is turned on, there is
a transient period during which it consumes energy but it cannot be used for data transfer.
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Symbol Explanation
N number of files in a Web page
ki length of the i-th Active OFF Time inside the Active Phase
ti length of the i-th ON Time inside the Active Phase
tUTT length of the User Think Time after the download of a Web page
Bi dimension of the HTTP transaction needed to fetch the i-th file of a Web page
Di dimension of the i-th file of a Web page
hi dimension of the HTTP request and response headers used in the i-th HTTP transaction
γi average throughput experienced by the mobile host during the i-th HTTP transaction
γ maximum throughput available on the wireless link
δi sum of the network Round Trip Time and the time needed by
the Web server to process the i-th HTTP request.
βi overhead in bytes introduced in the i-th file download
τi overhead in time introduced in the i-th file download
A Active OFF Times contribution to the energy spent to download a Web page
U User Think Time contribution to the energy spent to download a Web page
m number of times the mobile host wireless interface switches
from off to on during the Active Phase
tso time interval needed by the mobile host wireless interface to switch from off to on
g number of residual-transfer-time estimates provided by the Access Point
during the Active Phase of a Web-page download
s number of residual-transfer-time estimates greater than tso (s ≤ g)
Table 5.1.: Symbols used in the model
In Equation 5.5 tso denotes the length of the transient period (typically, and throughout this
work, 100 ms), while m is the number of off-on transitions during the Web-page transfer1.
G Di and N define the traffic characteristics (see Table 5.1) and do not depend on the partic-
ular power-saving strategy.
For reader convenience, in Table 5.1 we summarize the symbols that are used hereafter.
5.3. PS-Web architecture and protocols
A typical mobile scenario is depicted in Figure 5.3. Specifically, with respect to the general case
shown in the Introduction, we here consider just a single mobile host connecting to the Web
through a Wi-Fi hotspot. Although very simple and costless, a legacy TCP-based solution is prone
to various drawbacks that heavily impacts the energy consumption at the mobile host.
1The m value depends on the specific power-saving strategy. Obviously, when no power-saving strategy is implemented,
m=0.
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Figure 5.3.: A typical mobile environment (single-user case).
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Figure 5.4.: PS-Web network architecture (evidence on added and modified components).
1. The TCP congestion control wrongly interprets losses in the wireless link as congestion sig-
nals. Hence, the overall throughput is usually low and the wireless network interface at the
mobile host remains idle for most of the time.
2. Congestions in the wired networks limits the throughput in the wireless link as well. The
overall effect is the same as in 1.
3. The ON/OFF behavior of Web traffic forces the wireless network interface to be inactive for
long time intervals.
To overcome these problems we exploited a network architecture based on the Indirect-TCP model
[16], with the Simplified Transport Protocol operating between the mobile host and the Access
Point. The Indirect-TCP model eliminates problems related to point 1 above. However, bottle-
necks in the Internet might still cause a low transfer rate in the wireless link. To overcome this
second problem, we use pre-fetching of Web pages at the Access Point. Embedded files – if any
– are requested to the remote server even without an explicit request from the user and will be
transferred to the mobile host, on request from the mobile host itself. This approach allows to
transfer embedded files on the wireless link at full speed, irrespective of the throughput available
in the wired connection. At the mobile host side, pre-fetching is managed by the PSP (Power Sav-
ing Protocol) module. At the Access Point side, it is handled by the PS-Daemon (see Figure 5.4).
This is the I-TCP Daemon enriched with pre-fetching and power management mechanisms.
Finally, with reference to point 3 above, it can be observed that, by grouping the transfer of the
embedded files on the wireless link in a single burst, Active OFF Times can be compacted in an
unique long OFF Time. This reduces significantly the time during which the network interface
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must be on. At the mobile host, the PSP layer is responsible for identifying the beginning of the
Inactive OFF Times, and turning the network interface off until a new request from the browser
arrives.
5.3.1. Power Saving Protocol (PSP)
The PS-Daemon can be seen as made up of two components. The upper level component interacts
with the HTTP modules at the mobile host and fixed server, and implements the same functional-
ities of a Proxy Web. The lower level component implements power management by interacting
with the PSP module at the mobile host via the Power Saving Protocol. Therefore, the PS-Daemon
can be regarded as a Proxy-Web with power saving support.
Since we are interested in power management, in the following we shall focus on the PSP protocol.
The pseudo-code 1 shows the actions performed at the mobile host (left-hand side) and the Access
Point (right-hand side), respectively.
Upon receiving the main file from the remote server, the PS-Daemon forwards it to the mobile host,
together with an estimate of the residual transfer time (see below), i.e., the time needed to fetch
the embedded files from the server (lines 1-5). Upon receiving such an estimate the mobile host
turns the network interface off for the corresponding time interval (lines 4-8). Possible requests
for embedded files generate by the browser in the meanwhile will be blocked by the PSP layer
until the network interface is turned on again (lines 9-14).
When the time interval has elapsed, the PSP module at the mobile host turns the network interface
on and sends requests for embedded files, if any, to the PS-Daemon (lines 15-18). The PS-Daemon
has already fetched these files from the server and can thus send them back to the browser (lines
6-8).
When the Web page is completely available at the mobile host the PSP module turns the network
interface off (lines 19-20) until a new request arrives from the user.
The architecture depicted in Figure 5.4 is completely transparent to the application and the HTTP
protocol, respectively. Like any other Web proxy, the PS-Daemon do not introduce any modifi-
cation either at the client or server side of the application. In particular, the PSP module at the
mobile host presents a socket-like interface to the application layer.
The PS-Web architecture relies upon estimates of the file transfer times. These estimates are
performed by the PS-Daemon at the Access Point and communicated to the mobile host (see [46]
for details). As it clearly appears from the protocol description, the accuracy of the estimates is
a key factor to achieve a significant power saving at the mobile host. The above architecture can
be easily modified to include optimizations like handling of inaccuracies in the estimates supplied
by the PS-Daemon (line 5), isolation of the application-dependent functionalities to achieve an
higher modularity and reusability, and so on. Details on such optimizations can be found in [46].
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1: OnNewPageRequested(httpRequest)
2: resumeInterface()
3: send httpRequest to Access Point
4: receive (mainFile,estimate) from Access Point
5: if (estimate ≥ MIN_USEFUL_TIME) then
6: suspendInterface()
7: end if
8: setTimer(estimate)
9: OnRequestFromBrowser(httpRequest)
10: if (interface is ON) then
11: send httpRequest to Access Point
12: else
13: insert httpRequest into pendingRequests
14: end if
15: OnTimerExpired()
16: for all httpRequest in pendingRequests do
17: send httpRequest to Access Point
18: end for
19: OnPageTransferFinished()
20: suspendInterface()
1: OnNewPageRequested(httpRequest)
2: send httpRequest to server
3: receive mainFile form server
4: estimate = evaluatei_time(mainFile)
5: send (mainFile, estimate) to mobile host
6: OnRequestForEmbedded(httpRequest)
7: file = identifyFile(httpRequest)
8: send file to mobile host
Pseudo-code 5.1: PSP protocol: actions performed at the mobile host (left), and at the Access
Point (right).
5.4. Power-Saving strategies
In this section we consider the four power-saving strategies mentioned in Section 5.1, i.e., the
ideal strategy, the Indirect-TCP strategy, the local strategy and the global strategy (i.e., PS-Web).
Specifically, we provide closed form expressions of the energy consumption achieved by the four
power-saving strategies in the reference environmnet. This provides analytical tools to better
understand their behavior.
In the reference scenario (see Figure 5.3) the legacy TCP/IP protocol stack is typically imple-
mented in the mobile device, and no power saving strategy is used. Therefore, Equation 5.5
instantiates as follows:
CTCP =
N∑
i=1
(
Di + hi
γi (TCP )
+ δi (TCP )
)
+
N∑
i=1
ki + tUTT . (5.6)
where βi, A =
∑N
i=1 ki, U = tUTT and m = 0, since no power-saving strategy is used. δi (TCP )
represents the δi term of equation (2) when the legacy TCP/IP architecture is used; and γi (TCP )
is the throughput experienced during this transaction.
Several factors contribute to make the legacy TCP/IP approach inefficient from the power-saving
standpoint: γi (TCP ) is typically very low due to the interaction between the wired and wireless
environments [7, 1], U corresponds to the whole User Think Time (U = tUTT ), and A is the sum
of the Active OFF Times (A =
∑N
i=1 ki). Therefore, CTCP represents the upper bound for the
energy consumption. On the contrary, the ideal strategy introduced in the next section represents
the lower bound for the energy consumption.
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5.4.1. Ideal strategy
The minimum possible energy spent for a Web-page download is obtained by assuming that the
transfer from the Access Point to the mobile host is performed in a single phase. Specifically, the
wireless interface is turned on, all data are transferred at the maximum throughput allowed by
the wireless link, γ, and then the wireless interface remains off until the next Web-page download.
Hence, the wireless interface remains on for the minimum amount of time. Accordingly, the ideal
energy consumption is given by Equation 5.7.
Cideal =
N∑
i=1
Di + hi
γ
+ tso . (5.7)
Equation 5.7 is immediately obtained from Equation 5.5 by considering that:
G βi is equal to hi;
G γi is constantly equal to γ;
G there is no temporal overhead related to the HTTP transaction (τi=0);
G the Active OFF Times and User Think Time contributions are 0 (A = U = 0);
G the wireless interface is turned on only once for each Web-page download (m=1).
It is worthwhile to point out that, even though the ideal strategy is unfeasible, Cideal represents a
lower bound for any other feasible power-saving strategy. In the next sections we introduce three
feasible power-saving strategies, and compare their performance with the ideal case.
5.4.2. Indirect-TCP strategy
The Indirect-TCP (I-TCP) approach [16] splits the TCP connection (between the mobile client and
the remote Web server) in two TCP connections. The former one operates between the mobile
client and the Access Point, while the latter one connects the Access Point to the Web server. This
allows to decouple the wireless and the wired environments. Hence, the I-TCP approach increases
the end-to-end throughput [16], and indirectly contributes to reduce the power consumption.
This effect is pointed out by Equation 5.8 that defines the energy consumption related to the I-TCP
strategy:
CI−TCP =
N∑
i=1
(
Di + hi
γi (I − TCP ) + δi (I − TCP )
)
+
N∑
i=1
ki + tUTT . (5.8)
The only difference between Equation 5.8 and Equation 5.6 is γi (I − TCP ) instead of γi (TCP ),
and δi (I − TCP ) instead of δi (TCP ). By considering that δi (I − TCP ) ≈ δi (TCP ) and that
the I-TCP approach generally results in an increased throughput (i.e., γi (I − TCP ) ≥ γi (TCP )),
Equation 5.8 indicates that CI−TCP < CTCP .
A bare I-TCP strategy only provides energy saving as a side effect, since it is not essentially aimed at
minimizing energy consumption. In particular, this strategy does not provide any contribution to
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reduce the second and third terms of Equation 5.6, i.e., A and U . These terms (mainly U) heavily
contribute to the energy consumption, since they represent the contributions of idle phases to
the energy consumption. To reduce their impact, the wireless interface should remain off as long
as possible during idle phases, and hence we expect that a pure I-TCP approach performs poorly.
Nevertheless, it constitutes a reference architecture for more efficient strategies. Specifically, in the
following we present two strategies that enhance the I-TCP approach. The former one minimizes
the contribution of the User Think Time (U) to the energy consumption while the latter one
attempts to minimize both A and U . The first strategy only requires information that are local to
the mobile host, and hence will be referred throughout as local strategy. On the other hand, the
second strategy (i.e., PS-Web) needs a global overview of the system, and will thus be referred to
as global strategy.
5.4.3. Local strategy
This strategy is local in the sense that the wireless-interface switching-off decision is taken utilizing
only local information. Specifically, the mobile host turns off the wireless interface during the User
Think Time. This strategy is very simple to implement. It only requires that the wireless interface is
switched off when the Active Phase is finished, and turned on again upon receiving a new request
from the mobile user. As this strategy does not modify the I-TCP behavior during the Active Phase,
the first and second terms of Equation 5.8 remain unchanged. Furthermore, it eliminates the
Inactive Phase contribution (i.e., U=0), and the wireless interface is switched on just once for
each Web-page download (i.e., m=1). Hence, the energy consumption using the local strategy is:
Clocal =
N∑
i=1
(
Di + hi
γi (I − TCP ) + δi (I − TCP )
)
+
N∑
i=1
ki + tso . (5.9)
Equation 5.9 is obtained from Equation 5.5 by setting βi = hi, τi = δi (I − TCP ), A = sumNi=1ki,
U=0 and m=1.
Since the User Think Time contribution is typically heavy, the energy saving provided by this
strategy is expected to be significant. In the next section we will investigate how to further increase
the energy saving by switching off the wireless interface even during the Active Phase. A
5.4.4. Global strategy
The global strategy (i.e., PS-Web) attempts to approach the ideal energy consumption by exploit-
ing the knowledge of Web traffic statistics (see Section 5.2.1). The global strategy borrows from
the local one the idea of switching off the wireless interface during the Inactive Phase (i.e., U=0).
Moreover, it uses the mechanisms described in Section 5.3 to reduce the energy consumption dur-
ing the Active Phase, as well. Based on the description of the PS-Web architecture and protocols,
we are now in the position to proof the following proposition.
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Proposition 1 In a system that adopts the global strategy, the energy consumption is:
Cglobal = sumNi=1
(
Di + βi
γ
)
+A+ (s+ 1) · tso . (5.10)
Proof. For ease of reading, we move the proof in Appendix A.
As shown in the proof of the above proposition (see Appendix A), the global strategy relies upon
the algorithm used for estimating the residual transfer-time. Specifically, it requires the estimate
of the residual transfer-time for both the HTML main file and the embedded files. The following
propositions provide closed formulas for these quantities.
Proposition 2 By denoting with estm the residual transfer-time for the HTML main file, the following
equation holds:
estm =
{
RTT if a connection is available
2 ·RTT otherwise . (5.11)
Proof. estm can be evaluated by assuming the knowledge of the RTT between the PS-Daemon
and the Web server. When the PS-Daemon receives a request from the mobile host, it establishes
a TCP connection with the server, or it uses an already opened persistent connection. In the first
case, the retrieval of the main file requires, at least, two RTTs (three-way handshake plus HTTP
request-response). In the second case (persistent TCP connection), a single RTT may be enough
(if the main file fits into a single TCP?s window size).
Proposition 3 By denoting with este the estimate of the residual transfer-time for the embedded files,
the following equation holds:
este = RTT · u , (5.12)
where u is the minimum number of RTTs necessary to transfer all the embedded files on a TCP con-
nection.
Proof. The residual-transfer-time estimate for the embedded files exploits some information
contained in the main file, that are already downloaded when the embedded files are requested.
Hence, the PS-Daemon knows the number, e, of embedded files that compose the Web page2. The
total number of bytes to be transferred (throughout referred to as B), can be estimated as follows:
Bˆ =
e∑
i=1
(
D˜i + hi
)
, (5.13)
where Bˆ is the estimate of B, D˜i is the estimate for the i-th embedded file size, (i.e., it is a sample
from the distribution defined in [19]), and hi is the dimension of the HTTP headers used for
downloading the i-th embedded file. The distribution parameters of embedded-file sizes may vary
with the Web servers’ content. For this reason they should be communicated by the Web server to
2Throughout the analysis, we assume that all the embedded files reside on the same server of the main file. Very similar
mechanisms (although slightly more complex) can be used when the embedded files reside on different servers.
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the PS-Daemon. This is complex and unrealistic. This complexity can be avoided by using average
values only. Accordingly, Bˆ becomes
Bˆ = e · (D¯ + h¯) , (5.14)
where h¯ is the average of hi, and D¯ is the average of D˜i. Finally, the residual-transfer-time estimate
can be evaluated by using Bˆ and an estimate of RTT. Specifically,
este = RTT · u , (5.15)
where u is the minimum number of RTTs necessary to transfer the bytes on a TCP connection,
given the connection state. The complete algorithm to evaluate u is presented in [40], and is
omitted here due to space reasons. The estimators of the residual transfer-time require the RTT
knowledge. If the PS-Daemon has no information about the RTT, it uses some initial value (as TCP
does [53]).
5.5. Experimental test-bed
The main objective of our experimental study is to evaluate the power-saving performance of
the strategies presented above through an extensive set of measurements on a real Internet test-
bed. To this end, we implemented the local and global strategies on top of an I-TCP architecture
[16]. In this section we present the performance figures that we intend to investigate, and the
characteristics of our test-bed.
5.5.1. Performance indexes
We evaluate the local and the global strategies in terms of energy consumption with respect to a
reference I-TCP architecture. Specifically, in the reference I-TCP architecture we assume on the
wireless link a transport protocol optimized for the wireless link characteristics, instead of the
legacy TCP protocol. This is a light protocol that only implements mechanisms for error detec-
tion and recovery and does not include any congestion control mechanism. Hence, an important
performance measure is the power-saving index, defined as:
Ips =
Cpower−savingarchitecture
CI−TCP
, (5.16)
where CI−TCP comes from Equation 5.8 and Cpower−savingarchitecture is one among Cideal, Clocal
and Cglobal from Equations 5.7-5.10. Ips is the energy consumption of a specific power-saving
strategy expressed as a percentage of the energy consumption of the reference architecture. As it
will be explained later, our experimental test-bed guarantees that values used to compute Ips are
measured under the same system conditions (Web server and network traffic conditions).
In addition, we compare the performance of the local and global strategies with those of the ideal
one to understand how well feasible strategies approximate the ideal case.
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Although power saving is the key factor to evaluate the proposed strategies, we are also interested
to analyze the impact of these strategies on the QoS perceived by the user. Hereafter, we use the
URT (i.e., the time interval elapsed from the user request till the rendering of the related Web
page) as the main QoS index for a Web service. It is worth noting that the global strategy may
introduce an additional delay in the Web-page transfer-time. Additional delays occur whenever a
residual-transfer-time estimate is longer than the real value. To take into consideration this aspect,
we introduce the page delay index defined as:
Ipd = page transfer-time with global strategy− page transfer-time with I-TCP strategy . (5.17)
Ipd measures the additional URT delay introduced by the global strategy.
5.5.2. The test-bed
In our test-bed we use a real Web server located at the University of Texas at Arlington, while the
mobile host (and the Access Point) is located at the CNR in Pisa (Italy). This allows us to evaluate
the power-saving strategies over a real, congested, intercontinental path. As far as the wireless
link, we adopt the Wi-Fi technology with transmission speed ranging from 2 to 11 Mbps.
At the mobile host we use SURGE to simulate a Web client [26, 25, 19]. SURGE reproduces
the statistical user model presented in Section 5.2.1. Specifically, SURGE operates in two steps.
During the first step, it defines the set of files to be stored in the Web server, guaranteeing that file
sizes are distributed as shown in Section 5.2.1. Moreover, SURGE defines the structure of the Web
pages by building groups from the above files.
In the second step, SURGE defines the sequence of client requests to the Web server. To this end it
creates
G a trace of Web-page requests to be issued to the server (Active Time trace);
G a trace of Inactive OFF Times.
The traffic generated by using the Active Time and Inactive OFF Time traces meets the statistical
characterization given in Section 5.2.1.
During the experiments, the client requests and User Think Times are extracted from the above
traces. Specifically, a client picks up a Web-page request from the Active Time trace and downloads
the corresponding page, then picks up a value from the Inactive OFF Time trace, waits for this time
interval, and extracts the next Web-page request.
5.5.3. Experimental methodology
To test our power-saving strategies we ran an extensive set of experiments. In each experiment
we have two instances of the same “SURGE client”. The two instances download, in parallel, the
same set of Web pages by using the pure I-TCP architecture and the selected power-saving strategy,
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respectively. This guarantees that the two sets of parallel downloads are performed under the same
system conditions3. For each page download we log the URT value, the total length (in bytes) of
the Web transaction (i.e., the sum of the page dimension and the HTTP headers dimension), and
the network energy consumption (i.e., the total amount of time during which the wireless interface
is turned on). From each experiment, we compute the Ips index for the selected strategy (global,
local and ideal). Moreover, for each Web-page download performed with the global strategy we
evaluate the Ipd index.
A final remark is necessary about the length of each experiment. The Web characterization given
in Section 5.2.1 shows that the file size can be modeled according to an hybrid distribution:
lognormal in the body and Pareto in the tail. We choose the experiments’ length to have – in
average – for each experiment at least 10 files’ requests coming from the tail of the distribution4.
From the SURGE documentation, 93% of the requested files comes from the body, while 7% comes
from the tail. Therefore, to have (in average) 10 “long” files (i.e., with size belonging to the tail
of the distribution), the minimum number of files to be transferred in each experiment is 143.
Hence, we decide to stop each experiment after downloading 150 files5.
We replicated the experiments sequentially throughout an entire working day. To achieve inde-
pendent experiments, we modified SURGE in such a way that it can start from a specific point in
the page requests trace. Exploiting this feature, each experiment starts requesting the trace item
next to the last one used in the previous experiment, and hence Ips and Ipd samples from different
experiments are independent.
It must be noted that an entire working day of experiments is not sufficient to exhaust the whole
trace of Web-page requests. Finally, we replicated an entire day of experiments for 10 working
days6.
5.6. Tuning of the experiments
In this section we present some preliminary results collected in the experiments of a single day.
These results are used to tune our measurement methodology.
5.6.1. Comparison between the embedded ﬁle size estimators
In Section 5.4.4 we described two estimators of the total embedded file size. The first one uses the
file size distribution, while the second one relies upon the average value only. To compare these
estimators, we ran two sets of 10 consecutive experiments. The two sets of experiments were per-
formed by downloading the same set of Web pages. Furthermore, we verified that all experiments
3One of the two users may experience some advantages due to the Web server caching. Specifically, if a user requests
the pages immediately before the other one, the latter can find the pages in the server?s file-system cache, and hence
it can experience a lower URT. To overcome this asymmetric behavior, the second user starts 30 seconds after the first
one; moreover, the user that starts first in an experiment will start as the second in the next one.
4This constraint ensures that results are not biased by a particular choice in the file size dimensions.
5The experiment is stopped when the web page “on-the-fly” is completely transferred.
6The first experiment of a new day begins with the Web-page request successive (in the trace) to the last one used in the
previous day. After the trace is exhausted, SURGE wraps-around and requests the first item.
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Figure 5.5.: Embedded file size estimators comparison.
avg(Ips) avg(Ipd)(sec)
distribution 0.084±0.012 0.303±0.154
average value 0.081±0.012 0.332±0.075
Table 5.2.: Ips and Ipd average values and confidence intervals.
were performed under the same network conditions. For each experiment, we measure the Ips
index for the global strategy. Moreover, for each page, we evaluate the Ipd index, and we average
the Ipd values on the whole 150-file experiment. Hereafter, Ipd denotes the averaged value. As
the experiments are independent and under the same network conditions, the Ips and Ipd samples
are i.i.d.. The data obtained with the two estimators are presented in Figure 5.5 end in Table 5.2.
From Figure 4 it appears that the two estimators provide almost identical results in terms of Ips
(see part a). In terms of Ipd, the estimator based on the average value appears to be more stable
(see part b).
These results are confirmed by Table 5.2, where we report the confidence intervals for Ips and Ipd
(hereafter, the confidence level is 95%). Hence, we can conclude that it is convenient to use the
estimator based on the average values.
5.6.2. Performance over a single day
To give an idea of the power-saving performance of each strategy, we show some snapshots taken
from the experiments of one day.
Figure 5.6(a) shows the plots of C for all strategies under investigation. As expected, the pure
I-TCP approach provides the highest power consumption. The gap between CI−TCP and Clocal is
significant, and this confirms that the User Think Time provides a big contribution to the total en-
ergy consumption. In Figure 5.6(b)we report the same plots on a different time scale to emphasize
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Figure 5.6.: An experiment day: the energy consumption of the different strategies.
Strategy avg(Ips) avg(Ipd)(sec)
local 0.23 –
global 0.11 0.24
ideal 0.03 –
Table 5.3.: Ips and Ipd average values for the plots in Figure 5.6.
the differences among the three strategies. These differences are due to the strategies? behavior
during the Active Phase. As Clocal is significantly higher than Cglobal, it follows that a wise en-
ergy management during the Active Phase can produce relevant energy savings. Obviously, the
ideal strategy is the best one, but the global strategy well approximates the ideal behavior. This
observation is confirmed and quantified in Table 5.3.
This table shows the values of Ips and Ipd averaged over the whole experiment day. As it clearly
appears from Table 3, the global strategy can save 89% of the energy with respect to the I-TCP ap-
proach, and it outperforms the local strategy of more than 50%. Furthermore, the global strategy
does not introduce a significant QoS degradation. In detail, this strategy increases (in average)
the Web-page download time of 0.24 sec that is almost negligible for a Web user.
5.6.3. Data aggregation
From the plots in Figure 5.6 it appears that the energy consumption values (except for the ideal
case) are extremely variable during the day. This is mainly due to the variable conditions of the
Internet path from Pisa to Arlington. This is confirmed by Figure 5.7, that reports the throughput,
measured at the application level, averaged on one-hour intervals.
As expected, the throughput varies during the day. Specifically, we can observe that, from the
throughput standpoint, a working day can be subdivided into several classes that depend on the
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Figure 5.7.: The average throughput measured at the application level as a function of the day-
time.
status of the Internet in Europe and USA. For instance, in the period 2PM-7PM we have the
minimum throughput due to the overlapping between Europe and USA business hours. On the
other hand, in the period 5AM-9AM we observe the highest throughput due to the overlap of
non-business hours in Europe and USA. Furthermore, by repeating the same analysis for several
working days we observed the same behavior. Thus, hereafter we can assume that experiments
performed within the same hour, even in different days, are identically distributed.
Based on the above observations we define our data aggregation method as follows. From each
150-file experiment we derive an observation for Ips and one for Ipd. Our experiments are con-
tinuously performed for a whole day and repeated for 10 working days. Samples obtained at the
same hour (also in different working days) are i.i.d., and hence from these samples we can com-
pute the hourly confidence intervals of Ips and Ipd, according to the classical statistical method
[40].
5.7. Performance evaluation
In this section we deepen the previous analysis by providing, for all strategies, accurate estimates
of the confidence intervals of Ips and Ipd indexes.
5.7.1. Power-Saving Analysis
Figure 5.8 shows the index for the local, global and ideal strategies. The results confirm our
preliminary observations. Specifically, by eliminating the power consumption during User Think
Times it is possible to achieve a significant energy saving. The local strategy saves about 76% of
the I-TCP energy consumption. Moreover, these results also confirm the relevance of the energy
management during the Active Phase. The global strategy saves approximately 88% of the I-TCP
energy consumption, and therefore significantly improves the local strategy performance.
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Figure 5.8.: Power-saving performance of the local, global and ideal strategies.
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Figure 5.9.: Comparison between the local, global and ideal strategies.
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Figure 5.10.: Analysis of the global strategy Ips as a function of the Internet throughput.
Figure 5.9 compares the local, global and ideal strategies in more detail. Specifically, plot (a)
indicates that, with respect to the local strategy, the global strategy saves 26% more energy in the
worst case, 45% on the average, and up to 53% in the best case. Plot (b) shows the performance
of the global strategy with respect to the ideal case. On average, the saving of the global strategy
is approximately 25% of that achievable in the ideal strategy. It is worth noting that, even if not
reported here for space reasons, the local and the I-TCP strategies are very far from the ideal case.
Specifically, Clocal = 7 · Cideal and CI−TCP = 32 · Cideal.
To summarize, the global strategy is the best approximation of the ideal – unfeasible – solution.
Therefore, in the following we will focus on the global strategy only. First of all, we analyze the
behavior of the Ips index with respect to the throughput on the Internet (γi in Equation 5.8). To
this end we aggregate the samples in three classes of throughput, and we average the samples be-
longing to the same class, taking the throughput central value as representative of the entire class.
More precisely, classes are made up of samples that experienced a throughput below 150 Kbps,
between 150 and 300 Kbps, and between 300 and 600 Kbps, respectively.
Figure 5.10(a) shows that Ips is not very sensitive to the throughput variation. However, it is
slightly higher when the Internet throughput is low. This can be easily explained by recalling the
residual-transfer-time estimator algorithm. The time interval evaluated as the residual transfer-
time estimate is the minimum time to transfer the estimated number of bytes [46]. The choice
of the minimum time interval reduces the QoS degradation, but slightly increases the energy
consumption when the Internet throughput is low. In this case, the mobile host will need more
time to complete the data transfer and, hence, it will switch on the wireless interface several times.
This behavior is highlighted by Figure 5.10(b). By moving from the first class to the second one
- due to the γi increase (see Equation 5.8) - Cglobal decreases of more than 30%, while CI−TCP
reduces of 17%. The same trend also occurs in the transition from the second to the third class
but the difference is less marked.
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Figure 5.11.: Ips behavior with varying wireless link trhoughput.
Finally, in Figure 5.11 we show the dependence of Ips on the wireless link throughput. We ran two
sets of ten experiments by varying the speed of the wireless link from 11 Mbps to 2 Mbps. With
the current Internet technologies, we expect that the wired Internet remains the bottleneck also
when we use a 2Mbps WLAN. As it is clear from Equations 5.8 and 5.10, when the wireless link
throughput decreases, Cglobal increases, while CI−TCP doesn’t change significantly because it is
mainly affected by the wired Internet. However, the results presented in Figure 5.11 show that
the global strategy exhibits a small sensitiveness to the throughput of wireless link. By decreasing
the wireless speed from 11 Mbps to 2 Mbps, Ips experiences (on average) a 13% increase only.
5.7.2. QoS analysis
To complete our analysis, we investigate the QoS degradation introduced by the global strategy
by studying the Ipd index. Specifically, from each experiment we compute the average value
of Ipd (i.e., Ipd), and its 90th percentile. Then, we average the samples taken within the same
hour. Finally, we compute the confidence intervals of the two figures according to the method of
Section 5.6.3. The results obtained are shown in Figure 5.12.
From Figure 5.12(a), it can be noted that the additional URT introduced by the global strategy
does not degrade significantly the QoS perceived by the Web user: the global strategy increases
the URT of about 0.2 sec on average, and no more than 1.8s in the 90% of cases.
The analysis of the Ipd sensitiveness to the wireless link speed confirms the observation done in
the Ips analysis (see Figure 5.11). As shown in Figure 5.12(b), by decreasing the wireless link
speed from 11Mbps to 2 Mbps the Ipd index experiences (on average) a 28% increase.
5.8. Summary
We have here proposed and evaluated the effectiveness of new strategies for reducing the power
consumption in mobile Web access. Our study starts from the analysis of the impact, on the
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Figure 5.12.: Ipd analysis.
power consumption, of the different phases of a Web transaction. To this end we characterize the
Web transaction phases through statistical distributions (taken from real Web traffic traces), and
construct an energy-consumption model. This model highlights possible directions for reducing
the energy consumption. We identify four different power-saving strategies.
We start with a strategy named ideal strategy. This strategy guarantees the minimum energy
consumption to download a Web page. It is unfeasible but provides a reference for the other
strategies we develop. The first feasible strategy we envision is based on a pure I-TCP architecture.
The advantage of this strategy is related to the throughput increase (with respect to the legacy
TCP/IP architecture) that, indirectly, produces power saving. The second strategy, named local
strategy, explicitly addresses the power saving. Specifically, by exploiting the semantic of the
Web application, it eliminates the waste of power due to User Think Times. The local strategy is
furtherly refined by the global strategy (also named PS-Web) that performs energy management
also during the Active Phases of a Web transaction. The main idea is estimating on-line the length
in time of an incoming Web-page download as soon as the Web page is requested by the user
at the mobile host. An agent at the Access Point acts as a proxy, and downloads the Web page
instead of the mobile host. While the page is “in-flight”, the mobile host disconnects, and switches
the wireless interface off. Eventually, the mobile host reconnects, downloads the Web page from
the Access Point, and renders it in the browser’s window. Such a strategy leverages the fact that
– typically – the throughput of the Internet path between the Access Point and the fixed host is
lower than the throughput of the WLAN (at least, in the cases where few mobile hosts are active
in the same hotspot).
For all these strategies we derive an analytical model of their energy consumption, and we com-
pare their performance through extensive measurements. The comparison shows that the local
strategy saves, on average, 76% of the energy drained by a pure I-TCP solution. The global strat-
egy outperforms the local one by reducing the I-TCP energy consumption of about 88% on aver-
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age. In addition, with respect to the ideal strategy, the global strategy consumes less than 4 times,
while the local and the I-TCP strategies consume 7 and 32 times, respectively. Therefore, among
the analyzed strategies, the global one is the best approximation of the ideal – but unfeasible –
case. Furthermore, the global strategy introduces a negligible degradation in the QoS perceived
by the users. Specifically, the additional URT introduced by the global strategy is about 0.2 sec
on average, and is below 1.8 sec in the 90% of cases. Finally, a sensitiveness analysis shows that
the performance of the global strategy is almost independent from the throughput of the wireless
link, provided that it is greater than the throughput available in the wired Internet.
c© Andrea Passarella, February 2005
6. Application-Independent Power Management
6.1. Overview
In this chapter we design and evaluate a power-saving solution (PS-WiFi) that exploits the application-
independent approach in the sense that envisaged strategies do not exploit knowledge about the
above applications. Our solution presents to the above layer a standard socket interface, and thus
it does not require any modification in the applications. In addition, it is completely independent
from the sub-network technology. PS-WiFi is complementary to PS-Web presented in the previous
part, which exploits the application-dependent approach.
We implemented the application-independent solution in a prototype system and extensively
tested it. The target of our experiments was twofold: i) to understand how our solution per-
forms in an actual Internet scenario, with respect to the power savings, and the QoS perceived
by the user; and ii) to compare and contrast it with the application dependent solution. Our ex-
perimental results indicated that both the dependent and the independent approach guarantee a
significant power saving: the application dependent solution saved, on average, around 90% of
the legacy TCP/IP-architecture energy- consumption, while, in the same application scenario and
under similar conditions, the application independent solution saved, on average, around 80% of
the legacy TCP/IP-architecture energy-consumption. Furthermore, these reductions in the power
consumption were obtained without a significant degradation of the QoS. Specifically, we mea-
sured the increase in the User Response Time (URT) caused by our power saving architectures.
With respect to the legacy TCP/IP-architecture, the application dependent approach increased the
URT of less than 2 seconds, while in the application independent approach the additional URT
was less than 2.5 seconds.
Furthermore, we deepen the previous experimental analysis by considering e-mail traffic in ad-
dition to Web traffic. We also analyze the performance of the proposed solution in the presence
of multiple concurrent applications (e.g., e-mail and Web). The aim of this analysis is to show
that the proposed application-independent policy exhibits good performance irrespectively of the
network application(s), and is thus suitable for a real environment. The experimental results show
that our application-independent policy is both flexible and efficient.
However, as the measurement study was carried out using the real Internet, the environment
parameters were not completely under our control. Hence, these measurements reported do not
allow analyzing the performance of PS-WiFi extensively. To better understand the potentialities
of the PS-WiFi approach we develop an analytical model of PS-WiFi. For the sake of simplicity,
we considered the Web browsing as the reference application. The first step of our study is the
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Figure 6.1.: Snapshot of a typical best-effort data exchange.
definition of a traffic model for a typical Web user. This model is then exploited to provide closed
formulas that describe the performance indexes of PS-WiFi under this load conditions.
Our model is very accurate. The difference between the analytical results and the measurements
on the real testbed is, on average, about 1% for the energy-saving performance index, and about
7% for the additional transfer-time. Therefore, the analytical model is a flexible tool to analyze
the behavior of PS-WiFi. We used this model to better understand: (i) which parameters deter-
mine the performance of PS-WiFi; and (ii) how parameter values affect the PS-WiFi performance.
Specifically, we analyze the sensitiveness of the system with respect to the main Internet parame-
ters, i.e., the throughput and the Round Trip Time (referred to as RTT ) between the Web client
and the Web server. The results show that power saving is mainly affected by throughput varia-
tions. Specifically, power saving varies from 48% to 83% when the throughput increases from 0
to ∞. However, for typical throughput values (i.e., between 50 Kbps and 1 Mbps) variations of
power saving are limited (between 68% and 82%). On the other hand, the additional transfer-
time is a slightly increasing function of RTT and never affects significantly the QoS perceived by
Web users, since the average additional transfer-time is always less than 0.5 sec.
6.2. The PS-WiFi system
6.2.1. Power-saving management of best-eﬀort traﬃc
Our power-saving architecture was designed to support any network applications with the follow-
ing traffic pattern: data-transfer phases are characterized by traffic bursts interleaved by idle phases
(during which data are processed locally). During each burst several packets are exchanged. Pack-
ets inside a burst are separated by short idle times, while consecutive bursts are separated by long
idle times. Short idle times and long idle times are generated by different phenomena. Short
idle times are driven by network protocols and data processing (e.g., a TCP-sender waiting for
receiving acks after sending segments), while long idle times are related to human times (e.g.,
a new Web page is requested after the user has read the previous one). Due to their different
nature, short idle times are much smaller than long idle times, and 1 sec is typically assumed as
the cut-off value between the two classes. Figure 6.1 shows a snapshot of a typical data exchange.
It should be noted that idle times are measured assuming the mobile device perspective: an idle
time starts whenever the mobile device has no more packets to exchange, and finishes when the
mobile device sends or receives a new packet.
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Figure 6.2.: PSA scenario.
The ideal power management would switch off the wireless interface during idle times and resume
it whenever a new packet is ready to be exchanged. Two factors make this ideal policy unfeasible
in practice. First, the duration of an idle time – i.e., the instant in time when the wireless interface
must be resumed – is unknown a priori. Second, the wireless interface has a switching-on transient
time (referred to as tso) during which it consumes energy but can not communicate. Hence,
for idle times less than tso, it is energetically convenient to leave the network interface on. To
overcome these challenges, the PS-WiFi approach is based on a dynamic estimate of the duration
of idle times. Specifically, i) we measure at run time the duration of idle times; ii) we use these
measurements to predict the length of the next idle time; and iii) we use this next idle-time
prediction to decide whether the wireless interface should be switched off of not. If the wireless
interface is switched off, the next idle-time prediction is also used to decide when to resume it.
Therefore, the core component of PS-WiFi is a set of algorithms for predicting the duration of the
next idle time.
As short and long idle times are generated by different phenomena, PS-WiFi includes two distinct
algorithms for estimating them. Short idle times are estimated by means of the Variable-share
Update Algorithm (VUA) [33]. On the other hand, long idle times are estimated by means of a
binary exponential backoff policy (see below). It must be noted that the estimator accuracy is
very important for short idle times, while it is less crucial for long idle times. Long idle times
typically finish when the user of the mobile device sends a message to the fixed host. Hence, the
first packet after a long idle time is sent by the mobile device to the fixed host (see Figure 6.1).
Therefore, overestimates of the long idle times have no impact on performance since the mobile
device resumes the wireless interface as soon as a new packet is generated. On the other hand,
packets inside a burst also travel on the opposite direction (i.e, from the fixed host to the mobile
device). In this case, if the mobile device switches the wireless interface off it is not aware when
packets coming from the fixed host arrive and becomes aware only when it resumes the wireless
interface, after the estimated idle time has elapsed (see the next section for details). Therefore,
an overestimate may increase the transfer time experienced by that packet. For these reasons,
PS-WiFi includes a very accurate estimator for short idle times (VUA), and a simpler estimator for
long idle times.
Based on these two estimators, we have designed a Power Saving Algorithm (PSA). Let us assume
that idle times are detected by PS-WiFi as soon as they start. Then, the question to answer is:
“How can we estimate the length of that idle time?” (Figure 6.2 gives a graphical representation
of this scenario). When an idle time occurs, we have just received a packet, and hence we are
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likely to be inside a burst. Thus, a short idle time is assumed, and VUA provides an estimate, say
t′, of the (supposed) short idle time. If this estimate occurs to be too short, an update must be
provided1. To this end, by exploiting the distribution of short idle times estimated from the history,
the 90th percentile (throughout referred to as k) is used as the updated estimate. As t′ seconds
have already elapsed, the new packet is expected within the next k − t′ seconds. If a new packet
is still not available after this time interval, the idle time is greater than k seconds. This means
that the probability of the idle time being a short idle time is below 10%, and hence a long idle
time is assumed. The estimate is set to the minimum possible value of long idle times2, i.e., 1 sec.
As k seconds have already elapsed, the new packet is expected within the next 1 − k seconds. If
needed, further updates are generated using a binary exponential backoff procedure3, until the
long idle time finishes.
When the idle time ends, if it was a short idle time, then its value is provided to VUA to update its
parameters.
To summarize, PSA exploits both estimators of short and long idle times. If u(i) denotes the
sequence of estimates provided by PSA when an idle time occurs, and z(i) denotes the correspond-
ing sequences of intervals within which new packets are expected (see Figure 6.3), the following
equations hold: 
u(0) = t′
u(1) = k
u(2) = 1
u(3) = 2
u(4) = 4
. . .
u(n) = 2n−2
,

z(0) = t′
z(1) = k − t′
z(2) = 1− k
z(3) = 1
z(4) = 2
. . .
z(n) = u(n) − u(n−1)
. (6.1)
Specifically, u(0) and u(1) are provided by VUA, while u(2), . . ., u(n) are provided by the long idle-
time estimator. It is worthwhile noting that PSA is memory-less, in the sense that both u(i) and
z(i) related to a particular idle time are independent of sequences related to previous idle times.
Finally, it should be noted that the assumption that idle times are detected by PS-WiFi as soon as
they start may not hold. For example, due to an overestimate of the previous idle times, the PSA
may be executed when the idle time has already started. We will explain how PSA operates in this
case.
At this point, is is worth explaining how VUA works in the PS-WiFi system. Specifically, the fol-
lowing section is devoted to this.
6.2.2. Algorithm for packet arrival estimates
As clearly appears from the previous section, our solution relies upon the prediction of the traffic
behavior. Therefore, we need an algorithm that provides accurate estimates of packet inter-arrivals
1The way PS-WiFi detects that an estimate is too short depends on the implementation in the network architecture, and
hence it is discussed in the next section.
21 sec corresponds also to the upper bound of the short idle times.
3Updates are equal to 2k, with k = 1, 2, 3 . . ..
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Figure 6.3.: Sequence of updates provided by PSA to estimate an idle time.
times, and is able to adapt quickly to changes in the traffic conditions. The Variable-Share Update
algorithm [33] fits these requirements. This algorithm has been proposed as a dynamic algorithm
to estimate a generic variable spanning a given range, and is not bound to a specific problem.
Let I be the range of possible values for a variable y that we want to estimate. To predict the value
of y, the Variable-Share Update algorithm relies upon a set of “experts”. Each expert xi provides a
(fixed) value within the range I, i.e., a value that y can assume. The number of experts to be used,
as well as their distribution among the range I, are input data for the algorithm. Each expert xi
is associated with a weight wi, a real number that measures the dependability of the expert (i.e.,
how accurately the expert has estimated y in the past). At a given time instant, an estimate of
y is achieved as the weighted sum of all experts, using the current wi value as the weight (i.e.,
reliability) for the expert xi. Once the actual value of the variable y is known, it is compared with
the estimates provided by the experts, to recalculate and update the weight associated with each
expert.
The algorithm is summarized in Figure 6.4. As shown in the figure, the core of the algorithm is
the weights updating algorithm. Updates occur every time a new actual value of the variable y
becomes available. First, an error function L is evaluated for each expert: this function measures
the deviation of the (prediction provided by the) expert from the actual variable’s value. Then,
the Variable-Share Update is executed, as follows:
1. each expert loses a portion of its weight, according to the deviation from the actual value;
the weight wi becomes w′i (if L=0 the weight is not changed);
2. each expert shares a portion of its weight, according to its error function: a pool is created
by using all the shares (if L=0 the expert doesn’t share anything);
3. for each expert, the new weight is calculated as the sum of two components: a portion of the
weight evaluated in 1, and a portion of the pool evaluated in 2. Both components depend on
the error function (e.g., if L=0, the new weight is the old one, plus a fraction of the pool).
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Parameters: η > 0, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, n (number of experts)
Variables: xi (experts), wi (weights), y (actual variable’s value), yˆ (estimated variable’s value)
Initialization: wi = 1/n, ∀i = 1, . . . , n
Prediction: yˆ =
Pn
i=1 wixi
‹Pn
i=1 wi
Loss Update: w′i , wie−ηL(y,xi)
Variable Share:
8<: pool =
P
i
n
1− (1− α)L(y,xi)
o
· w′i
wi = (1− α)L(y,xi) w′i + 1n−1 ·
n
pool−
h
1− (1− α)L(y,xi)
i
· w′i
o
Figure 6.4.: The Variable-Share Update algorithm.
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Figure 6.5.: PS-WiFi network architecture (evidence on added components).
The Variable-Share Update algorithm reduces the weights of those experts that provides bad pre-
dictions, and increases the weights of the experts that provide the more accurate predictions. The
speed in increasing/decreasing weights is determined by two algorithm parameters: α and η. This
algorithm has been proposed to implement a spindown technique in hard disks power manage-
ment [32]. In that context, the update policy guarantees a quick adaptation to changes of the
variable’s values.
We used 20 experts for each set. The experts values are uniformly distributed over the corre-
sponding intervals (experts of the first set are placed every 50 msec, while experts of the second
set are spaced by approximately 3 seconds each other). The update policy shown in Figure 6.4
needs two additional parameters, α and η. According to [32]4, we used α=0.08 and η=4. Finally,
the algorithm requires the definition of a loss function L. This function provides a measure of the
deviation of each expert from the actual value of the variable, and its values must lie in [0,1], see
[33]. In our implementation we used L (y, xi) = |xi − y|/maxi |xi − y| as the error function.
6.2.3. Network architecture and protocols
To integrate PSA in the Wi-Fi hotspot scenario, we define the network architecture shown in Figure
6.5.
We implement the PSA in the Power-Saving Packet Transfer (PS-PT) protocol. As a design choice,
the PSA is completely executed at the Access Point. Hence, the impact of the power-saving system
on the mobile-device computing resources is negligible. The PS-PT protocol was implemented
as a simple master/slave protocol. When there are no more data to be exchanged, the Access
4[32] compares several values for α and η assuming a uniform distribution of experts. The experimental results indicate
α=0.08 and η=4 as the best choice.
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1: OnPacketFromApplications(packet)
2: timestamp(packet)
3: if card is OFF then
4: stop timer
5: turn card ON
6: end if
7: send packet to Access Point
8: OnPacketFromAccessPoint(packet)
9: cmd = extract_command(packet)
10: if cmd = OFF then
11: turn card OFF
12: ti = extract_interval(packet)
13: set_timer(ti)
14: end if
15: OnTimerExpired()
16: turn card ON
17: send ON_signal to Access Point
1: OnNewPacket(packet)
2: if card is OFF then
3: timestamp(packet)
4: buffer(packet)
5: else
6: stop timer
7: send/receive data
8: ti = evaluate_next_interarrival()
9: if card must get OFF then
10: send (OFF_CMD, ti − tso) to Mobile Host
11: else
12: set_timer(ti)
13: end if
14: end if
15: OnTimerExpired()
16: ti = update_estimate()
17: if card must get OFF then
18: send (OFF_CMD, ti − tso) to Mobile Host
19: else
20: set_timer(ti)
21: end if
22: OnMobileGetsON()
23: if there is nodata to exchange then
24: ti = update_estimate()
25: if card must get OFF then
26: send (OFF_CMD, ti − tso) to Mobile Host
27: else
28: set_timer(ti)
29: end if
30: else
31: send/receive data
32: ti = evaluate_next_interarrival()
33: if card must get OFF then
34: send (OFF_CMD, ti − tso) to Mobile Host
35: else
36: set_timer(ti)
37: end if
38: end if
Pseudo-code 6.1: PS-PT protocol: actions performed at the mobile host (left), and at the Access
Point (right).
Point decide whether it is convenient to the mobile host to switch the network interface off. If so,
it sends a “shutdown” command to the mobile host including an indication of the time interval
during which the mobile host should remain disconnected. The mobile host uses this interval
to set a timer. Upon the timer expiration, the mobile host polls the Access Point again. In the
following, we shall describe in detail the actions performed at the mobile host, and at the Access
Point, respectively (the pseudo-code here is optimized for clarity rather than for efficiency).
Upon reception of a new packet from the above application(s), the mobile host bounds a times-
tamp to the packet (this timestamp will be used at the Access Point to maintain the history of the
arrival times, see line 2). If the network interface is OFF, then the timer used to signal when the
mobile host have to reconnect and poll the Access Point is active. The mobile host stops this timer
(i.e., the last estimate was too large, lines 3-6) and sends the packet to the Access Point (line 7).
When a new packet from the Access Point arrives, the mobile host checks whether it contains a
shutdown command (lines 9-10). In this case the packet also includes the time interval during
which the network interface should remain OFF. The mobile host switches the network interface
OFF, and sets the timer accordingly (lines 11-14). Finally, upon timer expiration, the mobile host
polls the Access Point (lines 15-17).
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At the Access Point side, the system records the state of the mobile host’s network interface. Upon
reception of a new packet (from the Internet) while the mobile host is disconnected, the Access
Point buffers the packet and waits for a poll from the mobile host (lines 2-4). On the other hand,
if the packet is received while the mobile host is connected, the Access Point relays the packet
to the mobile host (if it was received from the Internet, line 7), estimates the next packet arrival
time (i.e., u(0), line 8), and decides whether its is convenient to shut down the network interface
(lines 9-13). It is worthwhile to recall that the network interface has a transient period tso in
getting on during which it is not able to handle data. This implies that the mobile host must be
ON tso units of time before the estimated arrival (line 10). If the Access Point estimates that it is
convenient for the mobile host to disconnect (i.e., u(0) is greater than tso, it sends a OFF command
to the mobile host together with the time interval during which it must remain disconnected (lines
9-10). Otherwise, it sets a timer with the estimated arrival time (lines 11-12). In the latter case
the mobile host remains connected. Therefore, if a new packet arrives, the network interface is
ON and, hence, the system must stop the timer (line 6).
When the mobile host polls the Access Point, there might be data to exchange or not. In the former
case, the Access Point uses the new data to generate a new estimate and performs the same actions
described above (lines 30-38). In the latter case, the last estimate provided to the mobile host was
too short. Thus, the Access Point updates this estimate (i.e., generates u(1) or u(2) and so on) and
decides what the mobile host must do (i.e., checks whether z(i) is greater than tso or not, lines
23-30). The same situation occurs when the timer expires: the last estimate was too short, but it
didn t cause the switching off of the network interface. The mobile host is still connected and the
Access Point has to decide whether it is convenient that the mobile host disconnects or not (lines
15-21).
6.2.4. Measuring idle times in PS-WiFi
To complete the description of PS-WiFi we discuss how idle times are measured. For ease of
understanding we assumed so far (see Section 6.2.1) that idle times are measured at the mobile
device. However, measuring idle times at the mobile device is not always the right choice. Let us
focus on the example presented in Figure 6.6 (for simplicity in the figure we neglect transfer times
on the WLAN; in addition, time intervals during which the wireless interface is on are defined by
PSA). Due to possible overestimation, packets A and B may be delayed at the Access Point and,
hence, the idle time between A and B measured at the mobile device is affected by the estimate
error. In the ideal case, PS-WiFi should be transparent to the traffic generated by the applications,
i.e., it should not modify idle times with respect to the case when no power management is
used. Hence, idle-time measures should not include additional components introduced by PS-
WiFi. Thus, idle times between consecutive packets in the downlink direction (e.g., A and B in
Figure 6.6) are measured at the Access Point. On the other hand, consecutive packets in the uplink
direction (e.g., C and D in Figure 6.6) are measured at the mobile device. Indeed, tso seconds are
added by PS-WiFi to that idle times, if the second packet (i.e., D) is generated when the wireless
interface is off. Measuring idle times between packets flowing in opposite directions (e.g., B and
C in Figure 6.6) requires a mixed approach. To clarify this concept, let us focus on packets B
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Figure 6.6.: Example of packets exchange in a PS-WiFi system (focus on idle-time measurements).
and C in Figure 6.6. If we assume that C is generated independently by B (e.g., B and C are
related to different applications running at the mobile device concurrently), then the idle time to
be measured is T1. However, the Access Point might measure T1 + tso if the wireless interface was
off when C was generated, while the mobile device would measure T2. The right idle-time value
could be measured by i) synchronizing the mobile device with the Access Point5; ii) recording the
time instant when B arrived at the Access Point; and iii) recording the time instant when C arrived
at the mobile device. It must be noted that this strategy is no longer correct if C is generated by the
mobile device in response to B, since in this case the right idle time would be T2. However, typical
applications used in WiFi hotspot (e.g., Web browsing, e-mail, file transfer) generate a traffic that
is almost mono-directional, and, hence, consecutive packets related to the same application flowing
in opposite directions can be considered as an exception. To summarize, idle times are measured
by PS-WiFi as follows: i) the mobile device and the Access Point are assumed to be synchronized,
ii) the instant in time when each packet arrives at the PS-PT layer is recorded, and iii) idle times
are measured as the difference between those time instants related to consecutive packets.
The strategy used to measure idle times also impacts on the way idle-time estimates are used.
Specifically, since idle times are seen as inter-arrival times, idle-time estimates must be considered
accordingly. Let us focus on Figure 6.7, where uj denotes the final update provided by PS-WiFi
for the j − th idle time ( uj is an item of the sequence u(i) shown in Equation 6.1). Packet A is
sent to the mobile device when the estimate u0 has elapsed. After A has been sent (point K in
the figure) no more data is available and, hence, PSA is invoked. As idle times are inter-arrival
times measured at the PS-PT layer, estimated idle times must start at the point in time when the
previous packet (A in our example) has arrived at the PS-PT layer. Therefore, in our example,
the estimated idle time (i.e., u1) starts at time H, though the estimate is generated at time K. It
5Please note that in a 802.11 WLAN the MAC layer requires synchronization and, hence, synchronizing the PS-PT layer
has no cost.
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Figure 6.7.: Use case of idle-time estimates.
should be noted that PSA may update the first estimate related to an idle time before sending it to
the mobile device. The Access Point exploits the knowledge that the idle time is at least K −H.
Hence, when packet A is sent, PSA considers the first item in the sequence u(i) that is greater than
K −H, and sends this estimate to the mobile device along with packet A (see Figure 6.7)6.
As a final remark, it is worth noting that PS-WiFi approximates the ideal power-saving strategy
for the wireless interface: i) data transfers on the wireless link occur at the maximum available
throughput on it and are not affected by the throughput on the (wired) Internet; and ii) the
wireless interface remains switched off during idle periods.
6.3. Experimental Analysis
In this section we compare the performance of our energy saving architecture with that of an
Indirect-TCP architecture using the STP protocol over the wireless link (this architecture is through-
out referred to as legacy architecture). We considered Web and e-mail as testing applications as
they are today the most popular Internet applications. Furthermore, they both are somewhat sen-
sitive to delays. Thus, it is important to provide not only a significant energy saving but, also, an
acceptable QoS level (i.e., to minimize the additional delay introduced by energy management).
As far as the performance indexes, we use the Ips and Ipd indexes defined by Equations 5.16
and 5.17. Actually, in the case of the e-mail traffic, the Ipd index should be slightly modified.
Specifically, in that case it is defined as the additional delay introduced by PS-WiFi to an “e-mail
check”. An e-mail check occurs when the user on the mobile host polls the POP3 server for new
mail (in our model, the user sends queued messages – if any – to an SMTP server after checking
her POP3 mailbox).
6Clearly, the estimate is sent only if the residual (estimated) idle time is greater than tso.
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Figure 6.8.: PS-WiFi in the Web scenario: power-saving performance.
To test the flexibility of our solution, i.e., its ability to adapt to different traffic profiles, we con-
sidered three different traffic scenarios. In the first scenario we assumed that Web browsing is the
only active application. In the second scenario we considered e-mail instead of Web. Finally, in
the third scenario Web and e-mail are assumed to be simultaneously active.
6.3.1. Scenario I: Web traﬃc
In this scenario Web browsing is the only active network application and, hence, the MH gener-
ates a single type of traffic. In our experiments we considered a real Web server located at the
University of Texas at Arlington, while we used SURGE [19] to simulate the application layer at
the client side. SURGE is a Web traffic simulator that reproduces the statistical properties of traf-
fic generated by a realistic Web user. The client was located at the Department of Information
Engineering of the University of Pisa (Italy). Hence, our client-server path crossed (congested)
intercontinental links, and this allowed us to test our energy management policy in a congested
situation.
We performed a large number of experiments. Each experiment included 100 page-transfer oper-
ations from the Web server to the client (an experiment stopped when the whole page “in flight”
arrived at the client). In each experiment, the same set of pages were requested in parallel both
in our architecture, and in the legacy architecture. This guarantees the same network conditions
in both cases. We ran a set of experiments spanning an entire working day. Furthermore, to in-
crease results’ reliability, we replicated the experiments in several working days. Throughout, we
present average hourly values and the related confidence intervals (confidence level 95%). Fig-
ure 6.8(a) shows the Ips index as a function of time. It clearly emerges that our architecture allows
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Figure 6.9.: PS-WiFi in the Web scenario: QoS performance.
a significant energy saving with respect to the legacy architecture. The energy saving achieved is
in the order of 78%. For comparison, Figure 3 (a) also shows the Ips index related to the local
policy (see Section 5.2). It is worth recallint that this strategy switches off the wireless interface
when the Web page download is complete, and resumes it upon receiving a new request from
the user (i.e., it saves energy only during Think Times). This strategy is called “local” because it
can be implemented by only exploiting information available locally at the Web browser. Unlike
the applicationindependent policy, the local policy depends on the particular application we are
considering, i.e., it is application dependent. From the comparison of the two curves it emerges
that our application-independent policy performs better than the local policy. This means that it
saves energy even during the page-download phase. Figure 6.8(b) compares PS-WiFi and PS-Web.
As expected, PS-Web performs the best, since it exploits a-priori knowledge about the Web-user
behavior. However, the performance degradation of PS-WiFi is not very high.
Figure 6.9(a) shows the average additional delay introduced in downloading a Web page with
respect to the legacy architecture. The additional delay introduced by the PS-WiFi is very low. In
our experiments the average value is in the order of 0.4 sec, while the 90th percentile is typically
below 2 sec, and always below 2.5 sec (Figure 6.9(b)). Also in this case, PS-Web performs better
than PS-WiFi, but the performance degradation of PS-WiFi is tolerable. Based on the above results
we can conclude that the QoS degradation introduced by the PS-WiFi policy can be considered as
acceptable for Web-browsing applications.
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Figure 6.10.: PS-WiFi in the E-mail scenario.
6.3.2. Scenario II: E-mail traﬃc
In the second scenario we consider e-mail instead of Web. Along with the previous one, this
scenario is aimed at showing that the application-independent policy exhibits good performance
when there is a single running application, irrespectively of the specific application.
E-mail involves two protocols: POP3 for downloading messages from the POP server to the user s
computer (the MH in our case), and SMTP for sending messages from the user s computer to the
SMTP server that, in its turn, will forward the same messages to the final destination. To perform
our experiments we developed application programs that simulates the statistical behavior of a
POP3 server, an SMTP server and an e-mail client (POP3 + SMTP), respectively. The statistical
behavior of these programs was derived from previous experimental studies [20]. Since we are
considering a mobile environment, in our experiments we assumed that the user is outside his/her
home location. This implies that the POP3 and SMTP servers do not belong to the same Local Area
Network (LAN) of the AP. The alternative scenario (i.e., POP3 and SMTP servers belonging to the
same LAN of the AP) is less meaningful since, in such a scenario, the wireless link is very well
exploited and energy management becomes almost useless. We assume that the user periodically
connects to the (remote) mail server for sending and/or receiving e-mail messages (if any). The
time interval between two consecutive checks was assumed to be 5 minutes (in order to have a
significant number of checks for each experiment).
Figure 6.10(a) shows the Ips index as a function of time for the application-dependent and local
policies, respectively. Figure6.10(b) reports the average additional delay introduced by the two
policies for each e-mail check. From the comparison it emerges that the two policies exhibit similar
performance in terms of energy saving (they both save about 85% of the energy consumed in the
legacy architecture). This is because the period between two consecutive e-mail checks (5 minutes
in this case) is largely predominant with respect to the datatransfer time (typically in the order
of seconds). Therefore, reducing energy consumption even in the datatransfer phase does not
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Figure 6.11.: PS-WiFi in the mixed scenario: power-saving performance.
produce a significant effect.
The application-independent policy introduces an average additional delay that is typically in the
order of 2-3 sec. (the 90th percentile is less than 10 sec). The increase in the additional delay
with respect to the previous scenario is due to the difference between POP3 and SMTP, and HTTP.
POP3 and SMTP requires many request/response transactions to exchange an e-mail message. On
the other hand, only two transactions are required by the HTTP/1.1 to download a Web page. As
explained by the analytical model developed in the following, this has an impact on the additional
delay introduced. Though the additional delay is far greater than the delay introduced in the case
of Web traffic, it can be nevertheless considered as acceptable for this type of application. The
download of e-mail messages takes usually several second to be completed, especially in a mobile
environment. Furthermore, e-mail is clearly more delay-tolerant than Web.
6.3.3. Scenario III: Mixed traﬃc
From the analysis of the previous scenarios it emerges that the application-independent policy
performs well in the presence of a single traffic type, irrespectively of the specific traffic source.
Furthermore, in terms of energy saving, it performs better than the local policy, that is an example
of application-dependent policy.
Application-dependent solutions (including the local policy) require a specific software module for
each network application. This may be very limiting in a real environment where, typically, many
applications may be used, even if not simultaneously. The application-independent policy requires
a single software module since it adapts dynamically to the traffic generated by the application(s).
For this reason, in the following, we will only consider the application-independent policy.
The objective of this section is to show that this policy exhibits good performance even when there
are several concurrent applications. We consider a typical scenario where a user is browsing the
Web and, at the same time, periodically (every 5 minutes) connects to the mail server for receiving
e-mail messages (if any).
Figure 6.11 shows the Ips index as a function of time in this scenario. Even in a mixed-traffic
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Figure 6.12.: PS-WiFi in the mixed scenario: QoS performance.
scenario, the energy saving with respect to the legacy architecture is significant (on average, 72%).
Furthermore, it is very close to the value measured in the Web-only scenario (78%, see Figure 6.8).
This can be justified by observing that in the mixed-traffic scenario considered by us the user is
continuously browsing the Web, while e-mail traffic can be seen as sporadic with respect to Web
traffic. The decrease from 78% to 72% can be justified as follows. When there is a single source
of traffic the energy management system quickly adapts to the traffic behavior, thus saving a large
amount of energy. In the mixed-traffic scenario the systems adapts to Web traffic in the time
interval between two consecutive e-mail checks. When an e-mail check starts the system needs
to readapt to the new situation. A similar re-adaptation also takes place after the e-mail transfer
has been completed. Such re-adaptations result in a slightly decreased efficiency. The average
additional delay introduced is, on average, 0.41 sec for downloading an entire Web page, and
1.9 sec for an e-mail check. With respect to the single-traffic scenarios analyzed above, in the
mixedtraffic scenario the average additional delay is almost unchanged for Web traffic and is even
lower for e-mail traffic (1.9 sec vs. 2.5 sec). This decrease can be explained as follows. Traffics
generated by SMTP and POP3 protocols are characterized by larger (average) inter-arrival times
than Web traffic. In the mixed-traffic scenario, estimators are biased to Web traffic and, hence,
they tend to underestimate inter-arrival times related to email traffic. This results in a lower
additional delay.
6.4. Modeling PS-WiFi behavior
The description of PS-WiFi shows that several parameters affect the system behavior: the through-
puts on the wireless and wired networks, the accuracy of the idle-time estimates, the application
traffic profile, etc. To better understand their influence on the system performance, in this section
we present an analytical model of PS-WiFi. By solving this model we derive closed formulas for
Ips and Ipd. For the sake of simplicity, the model is derived just in the case of Scenario I, i.e., in
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Figure 6.13.: Scheme of the Web traffic as composed by Active and Inactive phases.
Definition Symbol Value Unit
Probability that a Web page contains embedded files pemb 0.44 -
Average number of embedded files in a Web page Nemb 1.50 -
Average size of an embedded file Demb 6348 bytes
Average size of a main file Dmf 17496 bytes
Average User-Think-Time length UTT 3.25 sec
Table 6.1.: Parameters defining the Web-traffic profile.
presence of Web traffic.
6.4.1. Web-traﬃc model
Since the system performance is related to the application-level traffic, a preliminary characteri-
zation of Web traffic is necessary. A detailed characterization has been provided in Section 5.2.
Hereafter we recall the main feature of Web traffic, for the reader convenience.
In this work we exploit the model used in the SURGE simulator [19, 18]. SURGE creates (off-line)
a set of Web pages to be stored in a real Web server. Furthermore, it simulates a typical Web user
that downloads these Web pages from real (mobile) hosts, and defines the sequence of Web-page
downloads in such a way that the traffic generated by the simulated user meets the statistical
model of Web traffic presented in [19, 18]. Hereafter, we exploit this model to characterize the
traffic generated by a Web user. Figure 6.13 and Table 6.1 describe the traffic model and related
parameters derived from SURGE.
Let us focus on a Web-page download. A Web page consists of a main file and zero or more
embedded files (e.g., figures). The user requests the Web page to the browser, which downloads
all the files from the Web server. When the download is complete, the user reads the contents
of the Web page, and then issues another request to the browser. Hence, the Web traffic can be
modeled as the sequence of consecutive Web-page downloads. The traffic related to each Web
page presents an Active Phase during which the browser downloads the files from the Web server,
and an Inactive Phase (or User Think Time, UTT ) during which the user reads the contents of the
Web page. While the Inactive Phase is completely characterized by the UTT parameter, the Active
Phase depends on parameters related to the Web pages. Specifically, the probability that a Web
page contains embedded files is hereafter referred to as pemb. Furthermore, the average number
of embedded files contained in a Web page7 is referred to as Nemb. Finally, the average size of a
7Nemb is evaluated by considering only Web pages that contain embedded files.
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Figure 6.14.: Scheme of the basic block.
main file is Dmf , while the average size of an embedded file is Demb.
We exploit these parameters (summarized in Table 6.1) to define the reference application-level
traffic (a pictorial representation is provided in Figure 6.14). In our model the Web user downloads
continuously a set of Web pages, referred to as basic block. Between two consecutive downloads,
the user waits UTT seconds. The pages that compose the basic block are defined to meet the
parameters pemb, Nemb, Dmf and Demb. Specifically, in our model the first page contains em-
bedded files, while the other pages do not. The average total size of the embedded files must be
Nemb · Demb, and the number of embedded files must be an integer number. To this end, in our
model the first page contains m embedded files, where m is equal to
⌈
Nemb
⌉
. The size of the first
m − 1 files is Demb, while the size of the last file is Demb ·
(
m−Nemb
)
. Furthermore, as just the
first page contains embedded files, the number of Web pages composing the basic block should be
1 /pemb . Moreover, the total size of the basic-block pages must beDmf ·(1 /pemb )+Demb·Nemb, i.e.,
the total size of the main files must be Dmf · (1 /pemb ). However, since the number of Web pages
must be an integer number, the basic block contains l Web pages, where l is equal to d1 /pemb e.
The main files of the first l − 1 pages are long Dmf bytes, while the main file of the last page is
long Dmf · (l − 1 /pemb ) bytes.
In conclusion, in our model a Web user downloads continuously the Web pages contained in the
basic block, interleaving each download with a User Think Time. The User Think Time and the
basic block definitions guarantee that the application-level traffic has the same average statistics
of the traffic generated by the SURGE simulator [19, 18]. Therefore, hereafter we characterize
the PS-WiFi behavior by focusing on the download of a single basic block.
6.4.1.1. Idle times characterization
As discussed in Section 6.2.1, PS-WiFi predicts idle-time lengths occurring in the application-level
traffic, and manages the wireless interface of the mobile device accordingly. Therefore, at this
point, we need to characterize the idle times of the Web traffic we have modeled.
Let us focus on Figure 6.13. Clearly, a first class of idle times is represented by User Think Times.
By recalling the definition of long idle time (Section 6.2.1), it is easy to show that User Think
Times fall in this category. Furthermore, we need to identify idle times that may occur during
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Figure 6.15.: Application-level traffic during the Active Phase
the Active Phases. First of all, it should be noted that during Active Phases the browser and
the Web server exchange data without user interventions, and hence idle times must be seen
as short idle times. By definition, short idle times are related to the behavior of the network
protocols, therefore we have to recall which network protocols are used by the Web applications,
and how they work in the PS-WiFi architecture (Figure 6.5). Today, Web uses the HTTP/1.1 as
the application-level protocol. In our model, we assume that the browser at the mobile device
downloads a Web page in two steps (see Figure 6.15): i) the main file is downloaded first, and
the list of the embedded files is extracted from it; ii) then, all the embedded files are requested
(and downloaded) together8. In each step, the shape of the application-level traffic is defined
by the underlying protocols, and hence, by the joint effect of PS-PT, STP and TCP. However, as
appears from Figure 6.15, the Web traffic is almost mono-directional, in the downlink direction.
Therefore, in our model we consider only idle times between packets flowing in the downlink
direction, and hence, as discussed in Section 6.2.4, we have to characterize these idle times as
observed at the Access Point. Moreover, thanks to the Indirect-TCP architecture, the behavior
of the TCP between the Access Point and the fixed host is completely independent of whatever
protocol running between the Access Point and the mobile device (i.e., the STP and the PS-PT).
Therefore, we conclude that in our model short-idle times are determined only by the behavior of
the TCP between the Access Point and the fixed host. To characterize the TCP behavior, it is worth
noting that i) HTTP/1.1 uses persistent connections, i.e., the same transport connection can be
used to download several files sequentially [34]; ii) Web servers autonomously close persistent
TCP connections that remain idle for 15 seconds, and utilize the same TCP connection to serve
up to 150 HTTP Requests [11]; and iii) in the model defined by SURGE, User Think Times are
less than 15 seconds with very high probability (98%). Therefore, in our model all Web pages
composing the basic block are downloaded by means of a single TCP connection. Moreover, we
neglect possible slow-start phases, and hence we assume that the TCP connection is in steady-
state. Under this hypothesis, the TCP behavior can be modeled as follows [43, 48]: i) once every
8This assumption relies on the fact that HTTP/1.1 allows pipelining requests, i.e., consecutive HTTP Requests can be sent
back-to-back.
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Definition Symbol
Total size of the basic block B
Number of Web pages in the basic block l
Average throughput on the wired Internet γ
Average throughput on the WLAN γwl
Energy spent during idle times when using PS-WiFi Cit
Time spent in the idle mode when using PS-WiFi T idleON
Transient interval of the wireless interface to switch on tso
Average number of switching-on events during the basic-block download S
Average number of switching-on events during a short idle time S1
Average number of switching-on events during a long idle time,
before the backoff procedure starts
F
Random variable measuring short idle-time lengths t
Random variable measuring initial estimates of short idle-time lengths t′
Upper bound of the short idle-time distribution M
90th percentile of short idle-time lengths k
Delay added by PS-WiFi to a packet flowing in the downlink direction d
Table 6.2.: Symbols used in the PS-WiFi model.
RTT the TCP at the Web server sends a fixed number of back-to-back TCP segments9; and ii)
these back-to-back TCP segments arrive at the Access Point together. Therefore, in our model we
assume that short idle times during Active Phases correspond to Round Trip Times between the
Access Point and the Web server.
6.4.2. Energy Consumption Modeling
We are now in the position to evaluate the energy spent to download a single basic block, by
using either PS-WiFi or the Indirect-TCP architecture without any power management. Hereafter,
we assume that the network status is stationary during the download of the basic block (i.e., the
throughput and theRTT are stationary). Furthermore, we develop a model of the system behavior
in the average case, and hence the quantities we derive must be intended as average values. For
ease of reading, we summarize in Table 6.2 the parameters used in the model.
The energy spent when using an Indirect-TCP architecture without power management (i.e.,
CI−TCP ) is (proportional to) the total time required to download the basic block. Therefore,
the following theorem holds.
Theorem 1 The energy spent to download a single basic block by using a pure Indirect-TCP approach
is
CI−TCP =
B
γ
+ l · UTT = Dmf · 1 /pemb +Nemb ·Demb
γ
+ l · UTT , (6.2)
where B is the total size (in bytes) of the basic block, and γ is the average throughput of the (wired)
Internet.
Proof. CI−TCP is the time spent to download the basic block, i.e., the time spent downloading the
actual data, and the User Think Times. The first term is the ratio between the basic-block size (i.e.,
9The number of TCP segment is defined by the average size of the congestion window.
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B) and the average throughput experienced by the client. It is worth recalling that in an Indirect-
TCP architecture, the throughput achieved at the transport layer is the minimum throughput of the
two connections. Thus, if we assume that the fixed Internet is the bottleneck between the server
and the client, the average throughput experienced by the client is the throughput of the fixed
Internet, i.e., γ. The second term is the sum of the User Think Times occurring within the basic
block, i.e., l · UTT . The final form of CI−TCP follows from the basic-block definition provided in
Section 6.4.1.
Following the scheme in Figure 6.1, the energy spent using PS-WiFi (i.e., Cps) can be seen as
made-up of two components. The first one is related to actual transfers of data composing the
basic block. The other one is the energy spent during idle times, throughout referred to as Cit.
Since idle times are managed as shown in Section 6.2, two factors impact on Cit: i) every time
the network interface is shut down, tso seconds are paid the next time it is switched on, and ii)
when an idle-time estimate (more precisely, an item in the sequence z(i), see Equation 6.1) occurs
to be less than tso, the network interface remains in the idle state10. Therefore, the following
proposition holds.
Proposition 4 The energy spent by using PS-WiFi is
Cps =
B
γwl
+ Cit =
B
γwl
+ tso · S + T idleON , (6.3)
where: i) γwl is the average throughput available on the WLAN; ii) S is the average number of times
the mobile-device wireless interface is switched on during the basic-block download; and iii) T idleON
is the average time during which the mobile-device wireless interface remains idle when PS-WiFi is
adopted.
Proof. Transfers between the Access Point and the mobile device occur at the throughput avail-
able on the WLAN. Hence, the energy spent to receive the basic block is B /γ¯wl . Any other con-
tribution is related to idle times (see Figure 6.1), and is thus comprised in Cit. Whenever an idle
time occurs, PS-WiFi behaves as shown in Section 6.2. Two kinds of events can happen, i.e., i)
the wireless interface is shut down (one or more times), and ii) the wireless interface is let idle,
because the (residual) idle time is supposed to be too short. Hence, a first component of Cit is
defined by the average number of switching-on events occurring during the basic-block download
(S), and a second component is the total time during which the wireless interface remains idle
(T idleON ).
Below we derive a closed form of Equation 6.3, under the assumption of T idleON being negligi-
ble. This hypothesis is true in the experimental testbed used for the validation (Section 6.5). In
general, it can be shown that this assumption holds if the average value of the short idle-time
estimates is greater than tso. Otherwise, our analysis provides optimistic results, i.e., the upper
bound of the energy saved with PS-WiFi. The goal of the following analysis is deriving a closed
form for S. To this end, we have now to make some assumptions explicit. Hereafter, we assume
that short (long) idle-times are i.i.d. random variables. Moreover, we assume that a short (long)
10Since the RTT between the Access Point and the mobile device is typically negligible, and due to the simplicity of the
PS-PT protocol [6], the overhead of the PS-PT protocol is assumed to be negligible.
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idle-time is independent of any previous long (short) idle-time. Furthermore, we assume that VUA
is precise, and hence short idle-time estimates follow the same distribution of real short idle times.
Finally, we assume that the sequence of estimates (i.e., u(i), Equation 6.1) related to an idle time
is independent of the sequences related to previous idle times. To clarify this assumption, let us
focus on Figure 6.7. In that example, the estimate of the idle time between packets A and B is
evaluated at time K, and hence PSA evaluates the first item in the sequence u(i) being greater
than K −H. In other words, that estimate depends on the previous estimate error. In our model
we neglect this dependence, and assume that estimates are generated at the point in time when
the idle time starts (i.e., H in the example). Since this assumption leads to considering a greater
number of switching-on events with respect to the real case, the closed form of S that we derive is
an overestimate of the real value. According to these assumptions, we conclude that in our model
PS-WiFi regenerates with respect to all points in time when an idle time starts. Hence, to charac-
terize its behavior, we focus on the beginning of an idle time, and analyze the two possible events
that may occur: a short idle time or a long idle time. The main result of this analysis is the closed
form of Cps provided by Theorem 2. For ease of reading, proofs are postponed to Appendix B.
Theorem 2 The energy spent to download a single basic block by using PS-WiFi is
Cps =
B
γwl
+ tso ·
{
B
γ ·RTT · S1 + l ·
(
F +
⌈
log2 UTT
⌉)
+ p
(
u(0) > tso
)}
, (6.4)
where i) S1 is the average number of switching-on events occurring during a short idle-time; ii) F is the
number of switching-on events occurring during a long idle-time, before the long idle-time estimator
is invoked (i.e., after u(2) of Equation 6.1 is generated); and iii) p
(
u(0) > tso
)
is the probability of
u(0) being greater than tso.
6.4.3. Modeling the Ipd index
The Ipd index measures the additional URT introduced by PS-WiFi to download a Web page. To
characterize Ipd, it is worth focusing on Figure 6.15. Let us introduce the definition of a transaction
between the Web client and the Web server. A transaction denotes a piece of Web traffic starting
with one or more HTTP Requests sent by the client back-to-back, and including all packets sent
by the Web server in response to that HTTP Request(s). Hence, the download of a Web page can
be modeled as the sequence of two transactions, where i) the main file is downloaded during the
first transaction, and ii) all the embedded files are downloaded during the second transaction. Let
us now analyze the delay introduced by PS-WiFi to a transaction (see Figure 6.16). When the
HTTP Request(s) is generated by the browser, the wireless interface of the mobile device may be
shut down. In this case, the HTTP Request(s) is delayed of tso seconds. A further delay can be
added at the end of the transaction. As noted in Section 6.4.1.1, the inter-arrival times between
packets sent by the Web server depend only on the TCP protocol between the Access Point and
the fixed host. In other words, the time instants when these packets arrive at the Access Point are
the same whether PS-WiFi is used or not. Therefore, a further delay is added by PS-WiFi if the
last packet of the transaction is delayed at the Access Point. Hereafter we neglect the possibility
that two consecutive packets (e.g., A and B in Figure 6.16) are transferred back-to-back on the
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Figure 6.16.: Components of the additional URT.
WLAN, due to overestimation of the previous idle time (e.g., T in Figure 6.16). That is, all short
idle times are detected and estimated by PS-WiFi. Therefore, a further delay can be introduced to
the transaction only as a side effect of the estimate error related to the last short idle time. This
delay is hereafter referred to as d.
The analysis of the delay introduced to a transaction allows us to characterize the Ipd index.
Specifically, from Figure 6.4.1.1 it appears that the embedded files are requested only when the
main file is completely downloaded at the mobile device, and hence the second transaction starts
only after the last packet of the first transaction arrives at the mobile device. Therefore, Ipd can be
evaluated as the sum of the delays introduced to each transaction. A closed form for the average
value of Ipd is provided by the following theorem.
Theorem 3 The average additional URT introduced by PS-WiFi to download a Web page is
Ipd =
(
tso + d
)
+
{
tso · p
(
u(0) > tso
)
+ d
}
· pemb , (6.5)
where d is the average value of d and pemb is the probability that a Web-page contains embedded files.
Proof. In our model (since User Think Times are assumed to be larger than 1 second) the
transaction related to the main file starts when the wireless interface is switched off. Hence,
tso + d is the average additional delay introduced to the main-file transaction. If the Web-page
contains embedded files (i.e., with a probability equal to pemb), the delay related to the embedded-
files transaction must be included. A delay equal (on average) to d is introduced at the end of the
transaction. A further delay equal to tso may be introduced if the transaction starts when the
wireless interface is shut down. The probability that this occurs can be derived as follows. When
the last packet of the main file is sent to the mobile device, no more data are available to be
exchanged on the WLAN. Hence an idle time is detected, and PS-WiFi generates u(0) as its (initial)
estimate. However, the browser generates the HTTP Requests for the embedded files immediately,
and the second transaction starts. Therefore, the probability that the wireless interface is shut
down at this point in time is the probability of u(0) being greater than tso.
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The evaluation of Ipd requires the characterization of d. In the following section, we sketch the
line of reasoning used to model this quantity, and we provide a closed form for it. For ease of
reading, the detailed derivation is presented in Appendix D.
6.4.3.1. Analytical model of d
To evaluate Ipd we need to characterize d, that is the additional delay PS-WiFi introduces to
the last packet of a transaction, due to overestimation of the previous short idle time. As PS-
WiFi regenerates with respect to the point in time when an idle time starts, we can analyze d by
focusing on the PS-WiFi behavior on a generic short idle time, followed by a packet addressed
to the mobile device (i.e., flowing in the downlink direction). To this end, we introduce some
assumptions that we exploit hereafter. The estimator of short idle times, is based on the VUA. As
noted in Section 6.4.2, VUA allows us to assume that short idle times and their estimates follow
the same distribution. In the following, t denotes a random variable measuring short idle times,
and t′ denotes a random variable measuring the estimates provided by VUA (i.e., t′ is equal to
u(0) of Equation 6.1). We assume that i) t and t′ follow a uniform distribution between 0 and a
maximum value, M (i.e., t ∼ t′ ∈ U [0,M ]); and ii) t and t′ are independent. Moreover, based
on the characterization given in Section 6.4.1.1, we instantiate M to two times the average RTT
between the mobile device and the Web server, i.e.,M = 2 ·RTT . However, to make our analytical
approach flexible, hereafter we provide the delay model as a function ofM .
The average value of d can be evaluated as the contribution of two components. Specifically, it
is the sum of i) the average delay when the initial estimate is too large (i.e., when t′ > t); and
ii) the average delay when the initial estimate is too short (i.e., when t′ < t). Since t′ and t
are distributed according to the same law, both p (t′ > t) and p (t′ < t) are equal to 1 /2 . These
remarks allow to prove the following proposition.
Proposition 5 The average delay added by PS-WiFi to a packet flowing in the downlink direction can
be expressed as
d = E [d] = E [d |t′ > t ] · p (t′ > t) + E [d |t′ < t ] · p (t′ < t) =
= 12 · (E [d |t′ > t ] + E [d |t′ < t ])
. (6.6)
The rest of the analysis is devoted to deriving E [d |t′ > t ] and E [d |t′ < t ]. This is achieved by
analyzing the behavior of PS-WiFi in both cases. As this task just requires simple (but quite long)
algebraic manipulations, here we only provide the final results, while proofs are postponed to
Appendix D.
Lemma 1 The average delay when t′ is greater than t is
E [d |t′ > t ] = M
2 − t2so
4M
. (6.7)
Lemma 2 The average delay when t′ is less than t is
E [d |t′ < t ] = 0.9 · k
2 − t2so
4M
+ 0.1 · 2sec−M − k
2
· χ (k, tso) , (6.8)
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where χ (k, tso) is an indicator function, defined as
χ (k, tso) =
{
1 if 1sec− k > tso
0 otherwise
. (6.9)
Finally, the above lemmas allow us to provide a closed form for d¯, as follows.
Theorem 4 The average delay added by PS-WiFi to a packet flowing in the downlink direction is
d = 12
(
M2−t2so
4M · u (M, tso) + 0.9 · k
2−t2so
4M · u (k, tso)+
+ 0.1 · 2sec−M−k2 · χ (k, tso)
) , (6.10)
where u (x, y) is the classical step function:
u (x, y) =
{
1 ifx ≥ y
0 otherwise
. (6.11)
6.5. Model validation
To validate the analytical model derived in Section 6.4.1 we compare its predictions with mea-
surements taken from a real Internet prototype (details about the prototype can be found in [6]).
Specifically, we compare the Ips and Ipd measurements presented in [6] with the predictions pro-
vided by our model. To avoid fluctuations in the experimental results, we averaged measurements
on one-hour windows (details about the methodology used to aggregate measurements can be
found in [7]). It is worth noting that, due to the experiment setup, the only parameter that
changes significantly among different hours is the throughput of the wired Internet, i.e., γ. In-
deed, i) in each experiment the application-level traffic meets the statistics shown in Table 6.1;
ii) γwl and RTT show very little fluctuations (and, thus, also M and k can be assumed to be
constant); and iii) due to the assumptions about the distribution of t and t′, the parameters S1, F
and p
(
u(0) > tso
)
in Equation 6.4 can be approximated as constant terms. Table 6.3 summarizes
the values of the parameters that we use to validate our analytical model.
Figure 6.17(a) shows the hourly average values of Ips and Ipd measured by using the prototype.
We also plot the Ips and Ipd figures derived from the analytical model. As far as the Ips index
(left-side plot), the model and the prototype provide very close results: the difference is always
less than 9% of the prototype results. Furthermore, we have compared the daily average values
of Ips with the predictions of the model. Specifically, we have set γ in Equation 6.4 to the average
daily throughput experienced by the prototype. The results obtained (not reported here) show
that the difference between the model results and the prototype measurements is less than 1%.
As far as the Ipd index (Figure 6.17(b)), the results show that prototype values vary during the
day, i.e., the prototype is sensitive to variations of γ. Indeed, γ is sensitive to two parameters, i.e.,
i) congestions in the Internet, that reduce the TCP window size; and ii) variations of the RTT
between client and server. As discussed in Section 6.4.3.1, the additional URT is affected by RTT
variations. However, we have no sufficient information to include the precise RTT pattern in
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Definition Symbol Value Unit
Total size of the basic block B 49264 bytes
Number of Web pages in the basic block l 3 -
Average throughput over the wireless link γwl 11 Mbps
Average number of switching-on events in a short idle time S1 1.55 -
Average number of switching-on events in a long idle time
before the backoff procedure starts
F 3 -
Probability that the initial estimate of a short idle time
is greater than tso
p
“
u(0) > tso
”
1 -
Network RTT between the client and the Web server RTT 0.3 sec
Upper bound of t and t′ distributions M 0.6 sec
Switching-on transient interval of the wireless interface tso 0.1 sec
90th percentile of t and t′ k 0.54 sec
Indicator function of k and tso relative values χ (k, tso) 1 -
Table 6.3.: Parameters used to validate the analytical model.
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Figure 6.17.: Hourly average Ips and Ipd obtained from the model and the prototype, respectively.
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the analytical model. As a consequence, the Ipd model allows us to measure the additional URT
related to the average RTT . Specifically, we compare the model prediction with the daily average
value of Ipd (see the dashed line in the plot). The difference is about 7% of the prototype result.
6.6. Sensitiveness Analysis
The above results show the accuracy of our analytical model. Hereafter, we use this model to
investigate the sensitiveness of PS-WiFi to two Internet key parameters, i.e. the (wired) Internet
throughput (i.e., γ) and the RTT . As noted in the previous section, the throughput depends on
both the network RTT and the TCP window size. Both these parameters affect the Ips index, since
it depends on γ (see Equations 6.2 and 6.4). On the other hand, the Ipd index is only affected
by RTT variations, as shown by Equations 6.5 and 6.10. Therefore, below we analyze Ips as a
function of γ, and Ipd as a function of RTT .
6.6.1. Power-Saving Sensitiveness
Based on Equations 6.2 and 6.4 we derive the Ips index as a function of γ. Specifically, after simple
manipulations, Ips (γ) becomes:
Ips (γ) =
aγ + b
cγ + d
, (6.12)
where a, b, c and d group terms that we have assumed to be constant (see Section 6.5):
a , Bγwl + tso ·
{
l · (F + ⌈log2 UTT⌉)+ p (u(0) > tso)}
b , B
RTT
· S1 · tso
c , l · UTT
d , B
. (6.13)
Figure 6.18(a) shows Ips as a function of γ. It clearly appears that when γ increases, Ips decreases,
and this means that the PS-WiFi saves more energy. This result is somehow counter-intuitive, since
one expects that the best power-saving is achieved when γ is low. In this case the overall idle time
during the basic block download is at its maximum value. However, the Ips behavior in the above
plot can be explained as follows. As shown in Equations 6.2 and 6.4, variations of γ affect both
CI−TCP and Cps. In the Indirect-TCP architecture, when γ increases, the time needed to fetch
the basic block from the Web server (i.e., B /γ ) decreases, and CI−TCP decreases accordingly.
On the other hand, the dependence of Cps on γ is as follows. As highlighted in Section 6.5, γ is
strictly related to the the TCP window size. Since RTT is almost stable, large TCP windows mean
high γ values, while narrow TCP windows correspond to low γ values. Furthermore, if the TCP
window size increases, the number of RTTs needed to fetch the basic block drops, since more
bytes are downloaded in a single RTT . Thus, the number of switching-on events during the basic-
block download decreases, and hence, we can conclude that the more γ increases, the more Cps
decreases. Since both CI−TCP and Cps benefit from increases of γ, the Ips pattern is defined by
the parameters a, b, c and d. Specifically, in the Internet configuration of our experiments, when
γ increases, Cps decreases more than CI−TCP does, and hence Ips drops.
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Figure 6.18.: Ips as a function of the throughput on the Internet (a) and on the wireless LAN (b),
respectively.
It is worth noting that Figure 6.18 highlights the theoretical lower and upper bounds of Ips (for
varying γ values). In the Internet configuration that we experienced, Ips ranges between 0.517
(when γ → 0) and 0.168 (when γ →∞ ). Therefore, with respect to the Indirect-TCP architecture,
our power-saving system guarantees energy savings that are always above 48%, and raise up to
83%. However, if we focus on realistic throughput values (i.e., between 50 Kbps and 1 Mbps),
energy saving does not vary sharply, since it ranges between 68% and 82%.
Furthermore, Figure 6.18(b) shows the dependence of Ips on the throughput available on the
wireless LAN. Also in this case, the higher the throughput, the higher the power saving achieved.
An interesting feature of this plot is that the Ips curve flattens for relative small values of the
throughput (i.e., around 1 Mbps). This can be explained as follows. The energy consumption
of PS-WiFi depends on two factors, i.e., the time spent to transfer the data on the wirless LAN,
and the time spent in switching on events. As the throughput on the wireless LAN increases, the
former component decreases, and eventually becomes negligible with respect to the latter one.
In a nutshell, for high throughput, the energy consumption of PS-WiFi mostly depends on the
number of switching on events, and – ultimately – on the idle-time predictions accuracy (at least,
for the amount of traffic downloaded in our scenario).
6.6.2. QoS Sensitiveness
In this section we analyze the dependence of Ipd on the average Round Trip Time, i.e., RTT . As
a preliminary step, it is necessary to define the range of valid RTT values. Specifically, PS-WiFi
defines 1 sec as the upper bound of short idle times. Therefore, 1 sec is also the upper bound of
both the short idle time and estimate distributions (i.e.,M ≤1 sec). Since in our modelM is equal
to 2 ·RTT , RTT must be less than 0.5 sec. On the other hand, we can use 0 as the lower bound –
or, more precisely, as the theoretical lower limit – of RTT .
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Figure 6.19.: Ipd as a function of the RTT value.
It must be also pointed out that tso is the lower bound for Ipd. Specifically, even if the estimator
error were always equal to 0, the mobile device would switch the wireless interface on at least
once every Web-page download (i.e., when the user sends a new Web page request). Therefore
tso represents an additional URT that can never be eliminated when using PS-WiFi. Finally, for
the sake of simplicity, hereafter we assume that tso =0.1 sec holds. Therefore, since tso is equal to
0.1 sec and RTT is less than 0.5 sec, χ (k, tso) is always equal to 1. However, it is easy to extend
the analysis also to general tso values.
From Equations 6.5 and 6.10 we derive the plot shown in Figure 6.19. In Figure 6.19 we can
observe three regions, i.e., i) the part where M = 2 · RTT is less than tso, ii) the part when
M = 2 · RTT is between tso and tso /0.9 , and, finally, ii) the part where M = 2 · RTT is greater
than tso /0.9 . Indeed, the second region is very small, and can hardly be distinguished in Figure
6.19.
In the first region, both u (M, tso) and u (k, tso) are equal to 0. Furthermore, Ipd is a decreasing
function of RTT , and reaches its minimum value (min Ipd =0.165 sec when RTT =0.05 sec).
This behavior can be explained by recalling the idle-time estimator algorithm. In this region, an
additional delay is added to a packet flowing in the downlink direction only when the idle time
is greater than k, and hence PS-WiFi provides u(2) = 1 sec as the updated estimate. Otherwise,
since both z(0) = t′ and z(1) = k − t′ are less than tso, no delay is introduced. Since M is less
than tso, p (t′ > tso) is equal to 0, and hence Ipd becomes equal to d · (1 + pemb) + tso. Moreover,
d is basically defined by Equation D.12 (see Appendix D), which is a decreasing function of RTT .
Specifically, d is equal to 1 sec− (M + k) /2 , and it is at its lowest value when RTT (and thusM)
is at its maximum value.
In the second region, u (M, tso) is equal to 1, while u (k, tso) is equal to 0. Since M is greater
than tso, there are two differences with respect to the previous region, i.e. i) p (t′ > tso) is equal
to (M − tso) /M , and ii) d becomes an increasing function of RTT . Therefore, the following
equation holds:
Ipd = tso + d+
{
tso · M − tso
M
+ d
}
· pemb . (6.14)
Therefore it is easy to show that Ipd increases with RTT , as d is an increasing function of RTT
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(see Appendix D).
Finally, in the third region, both u (M, tso) and u (k, tso) are equal to 1. In this case, Ipd can again
be evaluated by means of Equation 6.14. However, when RTT increases, d increases more quickly
than in the second region, since u (k, tso) is equal to 1 (see Equation 6.10). Therefore, also Ipd
increases more quickly than in the second region. Moreover, in this region it reaches its maximum
value (max Ipd = 0.451 sec, achieved when RTT = 0.5 sec).
As a final remark, it is worth noting that the Ipd figure in the third region can be well approximated
by a linear increasing function, that grows as 0.487 · RTT . To summarize, we can conclude that
increases of RTT have a moderate impact on the additional URT.
6.7. Summary
We have presented a power-saving system (PS-WiFi) based on an application-independent ap-
proach. Specifically, PS-WiFi does not rely on a-priory assumptions about the application(s) be-
havior, but dynamically adapts its power-saving policy to the ongoing traffic pattern. We have
tested PS-WiFi in a real-Internet prototype, by running either Web and e-mail applications on top
of it. We have also tested PS-WiFi in the case of concurrent applications. We have comparted its
power-saving performance with respect to PS-Web (an application-dependent power-saving sys-
tem). Clearly PS-Web performs better, but the performance degradation of PS-WiFi is reasonable.
To assess PS-WiFi performance more completely, we have developed an analytical model of its be-
havior. The analytical model is used to analyze the performance of PS-WiFi assuming mobile Web
access applications. We have compared our solution with an Indirect-TCP architecture without
power management by evaluating two performance indexes, i.e., the energy spent in download-
ing a Web page and the related transfer-time. We have derived closed formulas that allowed us
to evaluate both performance indexes. We have validated the model by comparing its predictions
with the results obtained from the prototype. Experimental results have shown that our model is
highly accurate, since the average difference with respect to experimental measurements is about
1% for the energy-saving index, and about 7% for the transfer-time index. Therefore, our model
is a valid tool to characterize the behavior of PS-WiFi with respect to key parameters, such as the
application traffic profile, the throughput on the wireless and wired networks, the RTT between
the client and the server, etc. Specifically, we have presented a sensitiveness analysis with respect
to two Internet key parameters, i.e., the throughput on the wired network and the RTT . This
analysis has shown that energy saving varies from 48% up to 83%, when the throughput increases
from 0 to∞. However, when focusing on more realistic throughput ranges (i.e., between 50 Kbps
and 1 Mbps), the energy saving does not vary sharply, and is always greater than 68%. Finally, the
average additional transfer-time is a slightly increasing function of the average RTT . However,
we can conclude that PS-WiFi never affects the QoS perceived by Web users, since the average
additional transfer-time is always less than 0.5 sec.
To conclude this part of the work, we can claim that PS-Web is a better tool in dedicated environ-
ments, when the set of applications can be known at design time. On the other hand, PS-WiFi is
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the best candidate in generic environments, since it works irrespective on the application(s) used
by the mobile user(s).
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A Cross-layer Approach
to Power Management

7. From 802.11 PSM to Cross-Layer Power
Management
7.1. Overview
So far, we have used middleware-level strategies for power management. The advantage of such
an approach is the independence on the specific wireless technology used in the WLAN. In ad-
dition, it provides a good solution for heterogeneous wireless environments, as well. The main
drawback is that, since no specific wireless technology is assumed, low-power states of the net-
work interface – which are typically technology dependent – cannot be exploited. In other words,
the power-saving policies we have proposed can just switch the wireless interface completely off
to conserve energy. As highlighted before, the cost of each switch-on event is around 100 ms. This
means that, for idle times less than 100 ms, the wireless interface remains active. Clearly, this may
lead to subotimal power-saving, since 100 ms is a reasonable value for interarrival times.
To avoid this drawback, different low-power state of the wireless interface should be used. For
example, the IEEE 802.11 standard [35] defines a sleep operating mode where just a portion of the
card circuitry is powered, while most of the card is off. Reverting the card to full active mode is
much more quick than activating the card from the off mode – typically it costs just 1 ms. Hence,
such operating mode is more suited for short idle times. On the other hand, the sleep mode still
consume some energy, and hence it may not be the best operating mode for long idle times.
Based on these remarks, we now focus on the de-facto standard technology for Wi-Fi hotspots,
i.e., 802.11 (“Wi-Fi”), and evaluate the Power-Saving Mode, which is defined within the standard
to conserve mobile hosts’ energy. We provide an extensive characterization of PSM performance,
highlighting strengths, weaknesses, and possible improvements. We consider the typical Wi-Fi
hotspot scenario depicted in Figure 7.1(a) and we focus on best-effort Internet applications, such
as Web browsing, e-mail, file transfer (hereafter referred to as reference applications). This choice
is motivated by the observation that the traffic generated by these applications – Web most of all
– represents the lion’s share of the today Internet traffic, and Web is very likely to be the largely
dominant application also in the near-future Internet [15]. As noted in the previous parts of this
work, the traffic generated by the reference applications is bursty, and presents different types of
idle times (Figure 7.1(b) shows a snapshot of such traffic). Specifically, idle times inside bursts
(referred to as interarrival times) are typically very short, less than 1 s. On the other hand, bursts
are spaced by longer idle times (referred to as User Think Times), that can last for 60 s and beyond.
As the goal of PSM is reducing the power consumption during idle times, we extensively analyze
its behavior with respect to the two aforementioned classes.
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Figure 7.1.: The reference environment.
We find that 802.11 PSM is very effective with respect to interarrival times, by producing power
savings in the order of 80-90%. The amount and length of idle times inside bursts is dictated
by both the application-level protocols, and the characteristics of the network path between the
mobile and the fixed host. Thus, we analyze the PSM performance with respect to key application
and network parameters. Specifically, we find that the power saving PSM achieves does not signif-
icantly depend on the size of bursts. With respect to the networking environment, we consider the
two main parameters that define the transport-level throughput, i.e., the segment-loss probability
(ptcpl ), and the Round Trip Time (RTT ) between the TCP-connection endpoints. Furthermore, we
also analyze the power-saving performance of PSM in presence of variable number of users within
the hotspot, i.e., in presence of variable MAC-level congestion. As expected, the power consump-
tion of PSM increases when either the TCP segment-loss probability, or the Round Trip Time, or
the MAC-level congestion increases. However, the performance degradation when PSM is active
is far lower than when it is not. Finally, by means of analytical results, we show that, during burst
downloads, the power consumption achieved by PSM closely approximates the power consump-
tion achieved by the ideal policy, i.e., a power-saving policy that knows in advance the length of
interarrival times. Specifically, the difference between the PSM and the ideal power manager is
never greater than 20% of the ideal power consumption.
On the other hand, we find that PSM is not a good approach to maximize power saving during User
Think Times. The main reason is that PSM just exploits the sleep state of the wireless interface, and
periodically wakes up the wireless interface to poll the Access Point for new data. For such long
idle times, using the off state (i.e., switching the wireless interface off) is more energy efficient. We
propose a cross-layer extension to the standard PSM that exploits this observation. In particular,
our Cross-layer Power Manager (CPM) is able to detect the beginning of both User Think Times
and bursts. During bursts it activates the 802.11 PSM, while during User Think Times it switches
the wireless interface off. The Cross-layer Power Manager integrates PSM and middleware-layer
policies such as those presented in the previous parts of this work. As such, it exploit MAC-
level information and middleware/application level information to conserve energy, and integrates
power-saving policies implemented at both levels. Therefore, it uses a cross-layer approach to
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power saving. The additional power saving achieved by CPM with respect to PSM ranges from
20% to 90%, depending on the User Think Time length, and the bursts’ size. Moreover, the Cross-
layer Power Manager does not require hardware modifications at either the wireless interface or
the Access Point, making it suitable to be simply implemented in current commercial devices.
7.2. Networking and Evaluation Environment
Before proceeding with the analysis, it is worth focusing again on the reference environment used
in our work, to highlight some assumptions used to model the 802.11 PSM.
At the application level, our scenario is as follows (see Figure 7.1(b)). A mobile, PSM-enabled,
mobile host1in a Wi-Fi hotspot downloads a predefined number of bursts (say, NBR) from a fixed
server connected to the Internet. The download of two consecutive bursts is separated by a User
Think Time (UTT). During User Think Times no traffic flows between the server and the client.
Though very simple, this model of application-level traffic captures the typical behavior of non-
interactive applications’ user. For example, Web users download a page (i.e., a burst) and then
read the page contents without generating any traffic on the network.
The mobile host and the fixed server communicate through a standard TCP/IP stack. We as-
sume TCP-Reno, without delayed acks [53]. The whole download is supported by a unique
TCP-connection, i.e., the same connection persists among different burst downloads. Assuming
persistent connections is aligned with the ever more diffused strategies aimed at boosting Internet
servers’ performance (see, for example, HTTP/1.1 [34, 27]). On the other hand, assuming that a
single TCP connection is used allows us to keep the analysis of both PSM and CPM simple. Extend-
ing the analysis to the case of concurrent TCP connections is easy. Specifically, in the rest of the
paper we highlight how CPM can be extended in that case. It is well-known that the performance
of the legacy TCP/IP architecture, both in terms of throughput and in terms of energy consump-
tion, can be very scarce in WLAN environments (see the survey in [17]). However, TCP/IP is
currently the only off-the-shelf solution for Wi-Fi hotspots.
In our scenario, the hotspot is populated by other N (background) mobile hosts (Figure 7.1(a)).
We assume that, at each point in time,M mobile hosts out of N are active, i.e., they have a frame
ready to be sent. We also assume that no hidden node phenomena occur, i.e., all mobile hosts
can hear transmissions of each other. As discussed in Section 7.5.2.3, by varying the number or
active mobile hosts (i.e., M) we can analyze the sensitiveness of PSM to the congestion level in
the hotspot, and – therefore – its scalability with respect to the number of users sharing the same
Access Point.
The scenario described so far is the reference environment of our analysis. Furthermore, the
analysis is carried out by means of the following performance figures:
G ENO_PSM : the average energy spent to download NBR bursts from the fixed to the mobile
host, when PSM is not active (i.e., when no power-management is used);
1Throughout the paper, this mobile host is referred to as the (PSM) tagged mobile host
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G EPSM : the average energy spent to download NBR bursts from the fixed to the mobile host,
when PSM is active;
G R
(
EPSM , ENO_PSM
)
: the ratio between the above indexes, i.e., the fraction of energy spent
when PSM is active, with respect to the case when no power management is used.
Throughout the paper, we analyze energy consumption breakdowns for the different power man-
agers under investigation. In that cases, more specific performance indexes are defined. When
meaningful, the index R (·, ·) is also applied to couples of those indexes.
Our analysis relies on both analytical and simulation results. Specifically, we derive an analytical
model that provides closed form expressions of EPSM and ENO_PSM . To assess the model accu-
racy, we compare its predictions against results from a simulation model. The simulator, which
extends the model used in [22], implements the reference environment described in this section.
Specifically, we it simulates a full-compliant 802.11 hotspot, populated with a variable number
of background mobile hosts. Moreover, it also simulated a full-compliant TCP-Reno between the
mobile and fixed hosts. Internet Round Trip Times (RTT) are sampled from an exponential distri-
bution, and, to simulate packet losses at the Internet routers, TCP segments are randomly dropped
with probability ptcpl . To consider significant values for the burst sizes and the User Think Time
lengths, we focus on the Web traffic. In particular, we consider the statistical models of the Web
traffic presented in the well-known works of Crovella et al. [19, 25]. Throughout the paper, sim-
ulation results are presented together with the corresponding values of the simulator parameters.
To increase results reliability, each simulation experiment has been replicated 10 times, and con-
fidence intervals for the performance figures have been computed (95% confidence level). Since,
as shown in Section 7.4, results from the analytical and the simulation models are in agreement,
in the following we exploit both of these tools to characterize the PSM behavior.
Before proceeding with the analysis, the next section provides an overview of the power-saving
algorithm defined by the standard IEEE 802.11 [35].
7.3. 802.11 Power-Saving Mode (PSM)
The IEEE 802.11 standard [35] defines two possible operating modes for the wireless interface,
i.e. the active mode and the sleep mode. While in active mode, the wireless interface is able
to exchange data, and can be in the receiving, in the transmit, or in the idle state (i.e., it simply
overhears the traffic on the channel). Due to the 802.11 MAC protocol, the energy consumption of
the active mode depends very little on the operating state. The well-known measurements in [29]
prove this claim. Hence, the power consumption of the active mode is typically approximated with
a constant value (e.g., 750 mW for Enterasys Networks RoamAbout interfaces [38]). Throughout
the paper we use the same approximation. On the other hand, while in sleep mode, only few
components of the wireless interface are supplied by the battery (e.g., the clock that maintains
synchronization with the Access Point). Therefore, the wireless interface is not able to exchange
data, but its power consumption is at least one order of magnitude lower than in the active mode
(e.g., 50 mW, [38]).
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Figure 7.2.: PSM operations.
The objective of the 802.11 PSM is to let (the wireless interface of) a mobile host2 in the active
mode only for the time necessary to exchange data, and to turn it in sleep mode whenever it
becomes idle. In a Wi-Fi hotspot, this is achieved by exploiting the central role of the Access
Point. Each mobile host within the hotspot informs the Access Point on whether it utilizes the
PSM or not. Since the Access Point relays every frame from/to any mobile host, it buffers the
frames addressed to mobile hosts using the Power-Saving Mode. Every Beacon Interval – usually,
100 ms –, the Access Point broadcasts a special frame, named Beacon (Figure 7.2(a)). This frame
contains a Traffic Indication Map (TIM) that indicates PSM mobile hosts having at least one frame
buffered at the Access Point. PSM mobile hosts are synchronized with the Access Point, and wake
up to receive Beacons. If they are indicated in the TIM, they download the frames as is shown in
Figure 7.2(b). Specifically, the PSM mobile host sends a special frame (PS-Poll) to the Access Point
by means of the standard DCF procedure. Upon receiving a PS-Poll, the Access Point sends the first
DATA frame to the PSM mobile host, and receives the corresponding ACK frame. If appropriate,
the Access Point sets the More Data bit in the DATA frame, to announce other frames to the same
PSM mobile host. To download the next frame, the mobile host sends another PS-Poll. When,
eventually, the mobile host has downloaded all the buffered frames, it switches to the sleep mode.
To send a DATA frame, a PSM mobile host (if the case) wakes up and performs the standard DCF
procedure. Specifically, the PSM mobile host sends the DATA frame, and receives an ACK frame
from the Access Point (Figure 7.2(c)).
To summarize, a mobile device operating in Power-Saving Mode is required to be awake to perform
three basic operations: (i) receiving Beacon frames; (ii) downloading DATA frames from the Access
Point; and (iii) sending DATA frames to the Access Point. This remark is the basis for the analytical
characterization of PSM that have been derived in [4]. For the reader convenience, in the following
section we report the main results of this analysis.
2In this paper, the focus is on the wireless interface management. For ease of reading, in the following the operating
mode of the mobile host means the operating mode of the wireless interface of the mobile host.
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7.4. Analytical model of 802.11 PSM
According to the reference scenario, in this section we derive a model for evaluating the average
energy spent by the tagged mobile host to download NBR bursts from the server. To this end,
we use the following modeling approach. We replicate n times the download of NBR bursts, and
we focus on the generic i-th replica, where i belongs to {1, . . . , n}. In the following, E(i)PSM and
E
(i)
NO_PSM denote the energy spent during the i-th replica when PSM is active or not, respectively.
We derive closed form expressions of E(i)PSM and E
(i)
NO_PSM , and we show that the sets
{
E
(i)
PSM
}
i
and
{
E
(i)
NO_PSM
}
i
are composed by i.d. random variables. Therefore, we can express EPSM and
ENO_PSM as follows: 
EPSM = lim
n→∞
∑n
i=1E
(i)
PSM
n
ENO_PSM = lim
n→∞
∑n
i=1E
(i)
NO_PSM
n
(7.1)
By substituting in Equation 7.1 the expressions of E(i)PSM and E
(i)
NO_PSM we finally derive the closed
form expressions of EPSM and ENO_PSM . The detailed derivation is provided in the following sec-
tion. Then, Section 7.4.2 is devoted to validate the analytical results. For the reader convenience,
it is worth firstly clarifying the notation used hereafter. In detail, Table 7.1 defines all the relevant
symbols.
7.4.1. Modeling EPSM and ENO_PSM
A simple expression of E(i)PSM and E
(i)
NO_PSM is provided in Propositions 6 and 7.
Proposition 6 The energy spent by the tagged mobile host during the i-th replica when PSM is not
activated is
E
(i)
NO_PSM = T (i) · Pac , (7.2)
where T (i) is the length in time of the i-th replica (throughout referred to also as the download
interval), and Pac is the power consumed by the tagged mobile host in the active mode.
Proof. When the PSM is not used, the tagged mobile host is always in the active state. Equa-
tion 7.2 derives immediately from the assumption that the power consumption in the active state
is always the same, either the mobile host is transmitting, or receiving, or idle.
Proposition 7 The energy spent by the tagged mobile host during the i-th download interval when
PSM is activated is
E
(i)
PSM = T (i)ac · Pac + T (i)sl · Psl = T (i)ac · (Pac − Psl) + T (i) · Psl , (7.3)
where: i) T (i)ac and T
(i)
sl are the time intervals in which the tagged mobile host is respectively active
and sleeping, during the i-th replica; and ii) Psl is the power consumed by the tagged mobile host in
the sleep mode.
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Symbol Explanation
T (i) length in time of the i-th replica
(also referred to as download interval)
T
(i)
ac total time during which the tagged mobile host is active during the i-th replica
(including transition times from the sleep mode)
T
(i)
sl total time during which the tagged mobile host is sleeping during the i-th replica
d
(i)
k size of the k-th burst downloaded in the i-th replica (k = 1, . . . , N
(i)
BR)
td
(i)
k time required by the tagged mobile host to dowload the
k-th burst in the i-th replica, when PSM is not active
UTT
(i)
k length in time of the k-th User Think Time in the i-th replica (k = 1, . . . , N
(i)
BR)
N
(i)
seg number of TCP data segments downloaded by the tagged mobile host in the i-th replica
N
(i)
ack number of TCP ack segments downloaded by the tagged mobile host in the i-th replica
ts
(i)
j time required by the tagged mobile host to download the j-th TCP data segment
during the i-th replica (j = 1, . . . , N (i)seg)
ta
(i)
r time required by the tagged mobile host to download the r-th TCP ack segment
during the i-th replica (r = 1, . . . , N (i)ack)
BI length in time of a Beacon interval
N
(i)
b number of Beacon intervals during the i-th replica
tb
(i)
l time required to send the l-th Beacon frame during the i-the replica (l = 1, . . . , N
(i)
b )
tsa time required by the tagged mobile host to switch from sleep to active
Pac power drained by the tagged mobile host in the active mode
Psl power drained by the tagged mobile host in the sleep mode
Table 7.1.: Symbols used in the model
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Proof. As explained in Section 7.3, a tagged mobile host activating the PSM operates either in
the active or in the sleeping mode. During the i-th replica, the energy spent in the active mode is
T
(i)
ac · Pac, while the energy spent in the sleeping mode is T (i)sl · Psl. By definition, the sum of T (i)ac
and T (i)sl is the duration of the i-th replica (i.e., T
(i) = T (i)ac + T
(i)
sl ). The final form of Equation 7.3
is derived by expressing T (i)sl as T
(i) − T (i)ac .
Propositions 6 and 7 show that both E(i)PSM and E
(i)
NO_PSM are functions of T (i) and T
(i)
ac . Therefore,
we now focus on characterizing these two quantities.
7.4.1.1. Modeling the download interval
Provided a generic i-th replica, T (i) is composed by two factors (see Figure 7.3): (i) the total time
during which bursts are downloaded (T (i)data), and (ii) the total time during which the application
at the tagged mobile host does not exchange data on the network (T (i)idle). By denoting with td
(i)
k
the time required by the tagged mobile host to download the k-th burst in the i-th replica, the
following Lemma holds.
Lemma 3 The length in time of the i-th download interval is
T (i) = T (i)data + T
(i)
idle =
N
(i)
BR∑
k=1
td
(i)
k +
N
(i)
BR∑
k=1
UTT
(i)
k . (7.4)
Furthermore, the sets
{
T
(i)
data
}
i
,
{
T
(i)
idle
}
i
and
{
T (i)
}
i
are composed by identically distributed random
variables.
Proof. Equation 7.4 follows immediately by the definitions of N (i)BR, td
(i)
k , UTT
(i)
k , and download
interval. To prove that the r.v.
{
T (i)
}
i
are i.d., we can procede as follows. We have assumed
that the TCP connection supporting the burst download is in steady state. This means that it
can be described by a stationary stochastic process, and, hence, its statistics can be assumed to
be i.d. among different burst downloads. Furthermore, by definition, the burst sizes are i.i.d.
random variables. Since the time required to download the k-th burst (i.e., td(i)k ) depends on
the TCP-connection statistics and on the burst size, the random variables
{
td
(i)
k
}
k
are identically
distributed. Moreover, the number of bursts downloaded in each replica (i.e., N (i)BR) is sampled
from i.i.d. random variables, and hence the random variables
{
T
(i)
data
}
i
are i.d. At the same time,
the lengths in time of User Think Times are sampled from i.i.d. random variables, and hence the
random variables
{
T
(i)
idle
}
i
are i.d. as well. Therefore, we can conclude that also the random
variables
{
T (i)
}
i
are identically distributed.
Lemma 3 guarantees that the average values of Tdata, Tidle and T there exist. As a preliminary step
to evaluate a closed form of E [T ], it is worth evaluating the average value of the time required to
download a single burst, i.e. E [td].
To characterize the behavior of the TCP connection during burst donwloads – and, ultimately, to
evaluate E [td] – we use the following line of reasoning. If we neglect the probability of dupli-
cated TCP segments to be still flowing after the end of a burst download, we can assume that
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Figure 7.3.: data-transfer and idle phases in the i-th download interval
the TCP connection is completely “frozen" during the User Think Time between two consecutive
burst downloads. Hence, as far as the TCP behavior, we can consider an equivalent version of the
application-level traffic, where bursts are downloaded continuously, without being interleaved by
User Think Times. By replicating the download of a burst for an arbitrary number of times, say h,
we can define the random variables {γh}h>0 as follows:
γh ,
∑h
q=1 dq∑h
q=1 tdq
, (7.5)
where the random variables dq and tdq represent the size of the q-th burst and the time required
to download it, respectively. For a particular value of h, the random variable γh is the throughput
achieved by the TCP connection up to the download of the h-th burst. Since we have assumed that
the TCP connection is in steady state, {γh}h>0 is a stationary stochastic process, whose average
value is the throughput of the TCP connection, throughout referred to as γTCP . Based on these
observations, the following lemma holds.
Lemma 4 The throughput offered by the TCP connection is
γTCP =
E[d]
E[td]
, (7.6)
where E[d] and E[td] represent the average size of bursts, and the average time required to download
them, respectively.
Proof. Since {γk}k is a stationary process, we can evaluate its average value (i.e., γTCP ) for any
h. Specifically, we can evaluate it in the limit of h→∞. By exploiting Equation 7.5 we can derive
γTCP as follows:
γTCP = E
[
lim
h→∞
∑h
q=1 dq∑h
q=1 tdq
]
= E
 lim
h→∞
Ph
q=1 dq
hPh
q=1 tdq
h
 = E [ E [d]
E [td]
]
=
E [d]
E [td]
.
Based on Lemma 4, E [td] is equal to E [d]/ γTCP . This result, together with Lemma 3, allows us
to derive a closed form of E [T ]. Specifically, Theorem 5 holds.
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Figure 7.4.: PSM analysis.
Theorem 5 The average length of a download interval is
E [T ] = E [Tdata] + E [Tidle] = E [NBR] ·
{
E [d]
γTCP
+ E [UTT ]
}
. (7.7)
Proof. Based on Lemma 3 the random variables
{
T
(i)
data
}
i
and
{
T
(i)
idle
}
i
are identically dis-
tributed. Therefore, since an average value of Tdata and Tidle there exists, E [T ] can be expressed
as E [Tdata] + E [Tidle]. By definition, T
(i)
data is equal to
∑N(i)BR
k=1 td
(i)
k . Furthermore, the random vari-
ables
{
N
(i)
BR
}
i
and {tdk}k are mutually independent. Thus, E [Tdata] is equal to E [NBR] · E [td].
On the other hand, T (i)idle is equal to
∑N(i)BR
k=1 UTT
(i)
k . Since the random variables
{
N
(i)
BR
}
i
and
{UTT k}k are mutually independent, E [Tidle] is equal to E [NBR] ·E [UTT ]. The last formulation
of Equation 7.7 derives immediately from Lemma 4.
7.4.1.2. Modeling the time spent in the active mode
In this section we focus on the time spent in the active mode by the PSM tagged mobile host while
downloading the bursts of a generic i-th replica, i.e., T (i)ac .
According to the assumption of using a TCP/IP architecture, the traffic on the WLAN related to the
tagged mobile host results from three components: i) the TCP segments3 coming from the server;
ii) the TCP acks sent to the server; and iii) the Beacon frames sent by the Access Point. Thus, T (i)ac
is the time spent in the active mode by the tagged mobile host to handle these traffic components.
At this point, it is worth discussing some assumption and property of the reference scenario upon
which the following analysis is based. As far as the Beacon frames, in the following we assume
that the mobile hosts in the hotspot freeze at the beginning of each Beacon Interval, waiting for
receiving a Beacon frame from the Access Point. This assumption is aligned with the most up-
to-date proposals within the 802.11 working groups [36]. Hence, Beacon frames never undergo
collisions, and they are correctly received by every mobile host in the hotspot (Figure 7.4(a)).
As far as the TCP segments, it is worth noting that the tagged mobile host downloads each TCP
3For the sake of simplicity, we indicate TCP segments containing application data as TCP segments, while TCP acks
denotes TCP segments containing just acknowledgments.
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segment from the Access Point inside a distinct Data frame. It should be noted that we assume that
the RTS/CTS mechanism is disabled. Hence, due to the 802.11 specification [35], such downloads
occur by exchanging (between the Access Point and the tagged mobile host) a sequence of frames4
composed by a PS-Poll, Data, and Ack frame, as shown in Figure 7.4(b). Similarly, each TCP ack
is uploaded to the Access Point inside a distinct Data frame, as shown in Figure 7.4(c). In this
case i) the tagged mobile host transmits the Data frame by using the standard DCF procedure, and
ii) after a SIFS interval the Access Point transmits the corresponding Ack frame. Based on these
observations, the following lemma holds.
Lemma 5 Let i) ts(i)j be the time required by the tagged mobile host to download the j-th TCP segment
during the i-th replica, starting from the point in time when the tagged mobile host starts the DCF
procedure in order to send the related PS-Poll frame; ii) ta(i)r be the interval required by the tagged
mobile host to upload the r-th TCP ack during the i-th replica, starting from the point in time where
the tagged mobile host starts the DCF procedure in order to send the related Data frame; and iii) tb(i)l
be the time required by the tagged mobile host to receive the l-th Beacon frame during the i-th replica.
Then, for any triple 〈j, r, l〉, the time intervals tsj , tar and tbl do not overlap.
Proof. The time intervals during which Beacon frames are sent by the Access Point do not
overlap with time intervals related to any other frame, since we have assumed that every mobile
host freezes at the beginning of each Beacon Interval. Furthermore, both in the case of a TCP-
segment download, and in the case of a TCP-ack upload, the first frame of the respective sequence
is sent by the tagged mobile host (see Figure 7.4). Therefore, the time intervals during which TCP
segments are downloaded and TCP acks are uploaded do not overlap with each other.
Based on Lemma 5, we can express T (i)ac as in the following proposition.
Proposition 8 The total time during which the tagged mobile host is active during the i-th replica is
T (i)ac =
N(i)seg∑
j=1
ts
(i)
j +
N
(i)
ack∑
r=1
ta(i)r +
N
(i)
b∑
l=1
tb
(i)
l , (7.8)
where N (i)seg, N
(i)
ack and N
(i)
b are the number of TCP segments downloaded by the tagged mobile host,
the number of TCP acks sent by the tagged mobile host, and the number of Beacon frames sent by the
Access Point during the i-th replica, respectively.
Proof. Since tsj , tar and tbl do not overlap, the total time during which the tagged mobile host is
active during a download interval is the sum of all time intervals during which it receives Beacon
frames, during which it downloads TCP segments, and during which it uploads TCP acks. Based
on this observation, deriving Equation 7.8 is straightforward.
Equation 7.8 shows that T (i)ac is composed by three factors, i.e., the time related to downloading the
TCP segments, the time related to uploading TCP acks, and the time related to receiving Beacon
frames. To highlight this dependence more clearly, we exploit the following definition.
4A sequence of frames is a set of frames spaced by SIFS intervals. Hence, just the first frame of in a sequence may undergo
collision.
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Definition 1
G T (i)seg is the total time during which the tagged mobile host is active to download the TCP segments
during the i-th replica, i.e., T (i)seg =
∑N(i)seg
j=1 ts
(i)
j ;
G T (i)ack is the total time during which the tagged mobile host is active to upload the TCP acks
during the i-th replica, i.e., T (i)ack =
∑N(i)ack
r=1 ta
(i)
r ;
G T (i)b is the total time during which the tagged mobile host is active to receive the Beacon frames
during the i-th replica, i.e., T (i)b =
∑N(i)b
l=1 tb
(i)
l .
Based on Definition 1, T (i)ac can be written as:
T (i)ac = T
(i)
seg + T
(i)
ack + T
(i)
b . (7.9)
In the following of the section we separately analyze each of these terms. Specifically, we show
that the sets
{
T
(i)
seg
}
i
,
{
T
(i)
ack
}
i
, and
{
T
(i)
b
}
i
are composed by i.d. random variables. By deriving
their average values, we eventually provide a closed form of E [Tac].
Let us start by analyzing T (i)b . To this end, Lemma 6 provides a closed form of tb
(i)
l .
Lemma 6 Let
G tsa the time required by the tagged mobile host to switch from the sleep to the active mode;
G PIFS be the length in time of a PIFS interval;
G τ be the propagation delay between the tagged mobile host and the Access Point;
G phyHdrSz be the size in bits of the physical-level header of an 802.11 frame;
G phyR and baseR be the rate at which the physical and MAC-level headers are transmitted,
respectively;
G beacSz(i)l be the size in bits of the l-th Beacon frame sent by the Access Point during the i-th
replica, excluding the physical header.
Then the time during which the tagged mobile host is active to receive the l-th Beacon frame during
the i-th replica is
tb
(i)
l = tsa + PIFS + τ +
phyHdrSz
phyR
+
beacSz
(i)
l
baseR
. (7.10)
Proof. In our model we assume that the tagged mobile host is sleeping at the end of a Beacon
Interval. In other words, we assume that the traffic buffered at the Access Point at the beginning of
a Beacon Interval is handled by the tagged mobile host within the Beacon Interval itself. Hence, to
receive the next Beacon frame, the tagged mobile host has to switch to the active mode. Then, if
we assume that the Access Point and the tagged mobile host are synchronized, the tagged mobile
host remains active for the time required by the Access Point to transmit a Beacon frame. By
recalling which fields compose a Beacon frame, and at which data rate each field is transmitted
[35], it is straightforward deriving Equation 7.10.
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It is worth noting that, in principle, beacSz(i)l is a random variable, as the length of the TIM is
variable (see [35]). However, for the sake of simplicity, in the following we assume that the
length of the TIM (and thus the size of the Beacon frame) are constant. Therefore, hereafter tb
denotes the (constant) time interval during which the tagged mobile host is active to receive a
Beacon frame. We are now in the position of completing the characterization of T (i)b . Specifically,
the following lemma holds.
Lemma 7 The random variables
{
T
(i)
b
}
i
are i.d.. Moreover, the average value of Tb is
E [Tb] =
E [T ]
BI
· tb , (7.11)
where E [T ] is the average value of the download interval (see Equation 7.7), and BI is the length in
time of a Beacon Interval.
Proof. By recalling its definition, T (i)b can be written as T
(i)
b = N
(i)
b · tb. Furthermore, the number
of Beacon Intervals occurring in a download interval can be evaluated as the ratio between the
lengths in time of the download interval, and of the Beacon Interval, i.e., N (i)b = T
(i)
/
BI. From
Lemma 3, the random variables
{
T (i)
}
i
are i.d., and hence the same property holds also for the
r.v.
{
T
(i)
b
}
i
. The derivation of Equation 7.11 is then straightforward.
To complete the analysis of T (i)ac we have now to characterize the impact of the TCP traffic, i.e.,
T
(i)
seg and T
(i)
ack. Let us start by analyzing ts
(i)
j and ta
(i)
r . It is worth recalling that in our model each
TCP segment (ack) is downloaded (uploaded) in a distinct MAC-level Data frame. Therefore, ts(i)j
(ta(i)r ) represents the time required, at the MAC level, to complete the frame exchange required
by the tagged mobile host to download (upload) a Data frame from (to) the Access Point. By
focusing on Figure 7.4 it can be noted that ts(i)j starts when the tagged mobile host invokes the
DCF procedure for the first transmission attempt of the j-th PS-Poll, and finishes when the tagged
mobile host has received the corresponding Ack frame. On the other hand, ta(i)r starts when
the tagged mobile host invokes the DCF procedure for the first transmission attempt of the Data
frame containing the r-th TCP ack, and finishes when the PSM mobile host has received the
corresponding Ack frame. Based on these observations, and by recalling the way TCP and PSM
work, we can prove the following lemma.
Lemma 8 For each j and for each r, ts(i)j and ta
(i)
r start at the beginning of the first free slot next to
the successful delivery of a frame. Therefore, the sets
{
ts
(i)
j
}
i,j
and
{
ta
(i)
r
}
i,r
are composed by i.d.
random variables.
Proof. In our model a new PS-Poll frame is placed in the tagged mobile host sending queue in
two cases, i.e., i) after successfully receiving a Beacon frame; and ii) after successfully receiving a
Data frame (containing a previous TCP segment) with the More Data Bit set. On the other hand, a
new Data frame containing a TCP ack is scheduled for transmission after successfully receiving a
TCP segment5. Therefore, it can be noted that the tagged mobile host schedules for transmission a
PS-Poll frame either after receiving a Beacon frame, or after successfully downloading a previous
5We assumed TCP Reno without delayed acks.
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TCP segment, or after successfully uploading a TCP ack. On the other hand, the tagged mobile
host schedules a Data frame containing a TCP ack either after successfully downloading a TCP
segment, or after successfully uploading a previous TCP ack. In any case, ts(i)j and ta
(i)
r start at the
beginning of the first free slot next to the successfully delivery of a frame. Finally, by recalling the
CSMA algorithm used by 802.11 networks, it is straightforward deriving that the sets
{
ts
(i)
j
}
i,j
and
{
ta
(i)
r
}
i,r
are composed by i.d. random variables for any possible value of j, r, and i.
In order to derive the average value of ts and ta, it is worth pointing out that both of them are
made up of two components: i) the MAC delay experienced before the successful delivery of the
first frame in the respective sequence (i.e., either the PS-Poll or the Data frame containing the TCP
ack); and ii) the time required to transmit the frame sequence. In detail, the MAC delay is defined
as the time interval elapsed from the point in time when the DCF procedure is invoked to transmit
a frame, up to the point in time when the successfull transmission of that frame starts. Based on
these observations, ts(i)j and ta
(i)
r can be expressed as in the following proposition.
Proposition 9 Let
G tmac(i)j and tmac
(i)
r be random variables measuring the MAC delay experienced by the tagged
mobile host to download the j-th TCP segment and upload the r-th TCP ack within the i-th
replica, respectively;
G TcpSegSz(i)j be the size in bits of the j-th TCP segment in the i-th replica;
G TcpAckSz be the size in bits of a TCP ack;
G odl and oul be the overheads in time introduced by the MAC protocol to deliver the frames in the
PS-Poll/Data/Ack sequence, and in the Data/Ack sequence, respectively6;
G dataR be the rate used to transmit the DATA field of Data frames.
Then odl and oul can be expressed as:{
odl = 3 · phyHdrSzphyR + pollSz+macHdrSz+ackSzbaseR + fcsSzdataR + 2 · SIFS + 3 · τ
oul = 2 · phyHdrSzphyR + macHdrSz+ackSzbaseR + fcsSzdataR + SIFS + 2 · τ
, (7.12)
and ts(i)j and ta
(i)
r can be expressed as:{
ts
(i)
j = tmac
(i)
j + odl +
TcpSegSz
(i)
j
dataR
ta
(i)
r = tmac
(i)
r + oul + TcpAckSzdataR
. (7.13)
Proof. Based on Lemma 8, ts(i)j and ta
(i)
r start when the tagged mobile host invokes the DCF
procedure to send the first frame in the respective sequences. By definition, the time spent in the
DCF procedure is the MAC delay. In our model, we assume that MAC-level frames are successfully
delivered within the maximum number of retransmissions. Hence, when the DCF procedure is
completed (i.e., after a MAC delay), the tagged mobile host and the Access Point exchange the
frames related to either TCP segment or the TCP ack. The time required to exchange these frame
6odl and oul include the (physical, MAC) headers’ and trailers’ transmission times, and the SIFS intervals.
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sequences has a fixed component (odl, oul), related to the way the MAC and PHY layers transmit
the frames, and a variable component, related to the size of the Data-frame payloads involved in
the sequence. Let us focus on the TCP-segment frame sequence (see Figure 7.4(b)). As far as the
fixed component, it should be noted that the sequence consists in three frames, resulting in three
PHY headers (phyHdrSz) being sent at the PHY rate (phyR). The PS-Poll frame (pollSz) and the
ACK frame (ackSz) do not contain DATA fields, and thus they are sent at the rate used to send
the headers of MAC frames (baseR). Obviously, the same rate is also used for the MAC header of
the DATA frame (macHdrSz). Furthermore, the FCS field (fcsSz) of the DATA frame is sent at
the same rate used for the DATA field (dataR). Finally, the DATA and ACK frames are spaced by
SIFS intervals from the previous frames, and all frames require τ seconds to be propagated from
the sender to the receiver. As far as the variable component, it corresponds to the time required to
transmit the Data-frame payload (TcpSegSz(i)j , transmitted at dataR). These observations allow
to derive the closed forms of odl and ts
(i)
j . A similar line of reasoning can be used to derive the
closed form of oul and ta
(i)
r .
In principle, TcpSegSz(i)j is a random variable. However, in our model we assume that the size
of TCP segments is constant, and equal to the Maximum Segment Size (MSS). Hence, hereafter
TcpSegSz denotes the constant size of a TCP segment. Furthermore, based on Lemma 8, it can be
shown that the MAC delays experienced by the tagged mobile host to send either PS-Poll frames
of Data frames containing TCP ack are sampled from i.d. random variables. Therefore, to derive
E [ts] and E [ta], it is sufficient deriving the average value of tmac. For the reader convenience, we
postpone the detailed derivation to the Appendix E, which provides the closed form expression of
E [tmac]. We are now in the position of deriving closed form expressions of E [Tseg] and E [Tack].
Specifically, the following lemma holds.
Lemma 9 The sets
{
T
(i)
seg
}
i
and
{
T
(i)
ack
}
i
are composed by i.d. random variables. Furthermore, the
average values of Tseg and Tack are as follows:{
E [Tseg] =
E[NBR]·E[d]
MSS · E [ts]
E [Tack] =
E[NBR]·E[d]
MSS · E [ta]
, (7.14)
where E [NBR] is the average number of burst downloaded in a replica, and E [d] is the average burst
size.
Proof. By definition, T (i)seg is equal to
∑N(i)seg
j=1 tsj , where N
(i)
seg is the number of TCP segments
downloaded by the tagged mobile host during the i-th replica. By recalling that in our model
the TCP segments have constant size, equal to MSS, and by assuming that the tagged mobile
host does not download duplicated TCP segments, N (i)seg is equal to
∑N(i)BR
k=1 dk
/
MSS. Since, by
definition, the sets
{
N
(i)
BR
}
i
and
{
d
(i)
k
}
i,k
are composed by i.i.d. random variables, the random
variables
{
N
(i)
seg
}
i
are i.i.d. as well. Based on this observation, and by recalling that the random
variables
{
ts
(i)
j
}
i,j
are i.d. (see Lemma 8), we can conclude that the random variables
{
T
(i)
seg
}
i
are i.d. as well. The average value of Tseg can be derived by noting that i) for each couple 〈i, j〉,
the random variables N (i)seg and ts
(i)
j are mutually independent; and ii) for each couple 〈i, k〉, the
random variables N (i)BR and d
(i)
k are mutually independent. Finally, the closed form of E [Tack] can
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be derived by following the same line of reasoning, and by recalling that in our model N (i)ack is
equal to N (i)seg since i) we have assumed the TCP-Reno version without delayed acks; and ii) the
tagged mobile host does not download duplicated TCP segments.
Finally, based on Equation 7.9, Lemma 7, and Lemma 9 we can derive the closed form of E [Tac].
Specifically, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 6 The random variables
{
T
(i)
ac
}
i
are identically distributed. Furtermore, the average value
of Tac is:
E [Tac] =
E [NBR] · E [d]
MSS
· (E [ts] + E [ta]) + E [T ]
BI
· tb (7.15)
Proof. Based on Equation 7.9, Lemma 7 and Lemma 9, the random variables
{
T
(i)
ac
}
are the sum
of i.d. random variables, and hence they are identically distributed. The closed form of E [Tac]
can be derived immediately from Equations 7.9, 7.11 and 7.14.
Theorems 5 and 6 allow to complete our analysis. Specifically, Theorem 7 provides the closed
form expressions of ENO_PSM and EPSM .
Theorem 7 The random variables
{
E
(i)
NO_PSM
}
i
and
{
E
(i)
PSM
}
i
are composed by i.d. random vari-
ables. Furthermore, the following equations hold:{
ENO_PSM = E [T ] · Pac
EPSM = E [Tac] · (Pac − Psl) + E [T ] · Psl
. (7.16)
Proof. The sets
{
ENO_PSM
}
i
and {EPSM}i are composed by i.d. random variables, as E(i)NO_PSM
and E(i)PSM can be expressed as functions of i.d. random variables (see Equations 7.2 and 7.3). Fur-
thermore, the closed forms of EPSM and ENO_PSM can be derived immediately by Propositions 6
and 7, and by Theorems 5 and 6.
7.4.2. Model Validation
The validation of our analysis is carried out by comparing the results obtained from Equation 7.16
with the output of the simulation model described in Section 7.2. As far as the simulation param-
eters, we used the values reported in Table 7.2. For the reader convenience, in the Table we have
also reported the average size of the bursts (i.e., E [d]), and the average length of the User Think
Times (i.e., E [UTT ]). As highlighted in Section 7.2, in the simulation model burst sizes and UTT
lengths are sampled from the distributions provided by [19]. Hence, the values reported in the
Table are the average values of these distributions.
Figure 7.5 compares the analytical-model predictions with the simulation-model outcomes. Specif-
ically, Figure 7.5 plots ENO_PSM and EPSM as functions of the number of active mobile hosts in
the hotspot, i.e., M . As expected, the energy consumption increases with M in both cases, even
though activating the Power-Saving Mode always results in lower energy consumption for a given
value ofM . We will come back on this point later in the analysis. At the moment, the main result
of Figure 7.5 is the accuracy of our analytical model. Based on this validation, in the following we
exploit both the analytical and the simulation models to understand the performance of PSM.
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Parameter Value Unit
ptcpl 1% -
E [RTT ] 150 ms
MSS 1460 B
NBR 100 -
BI 100 ms
tsa 1 ms
Psl 50 mW
Pac 750 mW
E [d] 20.19 KB
E [UTT ] 3.25 s
Table 7.2.: Simulation parameters used to validate the analytical model
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Figure 7.5.: Validation plots.
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Figure 7.6.: Idle times: interarrival times and User Think Times.
7.5. Performance Evaluation of 802.11 PSM
In this section we deeply analyze the power-saving performance of PSM. To this end, in Sec-
tion 7.5.1 we identify which are the sources of energy wastages within the traffic of Figure 7.1(b).
This highlights with respect to which parameters PSM has to be analyzed. Then, in Sections 7.5.2
and 7.5.3 the results of our experiments are presented and discussed in depth.
7.5.1. Idle times: the problem 802.11 PSM aims to solve
The goal of any power-management strategy is reducing as much as possible the energy spent
to transfer the application-level data. In the ideal case, the wireless interface of the mobile host
should be active just for receiving (sending) data from (to) the fixed host(s), and should remain
in a “low-power mode” (possibly, it should be switched off) whenever it becomes idle. The PSM
follows this approach, operating at the MAC layer.
In a classical TCP/IP environment, PSM has to deliver the segments generated at the transport
level, and minimize the energy spent during idle times between them. To clarify this point, let
us focus on the reference traffic described in Section 7.2, whose scheme is reported in the left-
hand side of Figure 7.6. Different types of idle times can be identified, one of them being User
Think Times. A User Think Time (UTT) occurs between the last TCP segment acknowledging
(the data of) a burst, and the first TCP segment related to the next burst. Clearly, User Think
Times are related to the user behavior – for example, in the Web case, they are time intervals the
user spends reading pages. Furthermore, if we look inside the burst-download phases, we find
a second class of idle times, referred to as interarrival times. The right-hand side of Figure 7.6
highlights this. Interarrival times are not related to the user behavior, but are generated by the
network protocols’ mechanisms. Due to their different nature, User Think Times and interarrival
times follow different statistical distributions [27, 25, 19, 13]. Usually, one second is chosen as
the bound between the two classes [27, 25, 19]. It should be noted that the User Think Times’
distribution is typically quite spread, since User Think Times can be as large as 60 s [27] and
beyond.
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Based on these remarks, the effectiveness of a power manager, and, specifically, of PSM, must be
evaluated with respect to both kinds of idle times. In Section 7.5.2 we analyze the performance of
PSM with respect to interarrival times, i.e, we study its behavior during burst-download phases.
The performance of PSM during User Think Times is then analyzed in Section 7.5.3.
7.5.2. Power Management during burst-download phases
Burst-transfer phases (and interarrival times) are determined by both the application and the
networking protocols. In our scenario, where data flow mainly in the downlink direction, the
application(s) dictates the burst sizes7, while TCP is the main responsible for interarrival times.
Thus, we now focus on the impact of two parameters, i.e. i) the average size of bursts, and ii) the
TCP-connection throughput. In particular, the impact of the average size of bursts is analyzed in
Section 7.5.2.1, while Section 7.5.2.2 is devoted to analyze the dependence on TCP throughput.
It should be noted that the throughput of a TCP connection is basically defined by two network
parameters, i.e. the segment-loss probability (throughout referred to as ptcpl ) and the Round
Trip Time (RTT ) [45]. Therefore, we analyze the impact of both of these parameters on PSM.
The analysis carried out in sections 7.5.2.1 and 7.5.2.2 assumes a single user in the hotspot (i.e,
M = 0). Section 7.5.2.3 extends the analysis by considering the case of congested WLANs (i.e.,
M > 0).
7.5.2.1. Varying the average size of bursts
As highlighted in Section 7.2, in our experiments bursts are represented by Web pages, and we
use the statistical models presented in [19, 25] to define their size. Whenever the size of a burst
has to be defined, a sample (say, s) from the distribution of Web-page sizes is drawn. This sample
is then multiplied by a “scaling factor”, a, and the burst size is a · s. This way, the average value of
burst sizes can be scaled (i.e., it is equal to a · µ, where µ is the average value of Web-page sizes),
without modifying the distribution’s coefficient of variation. This property is very important to
evaluate PSM under realistic traffic loads. There is wide consensus on the type of distribution that
best fits Web-page sizes (see, for example, [19, 25, 13]). On the other hand, the average value
of this distribution can be highly variable, as it depends on the Web-page contents, and hence on
the type of Web sites used for the analysis. For example, the Web pages considered in [19, 25]
have an average size of about 20 KB. On the other hand, [27] shows that there is a clear trend
towards bigger Web pages, basically due to the increased number of small embedded files (e.g.,
icons, banners, etc.) decorating the pages. Moreover, [27] shows that the distribution of Web-page
sizes has an ever heavier tail, since the HTTP protocol is substituting FTP for downloading large
files. Specifically, a non-negligible portion of Web pages is as big as few MB (e.g., pages including
audio/video files). Based on these remarks, we report here a set of experiments where a varies
between 1 and 100, while µ is set to 20 KB. This results in average burst sizes ranging from 20 KB
to 2 MB, and thus the results are representative for a large spectrum of Web downloads, including
small Web pages, but also large multimedia files. Results presented in this section have been
7E.g., in the Web case the burst sizes are determined by the contents the user is downloading.
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Figure 7.7.: Energy plots (a) and R (ENO_PSM , EPSM) (b) as functions of a.
obtained from the simulation model. Apart from E [UTT ] and E [d], the simulation parameters
are as shown in Table 7.2. As far as the UTT values, in this set of experiments User Think Times
were always equal to 0. This way we can highlight the performance of PSM just during burst-
download phases. Finally, to have better insights on the PSM behavior, we discuss the simulation
results by exploiting the analytical expression of EPSM and ENO_PSM derived in Section 7.4.
Figure 7.7(a) plots EPSM (bottom curve) and ENO_PSM (top curve) resulting from each experi-
ment. The most interesting feature is the linear increase of the energy in both cases. This behavior
can be explained by means of Equation 7.16. Specifically, by recalling that in these experiments
E [UTT ] is equal to 0, ENO_PSM becomes as follows:
ENO_PSM = Pac · E [NBR] · E [d]
γTCP
= Pac · E [NBR] · µ · a
γTCP
, a · µ ·KNO_PSM , (7.17)
where KNO_PSM groups all the terms that are independent of both a and µ. On the other hand,
EPSM can be expressed as follows:
EPSM = a · µ ·KPSM , (7.18)
whereKPSM groups terms that are independent of both a and µ. For ease of reading, we postpone
the detailed derivation of KPSM to the Appendix F. The linear increase of ENO_PSM and EPSM
with the average burst size has an intuitive explanation. As shown in Equation 7.16 ENO_PSM
and EPSM increase linearly with E [T ] and E [Tac]. Both of these terms are proportional to a · µ.
Specifically, as far as E [T ], it is worth recalling that we have assumed that the TCP connection
is in steady state, and hence the TCP throughput (γTCP ) is constant over time. Therefore, as
shown in Equation 7.7, when E [UTT ] is equal to 0, the average length of the download interval
is proportional to the average burst size (i.e., a · µ). On the other hand, E [Tac] results from two
components, i.e., the time spent to download (upload) TCP segments (TCP acks), and the time
required to receive Beacon frames from the Access Point. Clearly, the average time required to
download (upload) the TCP segments (TCP acks) is proportional to the number of TCP segments
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(TCP acks) in the download interval, and hence to the burst size. Furthermore, increasing the
average burst size means increasing (following a proportional law) the download interval length
and, ultimately the average number of Beacon frames that have to be received.
The results plotted in Figure 7.7(a) allow to show an important property of PSM, which is bet-
ter highlighted in Figure 7.7(b) plotting the R(EPSM , ENO_PSM) index8. The main observation
about Figure 7.7(b) is that R(EPSM , ENO_PSM) is almost independent of the average burst size.
Intuitively, this property stems from the fact that the energy consumption is proportional to the
burst size, either PSM is active or not. In detail, R(EPSM , ENO_PSM) is equal to KPSM/KNO_PSM ,
and hence it is independent of a · µ. The specific value of R(EPSM , ENO_PSM) depends on the
parameters that define KPSM and KNO_PSM . In the case of our experiments, this value is around
0.16, resulting in energy saving around 84%. Based on Figure 7.7(b) we can claim that the energy
saved by PSM does not significantly depend on the average burst size. Therefore, unless otherwise
stated, the results that we present hereafter have been derived by assuming a = 1.
7.5.2.2. The impact of the Internet throughput
The experimental results presented in [45] show that the segment-loss probability (ptcpl ) and the
Round Trip Time (RTT ) are the main network parameters that define the throughput of a TCP
connection (γTCP ). Specifically, if we assume that no timeouts occur, the relationship among p
tcp
l ,
RTT , and γTCP is as follows:
γTCP ∝ 1
RTT ·
√
ptcpl
. (7.19)
When the effect of timeouts is included, the above equation becomes more complex. However:
i) ptcpl and RTT still remain the network parameters defining γTCP , and ii) γTCP still remains a
decreasing function of both. Thus, we ran a set of simulation experiments to analyze how PSM
behaves with respect to both ptcpl and RTT .
Figure 7.8(a) plots EPSM (bottom curve) and ENO_PSM (top curve) as functions of p
tcp
l . In our
experiments, the lower and upper bounds of ptcpl were set to 0.001 and 0.5, respectively (according
to [45]). The rest of the simulation parameters were set as in Table 7.2, unless E [UTT ], which
was set to 0. As expected, both EPSM and ENO_PSM increase with p
tcp
l . Intuitively, increasing
ptcpl means reducing the TCP throughput. Therefore, the average length of the download interval
(E [T ]) increases, and this results in an increase of both ENO_PSM and EPSM , as discussed in
the previous section. This behavior can be understood by relying again on the analytical results
presented in Section 7.4. For ease of reading the detailed proof of this claim is provided in the
Appendix G.
The most interesting feature of Figure 7.8(a) is that the rate of increase of EPSM is far lower than
the rate of ENO_PSM . To quantify this feature, let us focus on Figure 7.8(b). If E (pˆ) denotes the
energy spent when ptcpl is equal to pˆ, Figure 7.8(b) plots the ratio between E (pˆ) and E (0.001).
Therefore, it shows the multiplicative factors with respect to the minimum power consumption,
8Recall that this index represents the fraction of energy spent when PSM is active, with respect to the energy spent when
PSM is not active. Hence, it also shows the energy saved by PSM.
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Figure 7.8.: PSM performance as function of the TCP segment-loss probability (ptcpl ).
achieved at ptcpl =0.001. It is worth noting that the multiplicative factor when PSM is used is
always lower than the multiplicative factor without PSM. Furthermore, the more ptcpl increases,
the more the difference among the two curves increases. Qualitatively, the motivation of this
behavior is that when ptcpl increases the TCP throughput decreases and, hence, the total idle time
increases. When PSM is not used, the additional idle time (with respect to ptcpl = 0.001) is spent
completely in the active mode. On the other hand, when the PSM is used, this additional idle time
is only partly spent in the active mode (due to Beaconing), and mostly spent in the sleep mode.
Hence, the negative effect on the power consumption is reduced. By observing Figures 7.8(a) and
7.8(b), we can conclude that PSM suffers from an increase of ptcpl . However, when it is used,
the negative effect of high ptcpl values on the power consumption is highly mitigated. A similar
result is also obtained when analyzing the dependence of energy consumption on RTT . The
results reported in Figures 7.9(a) and 7.9(b) are obtained by varying RTT between 50 ms and 1
s. Figure 7.9(a) shows the energy expenditures (EPSM and ENO_PSM), while Figure 7.9(b) shows
the multiplicative factors. Though the absolute values are different from those in Figures 7.8(a)
and 7.8(b), the qualitative behavior is similar. The power consumption is negatively affected by
large Round Trip Times, whether PSM is used or not. However, PSM helps in mitigating this effect.
7.5.2.3. Limitations due to WLAN congestion
So far, the analysis has been carried out under the assumption of a single mobile host within the
Wi-Fi hotspot, i.e., M was assumed to be equal to 0. Now, we evaluate the impact of MAC-level
congestion on the mobile host power consumption (i.e., M > 0). To this end, we firstly highlight
the limitations of PSM when a standard TCP architecture is used. Then, we show to what extent
an Indirect-TCP architecture [16] can alleviate these problems, and we suggest a simple MAC-
level mechanism that can further help in this sense. Results presented in this section are obtained
from our simulation model. The simulator parameters were set as shown in Table 7.2, apart from
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Figure 7.9.: PSM performance as function of the Round Trip Time (RTT ).
E [UTT ], which was set to 0.
802.11 PSM in a standard TCP architecture
Figure 7.10(a) plots EPSM and ENO_PSM as functions of the number of active background mobile
hosts in the hotspot (i.e.,M). As expected, both EPSM and ENO_PSM increase when the congestion
level on the WLAN increases. On one hand, the MAC-level congestion has a severe impact on the
TCP-connection throughput. The impact of the WLAN congestion on the TCP throughput is evident
from Figures 7.10(b,c,d). Specifically, the frame loss probability on the WLAN increases with M
(Figure 7.10(b)). This leads to an increased number of timeouts at the TCP level (Figure 7.10(c)),
and, ultimately, to a severe degradation of the TCP throughput (Figure 7.10(d)). As discussed
in Section 7.5.2.2, throughput decreases have a negative impact on both ENO_PSM and EPSM .
On the other hand, the MAC-level congestion has also a direct effect on EPSM . Specifically, the
analysis of the MAC delay presented in Appendix G shows that the average MAC delay increases
with M . Therefore, the times required to download a TCP-segment (i.e., E [ts]), and to upload
a TCP-ack (i.e., E [ta]), increase as well. Hence, the time during which the tagged mobile host is
active (E [Tac]), and, eventually, EPSM increase withM (see Equations 7.15 and 7.16).
Based on these observations, two factors are responsible for the increased power consumption
when M increases, i.e., i) the reduced TCP throughput (due to an increase in the frame loss
probability); and ii) the increased MAC delay. In the following of this section, we decouple the
effects of these factors, to understand the real impact of each one.
802.11 PSM in an Indirect TCP architecture
In this section we show how an Indirect TCP architecture can mitigate the energy consumption in
the case of highly congested wireless LAN. For the reader convenience, we replicate the scheme of
the Indirect-TCP architecture in Figure 7.11. It has been widely proved [17] that this architecture
shields a TCP sender at the fixed host from the losses on the wireless link, thus increasing the
throughput with respect to the standard TCP architecture. We show that this “shielding property"
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Figure 7.10.: 802.11 PSM performance in a standard TCP architecture.
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Figure 7.11.: Indirect-TCP architecture
can be exploited to mitigate some of the problems related to WLAN congestion that have been
highlighted before in this section. Specifically, such an architecture allows to eliminate the en-
ergy wastage related to the transport protocol, and to highlight only the effect of the increased
MAC delay on energy consumption. In detail, we have replicated the simulation experiments by
substituting the standard TCP architecture with the architecture shown in Figure 7.11.
Figures 7.12(c,d,e) show that the Indirect-TCP architecture actually shields the TCP-sender at
the fixed host from the congestion on the WLAN (note that the TCP throughput is measured
at the fixed host). Specifically, even though the WLAN packet loss probability increases as in
the standard-TCP case (Figure 7.12(c)), the number of timeouts (Figure 7.12(d)) and the TCP
throughput (Figure 7.12(e)) are independent of that. Hence, the effect on the additional power
consumption related to the decreased TCP throughput disappears, and the MAC-delay increase is
entirely responsible for the additional power consumption. PSM cannot cope with this problem,
as can be seen by focusing on Figures 7.12(a,b). Specifically, Figure 7.12(b) plots the idle index as
a function of M . The idle index is defined as the fraction of time (within burst-download phases)
during which the tagged mobile host is idle because there are no frames buffered for it at the
Access Point. When the WLAN congestion is high (M = 50) the transport-level throughput on
the WLAN is lower than the TCP-throughput on the wired part of the connection. Hence, the TCP
sender pumps data towards the Access Point more quickly than the tagged mobile host could fetch
them from the Access Point. Basically, in this case the tagged mobile host is never idle, and the
PSM can never switch it to the sleep mode. Thus, for high congestion levels activating the PSM or
not leads to similar results (Figure 7.12(a)).
Based on these observations, we can conclude that the effect of the MAC delay can be contrasted
only by reducing the MAC delay through MAC-level modifications. A promising direction is rep-
resented by the work in [21]. In this work it is shown that, in the case of concurrent downlink
flows, a proper scheduling of frame delivery at the Access Point can significantly increase the chan-
nel utilization, and, hence, reduce the MAC delay with respect to the standard 802.11 protocol.
Evaluating such solutions from a power-saving point of view is out of the scope of this paper. As
a final remark, by focusing again on Figures 7.10(a) and 7.12(a), one could note that the EPSM
curves both in the standard-TCP and in the Indirect-TCP are similar. since the throughput in the
TCP architecture is far lower than the throughput in the I-TCP architecture, this confirms that
PSM is able to neutralize the effect of the additional download time related to low transport-level
throughput.
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Figure 7.12.: 802.11 PSM performance in an Indirect-TCP architecture.
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To summarize, the results presented so far show that PSM works very well during burst-download
phases, i.e., it manages interarrival times very effectively. In particular:
1. the power saving achieved by PSM is almost independent of the size of bursts that are
downloaded, and, for typical values of the main Internet parameters, it can be as high as
84%;
2. PSM is able to limit the increase of the power consumption when the throughput offered by
the TCP connection drops.
7.5.3. Is PSM eﬀective to manage any class of idle times?
Despite the good performance shown in the previous section, one may wonder whether – and
up to what extent – PSM can be improved. Since the PSM just exploits the sleep mode, one
could argue that it could be improved by switching off the wireless interface instead of putting
it in the sleep mode. However, this would cost additional delay and energy consumption upon
re-activating the wireless interface. While the transition time from sleep to active mode (i.e.,
tsa defined in Section 7.4) is in the order of 1 ms, the transition time from off to active mode
(throughout referred to as toa) is in the order of 100 ms. It is intuitive that for “short" idle times
the sleep mode should be more suitable, while for “long" idle times the best choice should be the
off mode. In this section we corroborate this claim by means of the analytical model introduced
in Section 7.4. This will also suggest some directions to improve the standard PSM.
Let us focus on an idle time of given length (say, ti), and let us define the behavior of two ideal
power managers, exploiting just the sleep and the off operating mode, respectively. In the ideal
case, these power managers know a-priori the length of the idle time. The power manager that
uses the sleep state will keep the wireless interface sleeping up to tsa seconds before the idle-time
endpoint. If ES (ti) denotes the energy spent by this power manager during ti, the following
equation holds:
ES (ti) = (ti − tsa) · Psl + tsa · Pac = ti · Psl + (Pac − Psl) · tsa . (7.20)
On the other hand, the ideal power manager that uses the off mode will let the wireless interface
in the active mode if ti is less than toa, and will switch it off otherwise. If EO (ti) denotes the
energy spent in this case, the following equation holds:
EO (ti) =
{
ti · Pac if ti ≤ toa
toa · Pac otherwise
. (7.21)
Figure 7.13 plots Equations 7.20 (“ideal sleep" curve) and 7.21 (“ideal off" curve) as functions of ti.
The intuition claimed at the beginning of this section is confirmed: for “short" idle times the best
policy is putting the wireless interface in the sleep mode, while for “long" idle times the off-based
policy wins. If tˆi is the crossing point between ES (ti) and EO (ti), the optimal (ideal) policy is a
mixed policy that uses the sleep mode for idle times below below tˆi, and the off mode for idle times
above tˆi. This simple analysis allow us to draw a fundamental bottomline for power-management
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Figure 7.13.: Effectiveness of off-based and sleep-based strategies for increasing idle-time lengths.
strategies. Just using a single low-power mode is not sufficient to achieve the maximum power
saving in cases where both long and short idle times are present. In those cases, mixed policies
using both the sleep and the off modes should be defined.
Let us now analyze how PSM is positioned with respect to this framework. To this end, we exploit
the analytical model presented in Section 7.4, and evaluate the energy spent by PSM during tˆi.
When no data have to be exchanged with the Access Point, the tagged mobile host is active just to
receive Beacons, and is sleeping for the rest of the time. By definition, the time spent in the active
mode to receive a Beacon is tb. Moreover, the average number of Beacon frames sent during t
seconds is tBI , where BI is the length in time of the Beacon Interval. Thus, if EP (ti) denotes the
average energy spent by the PSM during the idle time ti, the following equation holds:
EP (ti) =
[
ti − ti
BI
· tb
]
· Psl + ti
BI
· tb · Pac = ti ·
[
Psl + (Pac − Psl) · tb
BI
]
. (7.22)
Equation 7.22 is plotted in Figure 7.13, with label “PSM". This plot confirms that PSM is effective
with respect to interarrival times (i.e. for idle times below 1 s). In this region, PSM is a close
approximation of the ideal policy. Specifically, it outperforms the “ideal-off" policy, and the addi-
tional energy expenditure with respect to the “ideal-sleep" policy is always below 20%. This result
stems from the fact that during idle times PSM activates the wireless interface just for receiving
Beacon Frames.
On the other hand, PSM performs far from ideal when idle times become longer and longer, and
is significantly worse than off-based policies. Just to give an idea, let us consider a very simple
timeout-based policy, which lets the mobile host on for the first toa seconds of an idle time, and
then switches it off9. The energy spent by this policy is plotted in Figure 7.13 for comparison
("timeout-based off" label). This policy is known to be 2-competitive, i.e., it never consumes more
than twice the energy spent by the ideal off-based policy. Though this policy can be significantly
improved [32, 3], it performs better than PSM for idle times longer than 2.5 s. For example, for
9This policy is feasible if one supposes that the mobile host is immediately aware of the availability of the first segment
next to the idle time. We will discuss this point in Section 7.6.
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Figure 7.14.: Relative cost of User Think Times with respect to burst-download phases under
802.11 PSM.
an idle time equal to 30 s, PSM spends around 12 times the energy spent by this timeout-based
policy. The reason of this poor performance lies in the linear increase of EP (ti) with respect
to ti (Equation 7.22), as compared to the constant energy expenditure of off-based policies. To
summarize, the above analysis corroborates the conclusions drawn in Section 7.5.2, showing that
PSM is a near-optimal solution to manage interarrival times, i.e., idle times below 1 s. On the other
hand, with respect to User Think Times, it could be highly improved, by exploiting the wireless
interface off mode.
Before analyzing in detail how such improvements can be implemented in a feasible system, let
us further understand if it is actually worth reducing the energy spent during User Think Times.
Let us define EBR as the average energy spent by PSM to download a single burst, and EUTT as
the average energy spent by PSM during a User Think Time10. Then, the index R(EUTT , EBR)
represents the average energy expenditure during User Think Times with respect to the average
energy expenditure during burst-download phases. In Figure 7.14 the index R(EUTT , EBR) is
plotted for increasing User Think Times. Three different plots are drawn for three different burst-
size scaling factors (see Section 7.5.2.1), i.e., a = 1, a = 10, and a = 100. Figure 7.14 shows that
the energy spent during User Think Times is not negligible with respect to the energy spent during
burst-download phases. Specifically, for small bursts (i.e., a = 1), R(EUTT , EBR) is around 20
for UTT equal to 30 s, and raises up to around 40 for UTT equal to 60 s (out of plot). Even for
large bursts (i.e., a = 100), the energy spent during the User Think Times is a significant fraction
of the energy spent during burst-download phases. Specifically, this fraction is around 25% for
UTT equal to 30 s, and raises up to around 50% for UTT equal to 60 s. This result is a strong
motivation to investigate improvements of PSM focused on long idle times management.
10EBR can be easily computed from the analytical results provided in Section 7.4, while EUTT is equal to EP (E[UTT ]).
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Figure 7.15.: Cross-layer Power Manager: a conceptual scheme(a) and the related architecture (b).
7.6. Enhancing the PSM: a Cross-layer Approach
One of the main outcomes of the previous section is that amixed power-management policy should
be used in order to improve the performance of PSM. This policy will use the standard PSM dur-
ing burst-download phases, and will switch the mobile off (i.e., will use the Off Mode) during
User Think Times. A conceptual scheme of a Cross-layer Power Manager (CPM) implementing
such policy is shown in Figure 7.15(a) (OM denotes the Off Mode). Basically, the essence of the
Cross-layer Power Manager consists in two detection algorithms. By observing the network traffic,
the Power Manager should be able to detect both User Think Times and burst-download phases
as soon as they appear. In the following of this section we propose and evaluate the detection
algorithms that are taken into consideration in this paper. These algorithms exploit information
about the application behavior that can be collected at the middleware layer. Therefore, CPM uti-
lize the cross-layer paradigm [24], since it operates both at the middleware and at the MAC level
to conserve energy (Figure 7.15(b)). Please note that, thanks to its design, CPM can be entirely
implemented on the mobile host, and do not requires modifications of the wirless interface hard-
ware. We will come back on this point later. As discussed in the following of this section, the CPM
implementations we propose are simple, but nevertheless they achieve significant power saving.
More sophisticated implementations could be defined, which still exploit the CPM definition.
7.6.1. Detecting burst-download phases
In a Wi-Fi hotspot environment, detecting the beginning of burst-download phases is usually not a
big deal. The main applications that are suitable to be deployed in Wi-Fi hotspots (e.g., Web, mail,
file download) follow a client/server paradigm, the mobile host acting as the client. Thus, bursts
represent data that are downloaded after the mobile host has sent a request to the fixed host. In
other words, it is reasonable assuming that the first segment of a burst is sent by the mobile host,
i.e., it starts a request to the server11. Under this assumption, the beginning of a burst-download
phase can be easily detected at the mobile host, and identified by the request sent by the client
application after the previous User Think Time. By exploiting this, CPM can simply let the mobile
11In Section 7.6.4 we discuss how CPM can be extended to relax this assumption.
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host in the off mode during User Think Times, and switch it in the standard PSM when a new
application-level request is ready to be sent.
7.6.2. Detecting User Think Times
The next point to be addressed is how CPM detects the beginning of User Think Times. A way
to deal with this problem is exploiting some knowledge about the application(s) behavior. For
example, [6] presents two different power management policies implemented at the middleware
layer, which are designed to support Web-based applications12. Both power managers rely on an
agent at the mobile host, spoofing the Web traffic that the user generates. For each page, this agent
is aware of the set of files composing the page itself. Once these files have been downloaded, the
beginning of a User Think Time is assumed. This way of detecting User Think Times is optimal, in
the sense that User Think Times are detected as soon as they start.
A first implementation of the Cross-layer Power Manager can be defined by following this ap-
proach. Specifically, a middleware agent can be included in the Cross-layer Power Manager. This
agent is aware of the application that is running on the mobile host (e.g., the Web), and hence it
detects User Think Times as soon as they occur. The algorithm defining the complete behavior of
this Power Manager is described by the pseudo-code 1 (the Web is used as the reference applica-
tion). As this implementation of the Cross-layer Power Manager depends on the particular applica-
tion class it is designed for, it is hereafter referred to as the Application-dependent Power Manager
(APM). When APM is used, the mobile host uses PSM during burst-download phases (lines 2-6),
and is switched off during User Think Times (lines 7-10). The complete download of the Web page
indicates that a User Think Time starts (line 6), while a new request from the user indicates that
a new burst-download phase starts (line 10). The Application-dependent Power Manager uses an
off-based policy to manage User Think Times. Based on Figure 7.13, one could conclude that this
Power Manager performs worse than PSM for short User Think Times, i.e., around 1 s. Mecha-
nisms to cope with this problem are not included into the Application-dependent Power Manager.
This keeps its definition and its implementation straightforward. As shown in Section 7.6.3, the
penalty paid in terms of power consumption is low.
The strength of the Application-dependent Power Manager relies in exploiting knowledge about
the application behavior to detect the beginning of User Think Times. Hence APM can switch the
mobile host off immediately once a User Think Time occurs. However, this strength may turn
into a weakness. The Application-dependent Power Manager is tied with the application class it
is designed for, and hence it must be changed as the application class changes. Furthermore, it
could be difficult making it work in presence of concurrent applications. These drawbacks can be
overcome with little performance penalties by implementing the Cross-layer Power Manager in a
different way, i.e., by using an application-independent, timeout-based policy to detect User Think
Times. Hereafter, this implementation of CPM is referred to as the Timeout-based Power Manager
(TPM). The TPM design exploits the following observations. In Section 7.5.1 we have highlighted
that interarrival times during burst-download phases are related to the runtime behavior of the
network protocols. More precisely, in [3] it is shown that, in TCP-based scenarios, they are samples
12The reference environment is similar to the one considered in this paper.
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1: while true do
2: switch to 802.11 PSM
3: collect the list of files composing the Web page
4: repeat
5: spoof the application-level traffic
6: until all the Web page is at the mobile host
7: switch to Off Mode
8: repeat
9: <wait>
10: until a new Web page is requested by the user
11: end while
Pseudo-code 1: Application-dependent Power Manager
of the Round Trip Time between the mobile and the fixed host. This observation gives a strong
hint to design the Timeout-based Power Manager. The idea is to compute, on-line, a statistical
characterization of the Round Trip Time. Based on this characterization, a timeout value (say, tTO)
is chosen, so that idle times longer than tTO are very likely to be User Think Times. In other words,
if at some point in time an idle time is occurring, and ti is the time elapsed from its beginning, the
equation p (ti is a UTT|ti ≥ tTO) ≈ 1 is assumed to hold. The complete algorithm implemented
by the Timeout-based Power Manager is described by the pseudo-code 2. Let us assume that a
burst-download is ongoing. In this case, TPM is executing lines 4-15, and the mobile host utilizes
the PSM. Specifically, TPM waits the beginning of a new idle time (line 5). Then, in lines 6-15
it implements the timeout-based policy to distinguish between interarrival times and User Think
Times. Specifically, it monitors the length of the ongoing idle time (line 8) until until one of the
following conditions occur, i.e.: i) the idle time is longer than tTO (lines 9-10); or ii) until a new
segment either is received, or becomes ready to be sent (lines 11-12). In the latter case the burst
download continues. Hence, TPM keeps executing the loop defined by lines 4-15, i.e., it waits for
the next idle time. In the former case (i.e, when a User Think Time is detected), TPM switches the
mobile host in the Off Mode (line 16). Then, it lets the mobile host in the Off Mode until a new
burst download is detected, i.e., until a new request is generated by the application at the mobile
host (lines 17-19). At this point in time, TPM switches the mobile host to the PSM algorithm (line
2), and starts monitoring the next idle times as explained above (lines 4-15).
7.6.3. Evaluating the Cross-layer Power Manager
In this Section we exploit the analytical model of Section 7.4 to evaluate the improvements in
terms of power saving achieved by the Cross-layer Power Manager with respect to the standard
802.11 PSM. With regard to the Timeout-based Power Manager, we specialize its definition by
assuming the simplest policy. Specifically, we only use the (sampled) average value of the Round
Trip Time (RTT ), and we define tTO as 2 · RTT . The assumption behind this choice is that the
probability of sampling a Round Trip Time more than twice longer than the average value is negli-
gible. The performance of the Timeout-based Power Manager in four different cases is evaluated,
corresponding to four different values of the average Round Trip Time, i.e. RTT=100 ms, 200 ms,
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1: while true do
2: switch to 802.11 PSM
3: is_UTT = false
4: repeat
5: wait the next idle time
6: it_end = false
7: repeat
8: t =< update the idle-time length >
9: if t ≥ tTO then
10: is_UTT = true
11: else if a new packet is ready then
12: it_end = true
13: end if
14: until it_end == true or is_UTT == true
15: until is_UTT == true
16: switch to Off Mode
17: repeat
18: <wait>
19: until a new request is generated by the application
20: end while
Pseudo-code 2: Timeout-based Power Manager
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Figure 7.16.: Energy expenditure of Cross-layer Power Manager as a function of the User Think
Time length.
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500 ms and 1 s.
A first set of results is devoted to evaluate the sensitiveness of the Cross-layer Power Manager
to the User Think Times. Figure 7.16 shows the energy consumption of the Timeout-based Power
Manager for the different RTT values. The energy expenditure of the Application-dependent Power
Manager and of the standard PSM are also shown. The energy consumption of PSM is computed
based on Equation 7.22. On the other hand, the energy consumption of the Application-dependent
Power Manager (EAPM) is constant, and is equal to toa · Pac (recall that this Power Manager
switches the mobile off immediately, and resumes it at the end of the User Think Time). Finally,
the energy expenditure of the Timeout-based Power Manager is computed based on the following
equation:
ETPM (UTT ) =
{
EP (UTT ) UTT ≤ tTO
EP (tTO) + toa · Pac UTT > tTO
, (7.23)
where EP (·) is the energy expenditure of the standard PSM, defined by Equation 7.22. In de-
tail, the Timeout-based Power Manager lets the mobile host in the standard PSM for User Think
Times less than tTO. Thus, in these cases the energy consumption is exactly the same achieved
by the standard PSM, i.e., E [tTO]. On the other hand, for User Think Times greater than tTO,
the Timeout-based Power Manager utilizes the standard PSM for the first tTO seconds, and then it
switches the mobile host off. Hence, the energy consumption is the energy spent in the first tTO
seconds (i.e., EP (tTO)), plus the energy spent to switch the mobile host to the active mode once
the User Think Time is elapsed (i.e., toa · Pac). As highlighted in Section 7.6.2, the Application-
dependent Power Manager performs worse than PSM for small User Think Time values. The same
behavior is also exhibited by the Timeout-based Power Manager for User Think Times around the
timeout value. However, the region where the Cross-layer Power Manager performs worse than
PSM is limited to very small User Think Times, in the order of few seconds. As highlighted in
Section 7.2, User Think Times are unlikely to be so short, since they are typically in the order of
tens of seconds. Figure 7.16 shows that, for typical UTT values, the Cross-layer Power Manager
significantly outperform PSM. Another interesting characteristic of Figure 7.16 is the comparison
between the Timeout-based and the Application-dependent Power Manager. The Application-
dependent Power Manager performs the best. The Timeout-based Power Manager consumes from
0.16 times to 2.6 times the energy spent by the Application-dependent Power Manager, for RTT
equal to 0.1 s, and 1 s, respectively. However, the improvement with respect to PSM still remains
very high. Moreover, it should be pointed out that the Timeout-based Power Manager can be im-
plemented with very little cost at the mobile host either at the transport level or at the middleware
level.
To complete the analysis of the Cross-layer Power Manager we now consider the energy spent not
only during User Think Times, but also during burst-download phases. Specifically, we assume
that during burst-download phases the Timeout-based Power Manager does not detect false User
Think Times, i.e., we assume that p (ti is a UTT|ti ≥ 2 ·RTT ) ≈ 1 holds. Under this hypothesis, the
Cross-layer Power Manager behaves exactly as PSM during burst-download phases. By exploiting
the analytical formulations of EPSM , EAPM and ETPM , we have evaluated the energy spent by
the standard PSM, by the Application-dependent Power Manager, and by the Timout-based Power
Manager during the download of a single burst followed by a User Think Time. These quantities
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Figure 7.17.: Energy saving achieved by the Cross-layer Power Manager.
are throughout referred to as E(1)PSM , E
(1)
APM and E
(1)
TPM , respectively. Then, we have evaluated the
indexes R(E(1)APM , E
(1)
PSM) and R(E
(1)
TPM , E
(1)
PSM). Figure 7.17 plots these indexes as functions of the
User Think Time length. With respect to the latter index, two curves are drawn for RTT equal to
0.1 s and 1 s, respectively. Furthermore, to characterize the CPM performance for a wide range
of burst sizes, the curves have been replicated by setting the burst-size scaling factor (i.e., a) to 1
and to 100. For typical User Think Time values, the improvement over the standard 802.11 PSM
is evident. For example, for small burst sizes (i.e., a=1), and User Think Time length equal to
30 s, the Application-dependent Power Manager spends around 8.6% of the energy spent by the
PSM, while the Timeout-based Power Manager spends always less than 15% of the PSM energy.
These values drop to 4.4% and 7.7%, respectively, when the User Think Time length is 60 s. As
expected, the performance gains are reduced if we focus on a particular User Think Time length,
and increase the burst sizes (i.e., set a to 100). This is because, for a given User Think Time
length, the relative cost of downloading a burst becomes higher when the burst size increases
(see Figure 7.14). Moreover, in this case the performance difference between the Application-
dependent and the Timeout-based Power Managers is less marked. In detail, for User Think Times
equal to 30 s and 60 s, the energy spent by the Cross-layer Power Manager is around 80% and
70% of the energy spent by PSM, respectively.
To summarize, the Cross-layer Power Manager shows significant power saving with respect to
PSM. For typical values of the User Think Time (i.e., 30 s), the saving is in the order of 20% for
large burst sizes, and becomes as high as 90% for small burst sizes.
7.6.4. Discussion
The results presented in Section 7.6.3 show that very simple mechanisms implemented beside the
standard PSM can lead to significant improvements from a power-saving point of view. Our opin-
ion is that these improvements stem from the cross-layer nature of the Cross-layer Power Manager
design. Specifically, PSM just utilizes MAC-level information (i.e., availability of frames to/from
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the mobile host) to manage the mobile host’s wireless interface. We have shown that this policy
is not enough flexible to cope with the typical network traffic generated in Wi-Fi hotspots. On the
other hand, the Cross-layer Power Manager dynamically chooses the best power-management pol-
icy based on simple information residing at the application or at the transport/middleware layers.
The performance improvements presented so far show how such a cross-layer design is powerful.
Moreover, we would like to highlight the simplicity of the proposed improvements. From an
architectural point of view, CPM can be entirely implemented at the mobile host. It does not
require modifications to PSM, and hence can operate with commercial wireless cards. In a real
case, where the hotspot is operated by some Internet Service Provider, the Cross-layer Power
Manager could be a simple software module, which is shipped by the Internet Service Provider to
its subscribers. Last but not least, possible non-subscriber users of a public hotspot will use PSM
without noticing any performance degradation due to the presence of other “improved” users.
In the definition of the Cross-layer Power Manager we have assumed that i) a single network ap-
plication is running at the mobile host; ii) this application uses a single TCP connection with the
server; and iii) this application acts as a client, i.e., new bursts start with a request sent from the
mobile host to the (fixed) server. As far as the first assumption, it should be noted that users within
a Wi-Fi hotspot are very likely to run a single network application at once. This assumption relies
on the observation that Web is ever more the killer Internet application [15]. Furthermore, many
network applications that were originally designed without any relationship with Web, are nowa-
days accessed through Web technologies (e.g., e-mail, file download). Therefore, it is reasonable
assuming that the “typical" hotspot user will use just the Web as network application.
The assumption of having a single TCP connection between the client and the server may fail,
as popular Web browsers use parallel connections to download Web pages. However, as far as
the Application-dependent Power Manager, it should be noted that the same algorithm can be
used also in the case of multiple TCP connections. Specifically, APM detects User Think Times
and new bursts irrespective of the number of TCP connection used. As far as the Timeout-based
Power Manager, the definition should be slightly modified to support parallel connections. For
example, TPM could monitor the traffic exchanged between the mobile host and the Access Point,
irrespective of the particular transport-level connections, to detect User Think Times. A User Think
Time would be detected when the applications at the mobile and fixed hosts do not exchange any
data for tTO seconds.
Finally, the Cross-layer Power Manager can be extended to relax the third assumption as well,
and support mobile hosts acting as servers (i.e., able to receive asynchronous requests from the
Internet). Specifically, it is sufficient that, during User Think Times, CPM periodically switches the
mobile host to the standard PSM. That way, frames that could have been buffered at the Access
Point would be downloaded by exploiting the PSM mechanisms. Furthermore, CPM could switch
again the mobile host to the Off Mode if no new data are exchanged for a Beacon Interval. This
CPM extension will have some additional cost, since more switching-on events are required, and
more time would be spent in PSM. With respect to this scenario, the results we have presented
here represent an upper bound to the power saving achieved by CPM.
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In this work we have faced the problem of reducing the power consumption of mobile hosts
accessing the Internet through wireless LANs (i.e., within wireless hotspots). This is a very pressing
issue, since the increase of battery technology is not able to fullfil the mobile hosts’ requirements.
Our work focuses on defining power-saving architectures and protocols for reducing the power
consumption of the mobile hosts’ networking subsystem. Past experimental measurements have
shown that networking is responsible for up to 50% of the global device energy consumption.
Hence, it is vital to design power-efficient networking solutions.
We have focused on a typical Wi-Fi hotspot scenario, where a user accesses the Internet by means
of a wireless mobile host. We have considered best-effort type of applications, such as Web, e-mail,
file download, which are the most popular applications in the today Internet. It is well-known
that the major source of power wastage in this scenario are idle times in the network traffic,
i.e., time intervals during which the wireless interface of the mobile host is power on without
exchanging any data. We have highlighted that idle times in best-effort traffic can be classified in
interarrival times (i.e., short idle times inside bursts of packets exchanged by the mobile device),
and User Think Times (i.e., long idle times between consecutive bursts). Due to their different
nature, interarrival times and User Think Times have very different lengths. Interarrival times
are typically below 1 s, while User Think Times can be as long as 60 s and beyond. The best
technique to deal with this problem is turning the wireless interface in a low-power operating
mode (possibly, switching it off) during these inactivity phases.
We have firstly explored power-saving solutions operating exclusively at the middleware layer.
The advantage of this approach is that it is independent on the particular wireless technology.
Hence such solutions are highly portable, and can operate also in heterogeneous environments.
Furthermore, by operating at the middleware layer, they can exploit clear knowledge about the
application behavior. We have explored application-dependent and application-independent poli-
cies. Application-dependent policies exploit a-priori information about the application-level traffic
profile. Based on these information, and by monitoring the traffic on-line, they decide when and
for how long the wireless interface should be kept off, because no data are expected to flow on the
network. On the other hand, application-independent policies just rely on monitoring on-line the
application-level traffic profile. They build statistical models of the traffic, and exploit the models
to predict future inactivity periods (i.e., time intervals during which no data are expected to flow
on the network). The wireless interface is switched off for the (predicted) duration of these inac-
tivity periods. Both policies rely on the standard Indirect-TCP model, and exploit the Indirect-TCP
Daemon (a sw agent running at the Access Point), to buffer possible packets addressed to the
mobile host while it is disconnected.
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We have designed two power-saving systems, named PS-Web and PS-WiFi, which follow the
application-dependent and independent paradigm, respectively. We have evaluated both of these
solutions in depth. Specifically, we have developed a real-Internet prototype implementing both
PS-Web and PS-WiFi, and we have run an extensive set of measurements. PS-Web has been tested
with respect to Web, which produces the lion’s share of the traffic in the today Internet. With
respect to a standard I-TCP architecture, PS-Web is able to save around 90% of the energy, with
negligible degradation in the QoS perceived by the user. Specifically, it introduces – on average –
200 ms to the donwload of Web pages. Clearly, PS-WiFi performs worse than PS-Web. However,
it is still able to save around 80% of the energy spent in a traditional I-TCP architecture, by intro-
ducing just 400 ms (on averge) to the Web-page download time. PS-WiFi has been also analyzed
in the case of e-mail traffic, and in the case of mixed traffic (i.e., Web and e-mail). Experimental
results show that also in this cases PS-WiFi is highly efficient. Finally, we have developed an ana-
lytical model of its behavior, and we have assessed the PS-WiFi sensitiveness with respect to key
Internet parameters, i.e., the throughput on the wireless and wired parts of the network, and the
Internet Round Trip Time. We have found that PS-WiFi is very efficient for a broad range of these
parameters.
Based on these results, we have concluded that PS-Web is best suited for dedicated environments,
where the set of applications is known at design time. On the other hand, PS-WiFi is a better
choice in general-purpose environments, where no assumptions about the applications can be
done (PS-WiFi just requires that applications do not have real-time requirements).
One of the advantages of PS-Web and PS-WiFi is that they can operate irrespective of the wireless
technology. From a different standpoint, this advantage may turn into a weakness. Indeed, for
the sake of portability, PS-Web and PS-WiFi can just switch off the wireless interface of the mobile
host, but cannot exploit low-power operating modes that are typically defined by specific wireless
technologies. We have highlighted that, due to the relative long time needed to switch on a
wireless interface, PS-Web and PS-WiFi can obtain sub-optimal power-saving during interarrival
times.
Therefore, we have analyzed the power-saving performance of the de-facto standard technology,
i.e., IEEE 802.11. The standard 802.11 defines a Power-Saving Mode (PSM) that exploit the
sleep mode of the wireless interface to conserve energy. In the sleep mode, just a small portion
of the interface circuitry is powered on. The performance of PSM has been evaluated through
analytical and simulation models. Firstly, we have assessed PSM ability to manage interarrival
times, i.e., we have evaluated its behavior during bursts. The power saving achieved by using
PSM can be as high as 90%. We have also highlighted the dependence of PSM performance on the
main parameters that characterize the network traffic during bursts, i.e., the average bursts’ size,
and the transport-level throughput. The energy saving achieved by PSM is almost independent
on the average bursts’ size. The transport-level throughput is mainly defined by the packet-loss
probability (ptcpl ) and the Round Trip Time (RTT ). When either p
tcp
l or RTT increases, the power
consumption increases, whether PSM is active or not. However, PSM significantly mitigates the
additional power consumption. Similar observations have been derived with respect to the WLAN
congestion (i.e., the number of users within the same hotspot). The power consumption increases
with the congestion level, due to TCP- and MAC-level reasons. PSM mitigates the effects of the
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former, while it is not effective against the latter. We have sketched a MAC-level modification that
can cope with this problem. By means of analytical results, we have shown that PSM achieves
near-optimal performance in contrasting energy wastages related to interarrival times. Then, we
have evaluated PSM ability to manage User Think Times. In this case PSM has shown to be far
from optimal. We have highlighted that this is due to using the sleep operating mode. During User
Think Times, switching the wireless interface off is much more energy efficient.
All in all, the power-saving performance of PSM is comparable with that of PS-Web and PS-WiFi.
However, in some way such approaches are complementary. PSM is very effective during interar-
rival times, while PS-Web and PS-WiFi perform the best during User Think Times.
We have thus proposed a Cross-layer Power Manager (CPM), that uses PSM during bursts, and
switches the wireless interface off during User Think Times. The main issue in the CPM defini-
tion is how to detect the beginning of User Think Times and bursts. To this end, CPM includes
mechanisms originally designed for PS-Web and PS-WiFi. Specifically, we have proposed an imple-
mentation of the Cross-layer Power Manager, named Application-dependent Power Manager, that
exploits information about the application behavior. Moreover, we have proposed an implementa-
tion of the Cross-layer Power Manager, named Timeout-based Power Manager, that is application
independent, and relies on timeouts to perform detections. The design of CPM is cross-layer in
nature, since it exploit information residing at the MAC-, middleware- and application-level to
conserve energy.
We have evaluated CPM in depth. Specifically, For a broad range of User Think Time values and
burst sizes the Cross-layer Power Manager has shown to achieve power saving between 20% and
90% with respect to the standard 802.11 PSM. This result shows how much a cross-layer design
outperforms policies operating just at a single level of the protocol stack.
The main contributions of this work are as follows. We have provided a deep characterization of
the 802.11 Power-Saving Mode. We have defined and evaluated power-saving policies operating
at the middleware layer. We have provided an analytical framework that highlights which policy
is best suited, depending on the type of idle times present in the application-level traffic. Then,
we have shown how a Cross-layer design can integrate and improve the performance of MAC-
and middleware-level policies in isolation. Finally, we have proposed two implementations of
the Cross-layer Power Manager that do not require hardware modifications, and hence can be
included with little effort in current 802.11 wireless hotspots.
c© Andrea Passarella, February 2005
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Part IV.
Appendices

A. Energy Consumption of the PS-Web System
This Appendix contains the proof of the Proposition 1. In a system that adopts the global strategy,
the energy consumption is:
Cglobal =
N∑
i=1
(
Di + βi
γ
)
+A+ (s+ 1) · tso . (A.1)
Equation 5.10 is derived from Equation 5.5 by setting γi = γ, τi = 0, U = 0 and m = s + 1.
Herafter we prove the above claims.
Firstly, by the definition of global strategy, U = 0.
Moreover, in the global strategy, the main file and the embedded files are transferred over the
wireless link when they are already stored at the Access Point. Therefore, the wireless link is used
at its full available throughput, and hence γi in Equation 5.5 becomes γ.
τi is negligible. This result derives from the following considerations: i) the PS-Daemon includes
Web proxy functionalities; ii) the RTT between the mobile host and the Access Point is typically
negligible; and iii) the overhead related to pre-fetching can be included in βi, A and s as shown
below.
The pre-fetching mechanism forces the mobile host to request a number of residual-transfer-time
estimates from the PS-Daemon during the Active Phase. Let g be this number (g > 0). When one
of these estimates is greater than tso the mobile host switches the wireless interface off. If s is the
number of estimates greater than tso then m = s + 1. Moreover, the time intervals during which
the wireless interface remains on during idle periods within the Active Phase correspond to the
estimates less than tso. Therefore, A ≤ (g − s) · tso. It must be pointed out that g is a random
variable. Its distribution is very complex and depends on: i) the residual-transfer-time estimation
algorithm; ii) the throughput between the PS-Daemon and the server; iii) the number and size
of embedded files. Therefore, a closed formula for g is almost impossible to derive, and for this
reason, to study the effectiveness of the global strategy, we performed an experimental analysis
(see Sections 5.6 and 5.7).
Finally, βi is made up of two components, and can be expressed as βi = hi + pi, where hi is
the same as in Equation 5.2, while pi is the overhead introduced by the residual-transfer-time
estimation process associated with the i-th file of a Web page. Specifically, during the Active
Phase, the mobile host exchanges messages with the PS-Daemon to receive residual-transfer-time
estimates. The size of these messages is nearly constant, and can be approximated by the average
size, q¯. Therefore, q¯ · g is the overhead (in bytes) of a Web-page download, and pi = q¯ · g/N is
the overhead related to the i-th file transfer.
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This concludes the proof.
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B. Energy Consumption of the PS-WiFi System
This Appendix contains the proof of Theorem 2.
Theorem 2: The energy spent to download a single basic block by using PS-WiFi is
Cps =
B
γwl
+ tso ·
{
B
γ ·RTT · S1 + l ·
(
F +
⌈
log2 UTT
⌉)
+ p
(
u(0) > tso
)}
, (B.1)
where i) S1 is the average number of switching-on events occurring during a short idle time; ii) F is the
number of switching-on events occurring during a long idle time, before the long idle-time estimator
is invoked (i.e., after u(2) of Equation 6.1 is generated); and iii) p
(
u(0) > tso
)
is the probability of
u(0) being greater than tso.
Proof. Based on Equation 6.3, to characterize Cps we have to derive a closed form for the
average number of switching-on events occurring during a basic-block download, i.e., S. S can be
expressed as in the following proposition:
Proposition 10 The average number of switching-on events during the download of the basic block
is
S = r · S1 + l · S2 + S3 , (B.2)
where: i) r and l are the number of short and long idle times during the basic-block download,
respectively; ii) S1 and S2 are the number of switching-on events during a short and a long idle time,
respectively; and iii) S3 is the number of switching-on events occurring during the download of the
first Web page, after the main file has arrived at the mobile device, and before the HTTP Request(s)
for the embedded files have been sent.
Proof. As discussed in Section 6.4.2, PS-WiFi regenerates with respect to the point in time
when an idle time occurs. Therefore, S can be derived as follows: i) we evaluate the number of
switching-on events related to a generic short idle time, and related to a generic long idle time
(i.e., S1 and S2); ii) we evaluate the number of short idle times and long idle times occurring
during the basic-block download (i.e., r and l); and iii) due to the regenerative property, we
derive the total number of switching-on events as r · S1 + l · S2. Finally, it must be noted that a
further idle time is detected by PS-WiFi when the main file of the first page has been downloaded.
In fact, in this case there are no more data to be exchanged on the WLAN, and hence the estimator
is invoked. Therefore, an additional switch-on event may occur, and the term S3 accounts for this
case.
To achieve a closed form of S we have to characterize the terms composing Equation B.2. The
following lemmas are devoted to this task. For ease of reading, the distribution of the number
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of switching-on events occurring during a short-idle time is postponed to Appendix C. S1 is the
average value of this distribution.
Lemma 10 The average number of short idle times occurring during the download of the basic block
(i.e., r) is
r =
B
γ ·RTT . (B.3)
Proof. As shown in Section 6.4.3.1, in our model the data transfers over the TCP connection
between the I-TCP Daemon and the Web server occur as follows: i) once every RTT the TCP at
the Web server sends a fixed number of back-to-back TCP segments; and ii) these back-to-back TCP
segments arrive at the Access Point together. Therefore, the average number of bytes transferred
during each RTT is β , γ ·RTT . Moreover, since r can be seen as the number of RTTs within a
basic block, r is equal to B /β .
Lemma 11 The average number of switching-on events during a long idle time (i.e., S2) is
S2 = F +
⌈
log2 UTT
⌉
, (B.4)
where F is the average number of switching-on events occurring before the backoff procedure starts.
Proof. By definition, User Think Times are greater than 1sec. From the sequence u(i) shown in
Equation 6.1, it appears that PS-WiFi needs 2 updates to start the exponential backoff procedure.
This procedure starts when the idle time results greater than 1 sec, i.e., after the PS-WiFi has
generated: i) u(0) as the first estimate; ii) u(1) (i.e., the 90thpercentile of short idle times) as the
first update of the estimate; and iii) u(2) (i.e., 1 sec) as the second update. Therefore, at this point
in time, up to 3 switching-on events have occurred. The analysis of the number of switching-
on events that occur up to this point (i.e., F ) is very similar to the analysis of the number of
switching-on events that occur during a short idle time (i.e., S1), derived in Appendix B. For the
sake of space, we here omit this analysis. Further estimate updates are derived according the
binary exponential backoff procedure, as shown in Equation 6.1. It is easy to show that, if Q
denotes the length of a long idle time, the number of estimate updates generated by the backoff
procedure is dlog2Qe. Moreover, as upon each such update the wireless interface of the mobile
device is shut down (i.e., each value of the z(i) sequence is greater than 1 sec, and hence it can
be reasonably assumed to be greater than tso), dlog2Qe is also the number of switching-on events
that occur during the backoff procedure. The expression of S2 can be derived immediately by
recalling that, on average, Q is equal to UTT .
Lemma 12 The average number of switching-on events occurring after the download of the first main
file of the basic block, before the request for the embedded files is:
S3 = p
(
u(0) > tso
)
. (B.5)
Proof. When the Access Point sends the last packet of the main file, no more data are available
to be exchanged on the WLAN, and hence an idle time is detected. Therefore, PS-WiFi generates
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an idle-time estimate (i.e., u(0)), and the mobile device switches the wireless interface off if this
estimate is greater than tso. Furthermore, as the packet arrives at the application level, the browser
sends the HTTP Request(s) for the embedded files. Thus, a single switching-on event may occur in
this case, if the estimate provided by the PS-PT at the Access Point is sufficiently long. The average
number of switching-on events in this case is hence the probability of u(0) being greater than tso.
Finally, the closed form for Cps claimed in Theorem 2 is derived by substituting results from the
above lemmas in Equation 6.3. This concludes the proof.
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C. Switching-on Events in the PS-WiFi System
In this Appendix the distribution of the number of switching-on events occurring during a short
idle time is derived.
Lemma 13 The distribution of the switching-on events occurring during a short idle time is as follows:
p (0 switching-on event) = p (t′ ≤ tso, t′ ≥ t)+
+ p (t′ ≤ tso, t′ < t ≤ k, k − t′ ≤ tso)+
+ p (t′ ≤ tso, k − t′ ≤ tso) · (1− χ (k, tso))
p (1 switching-on event) = p (t′ > t, t′ > tso)+
+ p (t′ < t, t′ ≤ tso, k > t, k − t′ > tso)+
+ p (t′ < t, t′ ≤ tso,
k < t, k − t′ ≤ tso) · χ (k, tso)
p (2 switching-on events) = p (t′ < t, t′ ≤ tso,
k < t, k − t′ > tso) · χ (k, tso)+
+ p (t′ < t, t′ > tso, k > t, k − t′ > tso)+
+ p (t′ < t, t′ > tso,
k < t, k − t′ ≤ tso) · χ (k, tso)
p (3 switching-on events) = p (t′ < t, t′ > tso,
k < t, k − t′ > tso) · χ (k, tso)
(C.1)
where χ (k, tso) is defined by Equation 6.9.
Proof. When a short idle time begins, the Variable-Share Update algorithm provides an estimate,
t′, of the actual idle time, t. The wireless interface is switched off if t′ is greater than tso. If t′ is less
than t, the estimate is updated with the 90th percentile of the short idle times, i.e. k. The wireless
interface of the mobile device is switched off again only if k − t is greater than tso. Finally, if t is
even greater than k, the algorithm executes a binary exponential backoff procedure starting from
1 second, and hence the wireless interface is switched off if 1 sec−k is greater than tso. Therefore,
since t is less than 1 sec by definition, there can’t be more than 3 switching-on events within a
short idle time. Moreover, a specific number of switching-on events is achieved in different cases,
according to the relative values of t, t′, k and tso. Therefore, each term of the switching-on-event
distribution must be computed as the sum of the marginal probabilities of each case. It is worth
noting that, when t is greater than k, the wireless interface is switched off only if 1 sec − k is
greater than tso. Since k and tso are not random variables, we introduce χ (k, tso) in Equation C.1
to include this case. The single expressions provided in Equation C.1 can be easily derived from
these remarks.

D. Additional Delay in the PS-WiFi System
This Appendix contains the proof of Theorem 4.
Theorem 4: The average delay added by PS-WiFi to a packet flowing in the downlink direction is
d = 12
(
M2−t2so
4M · u (M, tso) + 0.9 · k
2−t2so
4M · u (k, tso)+
+ 0.1 · 2sec−M−k2 · χ (k, tso)
) , (D.1)
where u (x, y) and χ (k, tso) are defined as follows:
u (x, y) =
{
1 ifx ≥ y
0 otherwise
, χ (k, tso) =
{
1 if 1sec− k > tso
0 otherwise
. (D.2)
Proof. The starting point of the proof is Proposition 5, that has been discussed in Section 6.4.3.1.
Proposition 5: The average delay added by PS-WiFi to a packet flowing in the downlink direction
can be expressed as
d = E [d] = E [d |t′ > t ] · p (t′ > t) + E [d |t′ < t ] · p (t′ < t) =
= 12 · (E [d |t′ > t ] + E [d |t′ < t ]) .
(D.3)
To obtain the closed form of Theorem 4, we have to separately analyze the two components
highlighted in Proposition 5, i.e., i) the average delay when the initial short idle-time estimate is
too large (i.e., when t′ > t); and ii) the average delay when the initial short idle-time estimate is
too short (i.e., when t′ < t). The following lemmas provide closed forms for these components.
Lemma 1: The average delay when t′ is greater than t is
E [d |t′ > t ] = M
2 − t2so
4M
. (D.4)
Proof. When t′ is greater than t, an additional delay is added only if t′ is greater than tso.
Otherwise, the wireless interface of the mobile device remains on, and the new packet is received
without being delayed. If t′ is greater than t, the delay is t′ − t. Therefore, the following equation
holds:
E [d |t′ > t ] = E [t′ − t |t′ > t, t′ > tso ] · p (t′ > tso) . (D.5)
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The second term of equation D.5 (i.e., p (t′ > tso)) can be computed from the t′ distribution law:
p (t′ > tso) =
M − tso
M
. (D.6)
Furthermore, the first term of Equation D.5 can be evaluated as follows:
E [t′ − t |t′ > t, t′ > tso ] =
∫M
tso
E [t′ − t |t′ > t, t′ > tso , t′] · p (t′) dt′
= M+tso4
, (D.7)
where the closed formula for the integral is obtained by some algebraic manipulations. By substi-
tuting Equations D.6 and D.7 in Equation D.5 we obtain the closed form of Lemma 1.
Lemma 2: The average delay when t′ is less than t is
E [d |t′ < t ] = 0.9 · k
2 − t2so
4M
+ 0.1 · 2sec−M − k
2
· χ (k, tso) . (D.8)
Proof. When t′ is less than t, t′ is updated by using the 90th percentile of the short idle-time
distribution, i.e., k. In this case d can be evaluated by considering two possible cases in isolation,
i.e., i) t ≤ k, and ii) t > k. If t is less than k, the additional delay is k − t seconds. More precisely,
this delay is introduced only if the wireless interface is switched off after updating t′, i.e., only if
k − t′ is greater than tso (see Equation 6.1). Therefore, the probability that the delay is k − t can
be expressed as the joint probability of the events t ≤ k and k − t′ > tso. Moreover, since t and
t′ are independent, the joint probability p (t ≤ k, k − t′ > tso) can be computed as the product of
the marginal probabilities of the two events. The same line of reasoning can also be followed to
evaluate the average delay when t is greater than k. Specifically, the delay is 1 sec− t if 1 sec−k is
greater than tso, while it is 0 otherwise. To include this condition into our model, we use χ (k, tso),
as defined in Equation 6.9. Therefore, E [d |t′ < t ] can be expressed as follows:
E [d |t′ < t ] = E [k − t |t′ < t, t ≤ k, k − t′ > tso ] · p (t ≤ k) · p (k − t′ > tso)+
+E [1sec− t |t′ < t, t > k ] · p (t > k) · χ (k, tso) .
(D.9)
We are now in the position to derive all the components of Equation D.9. Firstly, the terms related
to distribution law of t and t′ can be easily computed:
p (t ≤ k) = 0.9
p (t > k) = 0.1
p (k − t′ > tso) = p (t′ < k − tso) = k−tsoM
. (D.10)
Furthermore, by following the same line of reasoning used to derive (D.7), we can compute the
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component1 E [k − t |t′ < t, t ≤ k, k − t′ > tso ] of Equation D.9:
E [k − t] = ∫ k−tso
0
p (t′) · (k − E [t]) dt′ =
=
∫ k−tso
0
p (t′) ·
(
k − ∫ k
t′ t · p (t) dt
)
dt′ =
= k+tso4
. (D.11)
The steps highlighted in Equation D.11 are derived as follows: i) the formula on the first line is
obtained by fixing t′ and integrating on its possible values; ii) the formula on the second line is
obtained by using the average value definition to expand E [t]; and iii) the closed formula on the
third line is obtained after simple computations.
The last step to evaluate Equation D.9 is the computation of E [1sec− t |t′ < t, t > k ]. By applying
the same technique used to derive Equations D.7 and D.11, we obtain the following form2:
E [1sec− t] = ∫M
k
p (t) · (1sec− t) dt
= 1sec− M+k2
. (D.12)
Finally, by substituting Equations D.10, D.11 and D.12 in Equation D.9, we obtain a closed formula
for E [d |t′ < t ]:
E [d |t′ < t ] = 0.9 · k
2 − t2so
4M
+ 0.1 · 2sec−M − k
2
· χ (k, tso) . (D.13)
Equations D.4 and D.13 allow us to complete our analysis by deriving a closed formula for the
average value of d. Specifically, Equation D.3 becomes as follows:
d =
1
2
(
M2 − t2so
4M
+ 0.9 · k
2 − t2so
4M
+ 0.1 · 2sec−M − k
2
· χ (k, tso)
)
. (D.14)
Then, by recalling the definition of χ (k, tso), Equation D.14 can be expressed as:
d ≡ d (M, tso) =
{
0.169 ·M − 0.238 · t2soM + 50msec if 1 sec− 0.9 ·M > tso
0.216 ·M − 0.238 · t2soM otherwise
. (D.15)
Finally, it must be noted that all the above equations rely on the assumption that M > k ≥ tso
holds. More generally, it is easy to show that d is as shown in Theorem 4. This concludes the proof
of Theorem 4.
1For easy of reading, we omit of explicitly indicating the conditions who this average value obeys. However, they are
explicitly shown in Equation D.9.
2Also in this case, we omit of explicitly indicating the conditions who this average value obeys.
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E. MAC delay in the 802.11 PSM
In this appendix we derive a closed form expression of the average MAC delay experienced by
the tagged mobile host, i.e., E [tmac]. Before proceeding, it is worth discussing some assumptions
used to model the Wi-Fi hotspot.
E.1. Modeling the Wi-Fi hotspot
In our scenario, at any point in time, M background mobile hosts are active in the hotspot, i.e.,
they have a frame ready for transmission (see Figure E.1). We assume that background mobile
hosts do not use the standard IEEE 802.11 protocol, but the p-persistent IEEE 802.11 protocol
presented in [22]. The p-persistent protocol differs from the standard one in the way backoff
intervals are selected. Specifically, after the channel is free for a DIFS interval, each mobile host
having frames in the sending queue starts a transmission in the next slot with probability p, and
defers to the following slot with probability 1− p. The value of p depends on the number of active
mobile hosts and is chosen based on the following line of reasoning. When the standard 802.11
protocol is used, each mobile host experiences several backoff intervals before transmitting a frame
successfully. If mobile hosts operate in asymptotic conditions, it is possible to derive an average
value, say E [Bk], for the length of these backoff intervals [22]. The value of p is chosen in such a
way that the average backoff interval obtained by using the p-persistent protocol is equal toE [Bk],
i.e. p = 1/(E [Bk] + 1) [22]. Assuming the p-persistent protocol yields to closely approximate the
channel occupation resulting from the activity of R asymptotic mobile hosts, when R À 1 holds
[22]. However,it does not provide accurate results with respect to the MAC delay experienced by
a particular mobile host (i.e., the average time required by that mobile host to start a successful
transmission). Based on these observations, in our hotspot model the tagged mobile host uses the
standard IEEE 802.11 protocol, since its energy consumption significantly depends on the MAC
delay it experiences (see Equation 7.13). However, to model the impact of background mobile
Figure E.1.: Wi-Fi hotspot scenario.
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Figure E.2.: ploss as a function of the number of active mobile hosts in the hotspot.
hosts on the energy consumption of the PSM mobile host, it is sufficient considering the channel
occupation resulting from their activity. Therefore, we assume that the background mobile hosts
use the p-persistent protocol, as this approximation greatly simplifies the analysis. The comparison
between analytical and simulation results show that this approximation does not compromise the
analysis reliability. To point out the dependence of p on the number of active mobile hosts (M +1
in our case), we hereafter refer to p as pM .
Finally, we neglect frame disruptions due to transient channel fading and interference. Further-
more, we assume that frames sent by the PSM mobile host get never lost, i.e., they are successfully
delivered within the maximum number of (re-)transmissions allowed by the MAC protocol. This
assumption relies on the the retransmission policy of the 802.11 MAC protocol, that makes the
data link service quasi-reliable. To corroborate this hypothesis, let us define ploss as the probability
that a PSM-mobile host frame is discarded after being (re-)transmitted for the maximum number
of times. Figure E.2 plots ploss as a function of the number of active mobile hosts in the hotspot,
i.e., M . In this figure we show the results provided by both the analytical and the simulation
models (a closed form of ploss is provided below).
E.2. Modeling the MAC delay
Before deriving E [tmac] we need to introduce the following definitions.
Equivalent-slot time (tesl) . The time required by the tagged mobile host to decrement the backoff
counter by one during the backoff procedure. When no other mobile hosts are active, tesl is
equal to the length of a slot (throughout referred to as tsl). Otherwise it increases, due to
transmissions of background mobile hosts that freeze the backoff procedure.
Collision time (tcoll) . The time during which the tagged mobile host cannot access the channel
when a frame sent by the tagged-mobile host undergoes collision.
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Figure E.3.: Snapshot of the time required to donwload a TCP segment (ts(i)j )
Backoﬀ time (tbo (CW)) . The time required by the tagged mobile host to complete the backoff
procedure when the contention window size is CW .
Retransmission limit (MAX) . The maximum number of (re-)transmissions allowed by the stan-
dard 802.11 MAC protocol before discarding a frame.
Free probability (pf ) . The probability that no other mobile hosts transmit in the same time slot
used by the tagged mobile host to start a transmission, i.e., pf = (1− pM )M .
Loss probability (ploss) . The probability that a frame is discarded after being (re-)transmitted
MAX times without success, i.e., ploss = (1− pf )MAX .
Figure E.2 gives an example of the MAC protocol evolution during a generic TCP-segment don-
wload. This helps understanding analysis of tmac. As shown in Lemma 8, tmac starts at the
beginning of the first free slot after the successfull delivery of a frame. Therefore, at the beginning
of tmac, a DIFS interval occurs during which all mobile hosts refrain from transmitting. Then,
the backoff and the DCF procedures are executed in the standard way [35]. Since in our model
we assume that the tagged frame is successfully sent within MAX attempts, we can derive the
distribution of tmac conditioned to i) experiencing i collisions before successfully delivering the
frame; and ii) successfully delivering the frame withinMAX attempts. Specifically, the following
lemma holds.
Lemma 14 The distribution of tmac conditioned to experiencing i collisions, and to successfully de-
livering the frame withinMAX, attempts is:
tmac|i,MAX = DIFS +
i+1∑
j=1
tbo (CWj) +
i∑
j=1
tcollj
(1− pf )i · pf
1− ploss , i = 0, . . . ,MAX − 1 . (E.1)
Proof. As noted before, in our model tmac starts with a DIFS interval. Provided that the tagged
mobile host experiences i collisions, it performs i + 1 backoff procedures. Based on [35], the
the contention window is doubled after each collision, up to a maximum value. Then, it is kept
constant at that maximum value. The contribution to tmac of the first i attempts (i.e., when a
collision occurs) is the time required to perform the backoff procedure (tbo (CW)) plus the time
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during which the collision is ongoing (tcoll)1. The contribution of the last attempt (i.e., when the
frame is successfully delivered) is just the time required to perform the backoff procedure. Based
on this observations, the expression of tmac|i,MAX follows immediately. As far as the probabil-
ity distribution of tmac|i,MAX , we can use the following line of reasoning. If pMAX denotes the
probability of delivering a frame successfully within MAX attempts, and pi denotes the proba-
bility of having exactly i collisions, the conditional probability pi|MAX is equal to pi/ pMAX . The
closed form provided in Equation E.1 can be derived by recalling that, since we have assumed a
p-persistent MAC protocol: i) pi is equal to (1− pf )i · pf ; and ii) pMAX is equal to 1− ploss.
As shown in Equation E.1, tmac|i,MAX depends on both tbo (CW), and on tcoll. In order to derive
a closed form expression of E [tmac], it is worth analyzing these components in isolation.
E.2.1. Analyzing the time spent due to collisions (tcoll)
By definition, tcoll is the interval elapsed from the instant when the tagged mobile host ends a
backoff procedure, up to the instant when it starts the next backoff procedure, when a collision
occurs. Let us focus on a particular collision, and let us assume that C background mobile hosts
collide with the tagged mobile host. Furthermore, let frSzi, i = 1, . . . , C be the size of the frame
sent by the i-th mobile host during the collision. Then, the following lemma holds.
Lemma 15 tcoll can be expressed as:
tcoll = τ +
phyHdrSz
phyR
+
macHdrSz
baseR
+max
i
{
frSzi
dataR
}
+DIFS . (E.2)
Proof. In our model the frames sent by the tagged mobile host that may undergo collisions
are either PS-Poll frames or Data frames containing TCP acks. Furthermore, we assume that the
payloads of Data frames sent by background mobile hosts are longer than TCP ACKs. Hence, when
a collision occurs, the tagged mobile host transmits the frame and immediately senses the medium
as busy, since the colliding mobile hosts are still transmitting (recall that the PS-Poll frame is just
composed by the MAC header and the FCS field). The overall time during which the medium
remains busy is equal to the time interval required to transmit the longest Data frame. When
the medium becomes free it remains idle for a DIFS interval, due to the MAC protocol definition.
Finally, the tagged mobile host starts the next backoff procedure. From this line of reasoning,
deriving Equation E.2 is straightforward.
For the sake of simplicity, in our model we assume that the Data frames sent by background mo-
bile hosts are of the same, constant size (throughout referred to as FS). Hence, tcoll becomes a
constant term, equal to
tcoll = τ +
phyHdrSz
phyR
+
macHdrSz
baseR
+
FS
dataR
+DIFS . (E.3)
1As shown in the following, tcoll includes also DIFS intervals that occur after the collision is over.
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Figure E.4.: Backoff procedure: evidence on the equivalent-slot time.
E.2.2. Analyzing the time spent in backoﬀ (tbo (CW))
By definition, tbo (CW) is the time required by the tagged mobile host to execute the backoff pro-
cedure when the contention window is CW . The first step of the backoff procedure is choosing a
value between 0 and CW − 1, according to a uniform distribution. This value (hereafter referred
to as X (CW)) represents the number of free slots the tagged mobile host must wait before starting
the next transmission attempt. It is worth noting that, during the backoff procedure, background
mobile hosts may transmit frames, as usual. This causes the tagged mobile host to freeze the
procedure until the channel returns free. To analyze this behavior, it is worth recalling the defi-
nition of equivalent-slot time (see Figure E.4). The equivalent-slot time is a random variable that
measures the time required by the tagged mobile host to decrement by one its backoff counter.
When a slot remains free (i.e., background mobile hosts do not transmit in that slot), the value of
the equivalent-slot time equals the value of a slot (i.e., tesl = tsl). Otherwise, it increases, due to
ongoing transmissions on the channel.
Based on the equivalent-slot time defintion, tbo (CW) can be seen as the time required for X (CW)
equivalent-slot times to elapse, i.e., tbo (CW) =
∑X(CW )
i=1 t
e
sli. Based on these observation, it is
possible deriving the average value of tbo (CW) as follows:
Lemma 16 The average value of tbo (CW) is
E [tbo (CW)] = E [X (CW)] · E [tesl] . (E.4)
Proof. Equation E.4 can be derived by recalling that: i) X (CW) is sampled from a uniformly
distributed random variable, which is independent of
{
tesli
}
i
; and ii) the random variables
{
tesli
}
i
are independent onX (CW) since the length of an equivalent-slot time depends only on the activity
of the background mobile hosts.
The last step to provide a closed form of E [tbo (CW)] is deriving closed form expressions of
E [X (CW)] and E [tesl]. By recalling that X (CW) is a random variable uniformly distributed be-
tween 0 and CW − 1, E [X (CW)] is as follows:
E [X (CW)] =
CW − 1
2
. (E.5)
On the other hand, to evaluate the average value of tesl, we can use the following line of reasoning.
Let us focus on the portion of an equivalent-slot time during which the channel is busy due to an
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ongoing transmission of background mobile host(s). During this time interval two events may
occur, i.e., i) a successfull transmission; or ii) a collision among background mobile hosts. If tw
denotes a random variable measuring the length in time of this time interval, it can be shown that
tw is distributed as follows2:{
2 · τ + 2 · phyHdrphyR + macHdr+ackSzbaseR + FSdataR + SIFS +DIFS (1− pM )M−1
τ + phyHdrphyR +
macHdr
baseR +
FS
dataR +DIFS 1− (1− pM )M−1
. (E.6)
Hereafter, tw is also referred to as “waiting time". Based on the definition of tw, an equivalent
slot can be made up of an arbitrary number of waiting times, followed by a free slot. Indeed, due
to the assumption used to model the hotspot, after a waiting time is elapsed, there are still M
mobile hosts trying to access the channel, and hence another waiting time may start. Based on
these observations, we can derive the average value of tesl as in the following lemma.
Lemma 17 The length in time of an equivalent slot, conditioned to having k waiting time is
tesl|k =
k∑
i=1
twi + tsl . (E.7)
Furthermore, the average value of tesl is as follows:
E [tesl] =
1− pf
pf
· E [tw] + tsl , (E.8)
where E [tw] is the average value of the waiting-time distribution.
Proof. Equation E.7 derives immediately by the above observations. Futhermore, the aver-
age value of tesl|k is equal to k · E [tw] + tsl. The average value of the equivalent-slot time
(E [tesl]) can be derived as
∑∞
k=0E [t
e
sl|k] · p(k waiting times). Furthermore, it is easy to shown
that p(k waiting times) follows a geometric law with parameter (1−pf ), i.e., p(k waiting times) =
(1− pf )k · pf . The closed form of E [tesl] can be derived after simple manipulations.
By substituting Equations E.5 and E.8 into Equation E.4, we can finally derive a closed form of
E [tbo (CW)].
E.2.3. Evaluating the average MAC delay (E [tmac])
We are now in the position of deriving a closed form of E [tmac]. To be more precise, since we
have assumed that the tagged mobile host successfully delivers a frame withinMAX attempts, in
the following we derive E [tmac] conditioned to having a successfull transmission within MAX
attempts, i.e., E [tmac|MAX ]. Specifically, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 8 Let
G SN (q) and QN (q) be the well-known closed-form expressions for the sequences
∑N
i=0 q
i and∑N
i=0 i · qi, respectively;
2In detail, Equation E.6 holds if we assume that collided mobile hosts can start a new DCF and backoff procedure after
sensing the channel idle for a DIFS interval instead of an EIFS interval.
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Figure E.5.: Validation of E [tmac].
G CWmin be the minimum contention-window size allowed by the standard IEEE 802.11 MAC
protocol, measured in number of slots.
Then the average value of the MAC delay, conditioned to successfully delivering the frame within
MAX attempts, is
E [tmac|MAX ] = DIFS + pf1− ploss · {tcoll ·QMAX−1 (1− pf )+
+
E [tesl] · CWmin
2
· (2 · SMAX−1 (2− 2 · pf )− SMAX−1 (1− pf )) + (E.9)
− E [t
e
sl]
2
· (QMAX−1 (1− pf )− SMAX−1 (1− pf ))
}
.
Proof. E [tmac|MAX ] can be evaluated as
∑MAX−1
i=0 E [tmac|i,MAX ] · p(i collisions). Furthermore,
from Equation E.1, E [tmac|i,MAX ] can be written as
E [tmac|i,MAX ] = DIFS +
i+1∑
j=1
E [tbo (CW j)] + i · tcoll (E.10)
Finally, Equation E.9 can be derived after simple manipulations by exploiting Equations E.10, E.4,
and by recalling that Equation E.1 also provides a closed form of p(i collisions).
As a final remark, Figure E.5 plots the average MAC delay predicted by Equation E.9, and experi-
enced by our simulator. Figure E.5 assesses the accuracy of the MAC-delay analytical model.
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F. Impact of Burst Size on 802.11 Energy
Consumption
This Appendix contains the detailed derivation of Equation 7.18, i.e.
EPSM = a · µ ·KPSM ,
where a is the scaling factor applied to the samples of the Web-page size distribution, and KPSM
is independent of a.
From Equation 7.16, EPSM is as follows:
EPSM = E [T ] · Psl + E [Tac] · (Pac − Psl) .
From Equation 7.7, E [T ] is1:
E [T ] =
E [NBR] · E [BR]
γTCP
= a · µ · E [NBR]
γTCP
, a · µ ·K1 ,
where K1 is independent of a · µ.
Furthermore, from Equation 7.15, E [Tac] is as follows:
E [Tac] =
E [NBR] · a · µ
MSS
· (E [ts] + E [ta]) + E [T ]
BI
· tb , a · µ ·K2 + E [T ]
BI
· tb ,
where K2 is independent of a · µ.
As E [T ] is proportional to a · µ, E [Tac] can be expressed as:
E [Tac] = a · µ ·K2 + a · µ ·K1
BI
· tb , a · µ ·K3 ,
where K3 is independent of a · µ.
Finally, EPSM can be expressed as:
EPSM = a · µ ·K1 · Psl + a · µ ·K3 · (Pac − Psl) , a · µ ·KPSM ,
where KPSM is independent of a · µ. This concludes the proof.
1Recall that in this part of the analysis we have to set E [UTT ] to 0 in Equation 7.7 (see Section 7.5.2.1).

G. Impact of TCP throughput on 802.11 Energy
Consumption
In this Appendix we prove that both EPSM and EPSM increase when either the TCP-segment loss
probability (ptcpl ) or the Round Trip Time (RTT ) increase.
Let us focus on EPSM . As in the previous Appendix, the most convenient expression for EPSM
in order to prove this claim is provided by Equation 7.16. Specifically, Equation 7.16 states that
EPSM is an increasing function of both E [T ] and E [Tac]. In the following, we show that both
these terms are increasing functions of either ptcpl and RTT .
The closed form expression of E [T ] is provided by Equation 7.7, which is reported here for the
reader convenience:
E [T ] =
E [NBR] · E [BR]
γTCP
+ E [NBR] · E [UTT ] .
The only term that is affected by ptcpl or RTT is γTCP . Specifically, from Equation 7.19, γTCP is
a decreasing function of both ptcpl and RTT . Hence, when either of these parameters increase,
E [T ] increases too. The rationale of this result lies in the very definition of T . Specifically, T is
the time required to download NBR bursts from the fixed server. When the throughput drops, the
burst-download phases become longer, and T increases.
As far as E [Tac], by focusing on Equation 7.15 it can be noted that the only terms affected by γTCP
is the component related to beaconing, i.e. E [T ]/BI · tb. Hence, also E [Tac] increases when γTCP
drops.
Finally, it can be noted that ENO_PSM is an increasing function of both p
tcp
l and RTT , as it is
proportional to E [T ] (see Section 7.16). This concludes the proof.
